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and reach toward space.

The cat's cradle presents a

modern riddle: Wilt technology

strip us of all individuality?
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FIRSTWORD
• By Timothy Ferris

4l/?e atoms comprising Hie

far-flung galaxies
:

ail obey the same laws

because they got together

at ike dawn of

"time-and worked out the

. rules of the game

3

Hubon Reeves, an astrophysicist and
nsl

Center !lor Scientific Reseamh. writes n

his new book Atoms of Silence: "When
someone ask:-; me,

:

0f what use Is ast.-orv-

omy?' i answer If It had no use orier than to

reveal such beauty. -'. wuukt have amply
justified its existence.''

::

Anyone who has looked at Saturn q: the

Orion nebula through a telescope wii|

em' in i -vn fi : 'i 'an As rone

me-' 3 and astrophysicists arm'; supposed
:o wasl.fi time stargazing—it. cosrs tons

of thousands of collars a night ic run a big

:elescope. Ye! i vo scon more than one
hard-boiled astronomm Pse .nimsstl Qaoing

a; Ihe e:amonds-:n-|i-rk splendor o' the

e; '
!:. 'l!'.:! m . ii •

:.., . ci he d> ve.-

! nebula.

The betier look, wo got at the rest of Ihe

iv
! . I

. ii :: so-ut

; : "I .i '(':'
i
.:;' ;

:

dm
graphed it from less than 1,000 miles .

Bally camo
alive: The. snDW-£wepV84,0G0-foci-liigb

slopes of the volcano Olympus Moos and
Ihe log-shrouded canyons of Valley

Mahneris were suddenly vran stormed .iron-

p.-aces.

with a wild beamy ar. shek own The rings

: "n Ihiou'
.

i
.! :!. .pleudid,

but they look incomparably grander in

clcseup photographs taken by the Voyager

spacecraft that roso.vod hem into

hundreds of gold and ashen rings, sheer

music Ic
-

gravitational harmonies' tirsl heard

in :hfj lnough!s ;/ Kepler and Newton.
Even no no'onous.y barren moon crew

rave reviews form the otherwise laconic

'i .ii'onai.fs in .i ,: :- mssp !
i by i

Aid! n. ;'!, „ :Or;d ma
I lo : ,;

: iooi m the

nioon, were, 'Beaum'til! Beautrlui 1

'

When he ano Nell Arrnsf'ong got Deck to

Ear ii .
[hey penned 7

moonwalkcrs have more free time simply

!o r ' k :! un i

!. 'ii i' '..ii

Charles Duke, who waik.ee the looihds ol

the Doscahes moi mtains of the iTioon

liission, reported,
' I

H.-sr choked up. Tears came. It was the

mo -o o- my life."

Aesthetic considerations play little, I!

anv. role ci sshooutlng observing runs on
'he big telescopes. programming ihe

earn' mi/.! ,i,i !!.'.!.:!! ;:

oo-oimiiung ihe missions of lunar -asf-ori.aum

Yet the startling aiic literaily Otherworldly

beamy of nature beyond Earth como.'
mmbihg 'h-rough. all the same.

Why so?- Why is the- universe beautiful?

The Whirlpool cala.m, Vim. \< an
aosciurely go-geoussiyhi but the WHirlpool .

galaxy is 35 million light-years away; we
see ii today as ii looked when the firs'

honnnids had yet to sp-if away from the

anthropoid a g
so distant in space and time be capable

0- arousing our sense of beauty?
Perhaps ihe answer is thai the universe

really Is an or a piece, as mystics have
long maintained. The Whirlpool ga:axy is

made o! [be same so s-i.t: as eui yes

and mind, and it obeys the 'same natural

lb :: :[ VarioUS

ways. Intellectually, we analyze the Kepler-

ian dynamics of its wheeling stars Aesthet -.

ically weiinci II. beautiful.

'II '
I IO'. nail III: 1 ." !,!!

question, one that has long troubled philos-

ophers of science: How do the universal

does the Whirlpool galaxy "know" lha F

is

i

:

.i;
"

i
(!. ;.

,
i .n i in

;n the Milky- Way?
l hat riddle, in turn, leads us back to the

creation of me universe-.

The unlver

is ample proof. I! we extrapolate cosmic
expansion backward : n lime, we -'nd that

everything in. the universe must once
have peer- crowded Together, some 20
billion years ago. so ihs mebali stare that-

.cosmologists waggishly call the Big Bang
The universe, then, really is a universe, a

single entity having started out as a sped'
..'. . in.:; in

i
:. .! ;

,
."

,
: :i is

sentence. Ttie atoms comprising the lar-

iiung galaxies all obey the sa/nc laws

because they got together at the dawn pi

lime and worked out the rules of the game.
The word oeauty is infamously difficult

to define, but artists and philosophers

generally agree "hat a beautiful object has

the power to draw mgefhe' its disparate

that it

tends to draw us into it, making us fee:

that we are part of its unity. It :ust may be..

Inen. she: the beauty we see In planets,

stars, and galaxies Is itself evidence Of the

unity of the universe.

This idea detracts bom the mystery oi

nouher science nor .aesthetics I; may
be Ihav ;ho laws oi nature were arbitrated

dunng the first moments oi Ihe expansion of

the universe, but the,?' .doesn't explain why
there a:a any natural laws or why the human
mind is aoie. however imperecliy. ro

discern them. Our sense of na:.urai beauty
may be one among many cosmic harmo-
nics, be! that doesn't explain woy nature :s

to any degree harmonious. .

It has been speculated that science will

one day arrive a! a master equation u>ai

will explain everything, i doubt very much
' :; ' ".!'

i
.:!

i

., ur'.i
-

likely that the beauiy and the inteljigibitity

of nature will. remain to some extent myste-

rious. Selene ?s

.ohce remarked abour life, "Is painting a

picture, not doing asum "DO

iin-iothy Ferris ,'a (he author of Space Shots.

0L:b:> hV'i : i.'i Bo; k:

,;..,,
,

, ![M)l

KCfii-.'QO widt^-proirj oi'Uca-: acc!s<ri.
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Can we transfer our mellects. our

psyches, our very souls onio a
floppy disk, creating programs thai

think and respond much as-we ourselves .

would? It's possible according to a new
generation of computer engineers whose
programs mimic the thought processes

of experts and, in many instances, respond

personally to each individual user. These
"knowledge engineers" are transforming a

seventy-year-old cancer expert's skill

into, computer software. Long after he

ceases to prac:icc -lis specially, a computer
will continue to he p make his brilliant

diagnoses. In "Soul in the Software" (page

52), P. Hoban explains how scientists are

creating computer psychclcys::-; compuior

dio'omats. compute 1" geologists, and
computer engineers. Their machines not

only answer questions with as much acumen
as a professional, but they absorb the

.

user's vocabulary and respond to idiosyn-

crasies much as one's closest friend

would. Though resoa-ehers say il may be'a
while before we can computerize the

whole spectrum of human emotions, much
of our knowledge base and decision-

making ability will soon be committed to

memory—electronic style.

While some are extending the application

of artificial intel
:,

gc:ico. others are broaden-

ing their investigations into actual human
capabilities. This month's Omni focuses on

Wesf Point. -which barelyten years ago.

with no exampe to 'ollow. First admitted'

women into its ranks For centuries', women
have been referred to as the weaker sex.

10 OMNI

covert mte : n- " " which late culmha led

in his appointment as deputy director of

the CIA. But in 1982 fie suddenly left the

government and took off with his family to

tour America by car. A year later, he

reernerged just as suddenly as president

and director ol the M'Crooloclronics and
Computer Technology Corporation, a trail-

blazing consortium of American compa-
nies teaming up io boost technology.

According to Inman. soy wars have become
computer wars and, in his new position,

he is determined to outdistance the

Japanese in the invention and application

of artificial intelligence. In this month's

;-:- l.gor

Interview (page -00) conc'-.iclod by Philip

J i-y.'.'iS ir-aiiona stafi writer for The

Washington Post), the spy who was loved

by conservatives, liberals. Congress.
and ihe press skirts a canyon of classified

material. He manages Io reveal some
tricks of the Spy trade and also talks about
America's current ana future position in

technological development. Hills describes

Inman as "someone who is extremely

ind knowledgeable about history."

t, Hilts says, is "'also a brilliant

politician."

For this month of elections, fiction editor

Ellen Datlow offers a set of six short politi-

cal fables. "Last year's coi'ecrion of short

short stories ['Double Treble,' November
1983] proved high y sueeesslul." she says.

So with one or two stories in hand, she

contacted other writers, giving them few
criteria: The stores hao to be short and had

to focus on elections or government.

Writers teaac Asimov, Robert Silverberg,

Norman Spinrad, Barry N. Malzberg. Jim

Aikin, and Marta Randall responded. "Poli-

Sci-Fi" begins on page 60.

And former Omni editorial director Ben
Bova returns to the fic;:on cages this month.

In "Out of Time' (pace 301 a gangster

cdmesup with a plan to put himself—and

his career—on ipe.

The written word is not the only form of

prophecy. Science-fiction films also reveal a

lot about the dreams arc o ans for the

decades ahead. "The Movie Prophets"

(page 68) is an excerpt from a new Omni
book. Screen Flights, Screen Fantasies.DO
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Out of This World

My thanks to James Reston, Jr.. for his

insightful piece on Robert Monroe and ihe

Monroe Institute of Applied Sciences

["Mission lo a Mind," July 1984].

As a user of Monroe's Gateway tapes

and an occasional visitor to Locale I, I
can

attest to the benefits of the tapes and
the reality of the phenomenon of the out-of-

body experience.

Of special interest was the thought-

provoking passage on the explorer in Locale

II. I found it to be qute sumulaTng reading.

David Luczak

Elk Grove, IL

Permalid and Punks
I
found Dr. Angres's (invento" of the Permalid

" eyeliner-implantation process) comments
concerning punk rockers lo be irritatingly ill-

informed and prejudicial [Antimatter, April

1984]. I take exception to Angres's quip

lhat "if punk rockers ask'for this operation,

they'll probably ask tor drugs, too."

Isn't it strange that a person who has

devoted seven years to the development of

a permanent eyeliner would trivialize and
dismiss one of Ihe major constituents of

punk style—extended, artistic use of

makeup? Also, the drug reference strikes

me as a rather odd one. Does the doctor

equate makeup with drugs? Is Permalid

the new opiate of the people, safe if used

in moderation?

Apparently, Angres has never heard of

the punk movement's Drug-Free Youth

or Straight Edge programs. With so many
drug addicts and drunks around, why
pick on punks—many of whom are engaged
in rebellion through abstinence?

RandaMilliron

Claremont, CA

Lowdown on Geosynchronous
Thanks for an interesting and informative

magazine. I
especially like articles

concerning spaceflight, such as "Pearl

Harbor in Space," by James E. Oberg [July

1984],- but I would like to point out a small

error. The author refers to geosynchronous
orbit as a special orbit at 22,300 miles

above the equator. This is not quite correct,

since Ihe author implies that this is the

only Spij 0" gocsyrclvonous orbit.

Geosynchronous orbits can also occur at

much lower altitudes, and the term actually

refers to an orbit that follows the same
ground track repeatedly. The case Oberg
refers to is a special one—the geostationary

orbit. This is the term that should be used
in the article, as geosynchronous applies to

many orbits.

Mark Kinnersley

Washingbora, Lincoln, England

Primate," by Alan Darling [Antimatter, June
1984]. Oliver the chimpanzee is not owned
by Ralph Heifer, but by Dr. Kenneth DeCroo,

proprietor of the Wild Animal Training

Center, in Riverside, California. I know this

because I see Oliver every weekend. Oliver

is remarkable, but he doesn't walk upright.

He is also a lot cuter than the photo shows.

Leigh Davis

Riverside, CA

Harmful Puffs

After reading Patrick Huyghe's article "Self-

Harm" [Mind. July 1984], I found myself

wondering r c ga'olte smoking doesn't

belong in the list of deliberate self-harm

activities. As one who quit smoking one year

ago, I can report that I was fully aware of

the harm I was doing to myself, although I

thought it made me feel good.

I know it could be said that all drug
usage falls into (his category. But cigarettes

don't provide a "high," as alcohol and
other drugs do. Isn't it a shame our govern-

ment subsidizes Ihis acltvity? Wake up!

W. C. Sosnowski

Gretna, LA

Copper O.D.

In the article "Panning a Panacea" [The

Body, September 1984] Joel Davis slipped

a decimal point. If anyone were to take

his advice and ingest from one and a half

to two grams of copper a day, he would

probably not be around very long. Of

course. Davis meant to say milligrams

instead of grams.

John Irving

Tarpon Springs,- FL

CONTINUED ON PAGE 134



DIALOGUE

FDRUrUl

Omni welcomes speculation, theories,

commentary, dissent, and questions from

readers in this open brum. We invite you

to use this column to voice your hopes

about the future and to contribute to- the

kind of informal dialogue that generates

breakthroughs. Please note that we cannot

return submissions and that the opinions

expressed here are not necessarily those ot

the magazine.

Nuclear Threat and Promise

I couldn't agree more, with Freeman J.

Dyson [First Word. July 1984] when he saya

that nuclear weapons must be abolished.

The steps he describes are very nearly

the exact steps being taken by the Depart-

ment ol Defense in its antiballislic-missile

(slar-wars) program.

Nuclear bombs are not weapons in the

usual military sense, even though the

military has tried to work out rules of

engagement for using them. These bombs,

so massively destructive and frightening,

are primarily political tools, symbols of

national determination. If they are ever used

in anger, they will have failed their purpose.

The idea ol buildr iy dele'iscs against

ballistic missiles s also basically a political

idea. While many have argued over

whether star-wars weapons will work to

prevent nuclear attack, most -of the

"experts" have missed the fundamental

point of the argument.

The advent of defensive, antimissile

technology allows us to move our national

policy away from mutual assured destruction

{MAD) and toward a policy of mutual

assured survival. MAD forces the super-

powers into a constantly escalating nuclear-

arms race. How many bombs do you

need to assure the destruction of your

opponent?
Defensive technologies can allow both

. the United States and the Soviet Union

to step back from the nuclear brink, to build

defenses that will protect themselves from

nuclear holocaust. As those defenses

are. placed in orbit, it will become possible

for East and West to face each other

without the threat of instant annihilation

.
hanging over their heads. We could see a

new era of peaceful coexistence, once
both sides become convinced that space-

based defenses do work to protect them,

For four decaces. since Hi'oshima and the

first use of the V-2 rocket, military technol-

ogy has been producing faster, sharper,

deadlier swords. That arms race, dictated

by a policy of MAD, has shaped the world's

politics and forced the Cold War upon us.

Now technology is beginning to develop

shields. If we use :he shields wisely— if we
make political decisions that are just as

bold as the technological leaps—we can

push the threat of nuclear war far away
from us.

Ben Bova
West Hartford, CT

Cheers to Freeman J. Dyson for putting his

eminent mind to work on unlocking the

nuclear-arms puzzle.

While we wait for the military to save lace

by developing less devastatng warheads,

perhaps we sho.id paralel-rnoosss the next

step: "engineering" the minds of human
beings to regard war of any kind as barbaric.

After all, as long as humanity continues to

accept the concept of imminent war, war

will be imminent.

Dyson says, "The fact that a historic

transition is uni-nacinabe before il happens

does not imply that it will never happen."

One fine day— in the nick of nuclear time

—

humans may reach an evolutionary

milestone, and war will be only a tolly of

history, not a present threat or a future

danger. What better target at which to aim

our capabilities and intelligence?

Geneen Marie Haugen
Ben Lomond, CA

Freeman J. Dyson's discussion of an aboli-

tion of nuciear weapons presents an

optimistic, intelligent view n 'egardtoa
nuclear freeze. I believe, however, that a

switch from a nuclear-war technology to a

less obscenely destructive one is only

the first step. We must then devolve from

the machine gun. to the rifle, to the pistol, to

the slingshot, and so on. Someday,

perhaps, we shall see the flaws in the very

foundation of our original ideology, and

we'll abolish the club.

Robert Fein

Bronx, NYDQ



DISCLOSING THE PA^

EARTH
By Mary Leakey

Editors' note: Working together in

the badlands of East Africa,

paleoanthropologists Mary and
Louis Leakey unearthed hundreds of fossil

treasures, toppling existing theories of

human evolution, i'hei: moss dazzling

discoveries, made largely at the, Olduvai

Gorge, in Tanzania, include the remains ot

Zinjanthropus man^or Zinj. a 1.7-million-

year-old hominid, and of Homo habilis, the

tirst human ancestor to use tools. The

finds convinced scisntnus ;hai protohumans

stalked the earth far earlier than anyone

had suspected.

The following story excerpted from Mary

Leakey's rising

the Past, chronicles the disintegration

of the Leakey marriage, the most famous
partnership in the history of anthropology

and perhaps all of science.

I come now to what isquite certainly the

hardest section of the story for me to tell,

and if truth be known. I would much rather

draw a veil over at least the years 19.68

to 1972, which turned out to be the last four

years of Louis's lite. But that would be
impossible because they were also four

years of my life, and I cannot just omit

them. It was all very sad and paintul at the

lime, alter so much happiness before.

and it remains sad in the. remembering. Ten

to fifteen years later, perhaps the best

approach is to try and understand what
happened and why. The basic facts are clear

enough: Our marriage, which in its best

years had been an idyllic partnership, had

by 1968 begun to deteriorate, and for

the last years of Louis's life, although there

was no ofiicial separation, we lived apart

and met only for brief periods. For my part,

I had to watch Louis decline from the

height of his intellectual powers and the

-fullness of his charm, to become irritable and

irraiional, someone for whom his

colleagues quite frequently had to cover

up, out ol respect for what had once been.

I
had to watch, powerless to bring him

any help or comfort or support. He became
someone utterly different from the Louis I

had married and loved and admired,

the Louis whose stature in his profession

had perhaps never been equaled. And I

have no doubt at all that he thought I, too,

had changed—had become cold and.

Mary Leakey exarr:i--ie:~. : :at ks niacin by human ancei .6 miliion years ago.

uncaring, had abandoned him when he

needed me most.

Given all thai had Happened to us as

archaeologists in East Africa, Louis and I

necessarily regarded the finding of Zinj

and Homo habilis as triumphs, discoveries

to be followed up, regardless of the amount

of effort required, until every possible

piece of information [about human origins]

had been extracted. That is what we set

ourselves to do, and the cost included

elements that we had not considered. Louis

did not simply decide he would go off to

America and elsewhere for increasingly long

periods in addition to all his other work: It

was forced upon him, and once caught in

the net, he could not escape. Nor did it

ever occur to me that I would go off on solo

research visits to places around the world.

but that was what inevitably happened.

So our increasing iro'eoercenceof each
other did not originate in a conscious choice,

even if in the end we let it go to its logical

conclusion.. Hitherto we had done everything

together unless some good reason

prevented it. Now our paths were neces-

sarily diverging, for eminently practical

reasons, as it at first seemed'.

Moreover, as far as the matter of profes-

sional independence was concerned, it

was not only Louis and I who were involved,

for a powerful new professional force was
suddenly in our midst: Richard [the Leakey's

son], young, able, ambitious, and— in

those days—direct to the point of outright

l;-;ci essness. R cnard was always a

competitive person, and he had every

intention o! getting to the top, the sooner

the better. And who at that time was in

possession of the summit, needing therefore

in due course to be displaced? Louis.

Add to that the curious but undeniable fact

that Louis had never really been as fond

of Richard as of our other two sons, Jonathan

and Philip, and you begin to realize the

potential strength of the disruptive forces at'

work within the family and to see that

sooner or later Louis would inevitably begin

to ieel threatened. Once there was any

such feeling in his mind, then I
myself would

also seem to be a threat, since achieve-

ments that would once have been seen as

his and mine jointly were increasingly'

'

COfvTlNjED ON PAGE 142 19



QUICK-DELIVERY CELlf

By Richard Wolkomir

For years researchers have been
trying to (ind an effective way
to extend the working lile of drugs

injected into the body. The major problem

has been that the short-lived medications

are rapidly destroyed by the body before

they can produce the desired results.

But recently John DeLoach, a Texas

biochemist, has discovered a novel and
potentially revolutionary solution. His

technique converts the body's own red

blood cells into "storage depots" that protect

the drugs inside their membranes from

speedy disintegration. "The drug remains

where we want it, doing its job much longer

than it would if it were injected freely,"

says DeLoach.

After five years of research with animals:

including more than 900 experiments using

25 different drugs, DeLoach's results are

stunning. For instance, cytarabine is a
short-lived cancer drug. Injected into dogs.

the chemical breaks down and becomes
useless after only two hours. By encapsu-
lating cytarabine in a dog's red blood

cells, however, DeLoach has kepi the drug
working in the animal for ten days.

Another benefit of the new technique

may be lower dosages. In one test, DeLoach
injected cows with a drug used against

Texas cattle fever, a lethal disease caused
by a tick-carried protozoan. He found

that drugs encapsulated in red blood cells

were ten times as potent as the same
drugs simply injected into the cow. Thus,

to pack the same therapeutic punch,

he needed to administer only a tenth of

the drug's normal dose.

DeLoach cites another benefit: With the

new technique, drugs can be targeted

lor specific organs. Chemically altering the

red blood cells' outer surfaces confines

them to a particular organ and allows

the drugs inside the cells to ooze out slowly,

precisely where they are needed.

But perhaps most important, red blood

cells may be able to carry "immune
modulators," like interferon, that trigger the

body's own immune system, thus tuning

up the body's natural defenses against

disease. "Immunity is one of research's

hottest areas, and this has tremendous

portent," says DeLoach. He inserts an
immune modulator into a red blood cell,

then marks the cell's surface— perhaps
with an antibody—so that the body's

defender cells (macrophages) "read" it as

an alien intruder. "Basically, it's telling

the macrophages. 'Eat me!'" says DeLoach.

So far, he has successfully tested his

process with cattle, horses, pigs, and
dogs. Meanwhile, scientists in Canada,
Australia. Germany, England, Argentina, and
Japan have used the new technique to

Ireal everything from rheumatoid arthritis in

rats to diabetes and leukemia in mice.

Eventual y. the method will be tested

on humans. "If ihe system works for bovine

cells, which are fragile, it should work

for the less fragile human blood cells," says

DeLoach. In fact, scientists overseas
already have used the encapsulation

technique to replace enzymes in humans.
DeLoach's process involves withdrawing

blood from a test animal {or human patient)

and isolating the red blood cells. By
changing the cells' salt concentration, he

can swell the cells until their membranes
develop microscopic pores. Then he mixes
the enlarged cells with a drug, and the

cells absorb the drug through their pores.

Finally, after normalizing the cells' salt

concentration, he shrinks Ihem back to their

original size, with the drug trapped inside.

Injected back into the animal, the doctored

cells circulate freely in the blood, the

medicines inside them slowly oozing out

through the cell membranes, to the

surrounding area.

Drug companies are hopeful that such
new delivery systems will rejuvenate existing

drugs by dramatically lengthening their

useful lives while allowing for lower dosages
and quick delivery to targeted organs.

The government has already patented

his new process. Mow the U.S. Department
of Commerce is working out the details

of licensing the patents to industry.

"Someday red blood cells may be used
routinely to carry medications that are

either highly toxic or short-lived," says

DeLoach. who conducts his work at the

U.S. Agriculture Department's College

Station laboratory, in Texas. "Then, without

trequent injections, we'll be able to sustain

optimum levels of drugs in the body for

weeks at a time. "OO



SOVIET SPACEWALK

By James E. Oberg

Last April, only a few weeks after

American astronauts repaired the

ailing Solar Max, a satellite thai had
been launched in 1980 to observe the

sun, Soviet cosmonauts pulled off a coup
of their own. Over a len-day period, they

made four spacewalks, totaling more than

15 hours. They set up work platforms

near the alt end of their 50-foot-long, 12-

foot-wide cylindrical space station, Salyut 7,

and cut through the station's skin to reach

a crippled propulsion system.

Though remarkable, the incident received

little coverage in the Western news media.

Details are sketchy. The Soviets wanted (he

extravehicular activity (EVA) to be admired,

not analyzed. Moscow spokesmen referred

to the work as "servicing." They never

used the term repair, because that would
have implied a previous failure.

Yet a failure had occurred, seven months
earlier. And $2 billion worth of space
hardware, the heart of the Soviet manned
space program, hung in the balance.

At that time, experts found a way for the

station to limp along in a degraded mode.
But its days were numbered unless the

breakdown could be remedied.

The trouble had started in September
1983, when the one-year-old Salyut was
pumping rocket propellants from a robot

tanker. One of the main transfer lines under
the station's skin suddenly ruptured, and
the two cosmonauts on board were faced

with the possibility of an explosion that

could crack the station's hull wide open.
Fortunately, the fuel dissipated. But

the maneuvering rockets fed by fuel from

the broken line were rendered useless.

And full propulsion capabilities would be
needed for the station to carry out the
activities scheduled for 1984 and 1985. On
the ground, the Soviets immediately began
preparations for the "servicing" mission:

They developed new hardware that would
allow the cosmonauts to create a work
site and to anchor themselves to it.

A "service" crew, consisting of cosmo-
nauts Leonid Kizim and Vladimir Solovyov
and a cardiologist named Oleg Atkov,

arrived at the station on February 9. But
'

repair work could not begin until Salyut

achieved the right orbit. For spacewalks,
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Soviet flight planners prefer orbits that

cross directly over Soviet territory, which
maximizes radio communications.

The Salyuts orbit continuously twists in

space, bringing it over Moscow 24 minutes
earlier every day. This allows tor a few

days of appropriate orbital path every eight

weeks or so. So it was not until April 23
that the crew turned to the task of restoring

the station's health.

At 8:31 a.m. Moscow time, the men
opened the airlock hatch for the first time.

Placing one hand over another along the

railings, and driving pitons into the ship's skin

in the places where no railings existed,

they carried their toolbox and ladder to the

work site. Some 50 feel Irom the airlock,

they deployed their other gear, which

Included 25 specially made tools weighing

more than 90 pounds. For four hours and
15 minutes they remained outside, doing

preparatory work. Dr. Atkov monitored their

progress from inside the station.

Three days later, the hatch was opened
at 6:40 a.m and wasn't closed until five

hours later. In that time, the cosmonauts cut

a window to gain access to the failed

made during four EVAs.

plumbing, wrenched a stubborn nut from a
valve, and installed a new valve. The
cosmonauts made another spacewalk on
April 29, this time to install a new fuel

line, a bypass to a faulty line they had
capped earlier. They then verified the line's

airtightness and replaced the insulation

blankets around the pipes.

On May 4, the men made a fourth sortie.

The nature of their work on this spacewalk
is unclear. They may have done some
complicated pipe fitting or put shunt lines

across different propellant ports. Again,

news reports were vague.

Two weeks later, they tended to chores

that had been planned long ago: They
augmented the station's solar-power panels.

The panels, which are built with plug
fittings to allow for extension units, provided

about 4.000 watts of power. The section

being worked on had to be taken offline

e ecliically. placing a burden on the

remaining panels. To sustain Salyut's power
needs, the cosmonauts had to wait until

Salyut's orbit was nearly full face to the

earth-sun line, so that almost the entire 90-

minute orbit would remain in sunlight.

(This condition occurs only near the winter

or summer solstices.)

On May 18, Salyut's orbital darkness
period dropped from the normal 40 minutes

to less than 15 minutes. The cosmonauts
were ready. During their three-hour, five-

minute EVA, they attached two supplemen-
tary panels, increasing Salyut's power
capacity to 6.000 watts.

Almost as an afterthought, cosmonauts
performed another spacewalk from Salyut in

late July. A member of a visiting crew,

Svetlana Savitskaya, became the

first woman to walk in space. It was a move
obviously meant to upstage imminent
American achievements.

For the Soviets, this 1984 spacewalk blitz

satisfied all the major themes of their

manned space program. Cosmonauts
demonstrated that human presence is

crucial to the success of long missions. They
also showed that image making is

most important. While the Soviets may
have boycotted the summer Olympics, their

showmanship and skill helped to earn

them the gold in space.DO



HEALING TOUCH

riniruD
By Leah Wallach

Anurse stands in an envelope of

silence beside the Isoletle, a

. small box of warmth and oxygen

designed to support newborn life still

alien to ordinary air. She slips her hands

inside the two porthole openings. Delibera-

tion is evident in her face and the

movements of her shoulders; she is carrying

out a specific procedure, not just caressing

the premature infant inside. She would

say if asked that she's channeling energy

through her body !o smooth and invigorate

the baby's own energy flow.

She is doing something called therapeutic

touch. And so are thousands of other

nurses throughout the country. They are

caressing the air above surgical dressings

to saturate the cotton with healing energy;

they are scanning the space above
postoperative patients' bodies, then slowly

brushing the air down the legs and out

the feet to sweep the pain away. They are

trying, by a strange mental act, to project

healing forces.

This curious form of massage was
conceived in 1968 when Dolores Krieger, a

newly minted nursing Ph.D., was asked to

assist in a study of the psychic healer

Oskar Estebany. By the time the study was
over. Krieger was convinced that hands
could heal. She spent the next three years

developing a teachable technique for

relieving pain, distress, and illness. Today,

she believes that therapeutic touch can

be learned by anyone.

The theory behind the practice is based
on a stew of human-potential ideas liberally

seasoned with metaphors from Eastern

religion and quantum physics. People are

the "phenomenoiogical interface" of a

myriad of energy fields, Krieger explains;

health has to do with balance and flow

among them. A healthy person can channel

vital energy to help an ill person by tactile

diagnosis and manipulation, not of the

patient's body, but of the "energy field" one

to eight inches beyond the body.

Krieger believes that some sort of mental

transaction takes place during therapeutic

touch, operating in what she calls an."inth"

dimension outside the usual limitations of

space and lime. She is also convinced

there is a real exchange of physical energy,
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with detectable results. Between 1971

and 1975, she conducted a series of

experiments demonstrating that the level of

oxygen-carrying hemogobir n red blood

cells increases significantly in patients

treated with therapeutic touch, while the

hemoglobin levels of patients receiving

other forms oi nursing attention does not.

In 1975, armed with her research, Krieger

requested and received permission from

New York University (NYU) to add an

accredited course on therapeutic touch to

her teaching load. She has taught more
than 8,000 hcs.;h protoss'orals since then.

Today, courses in the technique itself are

offered at more ihan 50 universities.

Despite its inroads into academia, thera-

peutic touch remains something of a

scientific enigma. It's a learned procedure

whose practitioners report cood results,

yet don't offer a scientific explanation.

In her course. Krieger describes thera-

peutic touch as a five-step procedure. The
first and most important thing the healer

has to do is "center" himself, that is, set

aside all distractions and personal concerns

about the outcome ot his therapy and

Magic lingers: a digit-ized approach to healing.

corcen;rate all nis attention on the act ot

healing. "This process is the key," explains

Krie.ger. "It's a healing meditation."

The second step is the assessment.

After the healer feels he is in the proper

gear, he runs his hands slowly along the

patient's energy field to locate asymme-
tries—areas thai generate- sensations of

heat, coolness, or prickling, for example.

Next the healer "unruffles the field," a

process by which he brushes the congested

energy areas. Krieger says this relieves

pressure and improves the energy flow.

Once a field is "clear"—that is, the healer

can feel no more congestion—he begins

the fourth step: modulating the energy. This

is an attempt to normalize the areas his

hands have sensed are diseased. To do this

he uses the power of his imagination,

thinking of a cool color to relieve a hot spot,

for example. The fifth step is to end the

session. The healer has to sense when it is

the right time to stop.

It does sound a little like Star Wars

mysticism, and graduates of the therapeutic

touch course have come to be known as

Krieger's Krazies. Yet at a conservative

estimate there are 15.000 nurses who
practice Krieger's technique today, and the

therapy has been the subject of at least

three Ph.D. theses. Therapeutic touch has

the support of its enthusiasts because
their experience indicates that it works.

Janet Quinn, for example, took Krieger's

first class at NYU out of curiosity. A Ph.D.

nurse now practicing in South Carolina,

she became a believer when Krieger used

her in a demonstration and in ten minutes

produced a state of relaxation so profound,

Quinn regarded it as an altered state of

consciousness. Despite her belief that

energy fields existed, however, she was
unable to sense a patient's energy fields for

some time. "People in the class were

saying, 'Yes. I can feel the energy field.' 'I

.

can feel this,' and 1 can feel thai,' " Quinn

recalls. "I felt absolutely nothing tor months."

But her patients responded anyway,

"The most startling thing was the response

from people who had postoperative pain

that wasn't being managed by medication."

The pain just faded away.

Many patients—including some who are

CONTINUED ON PAGE 79



BORN-AGAIN NERVES

THE BDDM
By Richard Wolkomir

^% I hen a piece of metal struck his

< § I I head, injuring his right eye's

^J \m optic nerve, Gary P Kase.

a rigger at a California shipyard, became
blind in that eye. Doctors told him there

was no hope for recovery: It has been a

medical axiom thai nerves of the central

nervous system {CNS) do not regenerate.

But Kase's vision gradually returned.

What had occurred was a process long

sought by scientists—spontaneous regen-

eration of a part of the- CNS.
With spinal-core ir.ur es paralyzing more

than 20,000 Americans each year, and
brain disorders such as Alzheimer's disease

afflicting millions, earning hew :o regener-

ate the neurons in the CNS would be a

major medical breakthrough. And within

the past few years, research in this area has

been progressing rapidly. The discovery

of two proteins by researchers at Stanford

University, plus a number of animal studies

on neurons, are yielding valuable clues

lo the riddle of nerve regeneration.

Unlike Ihe nerves in our skin and muscles,

which belong to the peripheral nervous

system, damaged nerves in our CNS

—

neurons in the skull and spine—do not grow
back. Furthermore, scientists have long

believed that we are born with all the brain

neurons we will ever have.

But this April, Rockefeller University's

Fernando Nottebohm presented findings

to the Institute for Child Development
Research that question this. Nottebohm
discovered that the forebrains of birds' pro-

duce new neurons into young adulthood.

"We ought to apply ourselves to see if

adult neurogenesis occurs in humans," says
Nottebohm. 'And if it is not found, we
should ask, 'Why not?'

"

Along similar lines, anatomists John R.

Sladek and Carol Phelps, at the University

of Rochester, have shown that in certain

animals, severed brain-cell axons—which
transmit impulses from one nerve cell to

the next—repair themselves.

"Ifwecanfindoutwhatthisgrowth
"

factor is," says Sladek, "we can then deter-

mine whether it will be possible to stimulate

the regrowtli of brain tissue at will."

Phelps points out Ihe benefits of regen-

eration. 'About twenty percent of the

population sutlers from a nervous-syslem

disorder. The ability of the brain to repair

itself after Ihe onset of such ailments would
be of enormous importance," she says'.

Recent discoveries by neurobiologists

Pate Skene and Eric Shooter, of Stanford

University's School of Medicine, may help

scientists in their search for the factor

that triggers regeneration. They found that

when a nerve is injured, its insulating

tissues begin manufacturing a protein. In

the peripheral nervous system, the levels of

this protein build, but in the CNS, this

protein tends to dissipate.

In addition, Skene has discovered that

certain neurons—as well as tissues

—

produce a separate protein when starting

to regenerate.

"Cells that don't regenerate don't seem
to produce this protein, which we call

growth-associated protein," says Skene.

"We are focusing our research on this.

To me, it's the most promising avenue."

Other scien;-sis are looking :o apply

currently available techniques to stimulate

nerve regeneration. British scientists

believe that the Diapulse machine, a radio-

wave yeneraior used in the United

K ngdom and Canada to heal bone
fractures, may promote healing of nerves in

the CNS. In his latest study, Dr. David H.

Wilson, president of England's Association

of Accidenl and Emergency Physicians,

used the machine on 40 cats paralyzed by
spinal-cord injuries. After treatment, 38
of the cats could walk again.

"We see it now as having enormous
potential in the treatment of acute spinal

injuries. There are indications that it

promotes regeneration of [damaged]
nerves once thought to result in lifelong

paralysis," he notes. Wilson intends to

begir human tests soon.

Electricity may also help heal injured

spinal-cord nerves. Dr. Robert O. Becker,

an orthopedic surgeon at Upstate Medical

Center, in Syracuse. New York, has found

that bombarding certain cells with electri-

cally charged silver ions returns them to

their embryonic state. Embryonic cells

multiply rapidly and have the ability to adapt

to different parts of the body.

It's conceivable that these cells could be
removed from a patient, treated electrically,

and then returned to the injured area.

Because the patient would receive his own
cells, there is no chance of rejection.

A number of other methods have also

shown some promise. Researchers are

experimenting with the effects of hormone
treatments on damaged nerves, with

implanted polyester channels that guide

the growth of new axons, and with certain

chemicals that may prompt regeneration.

Perhaps the most dramatic work involves

transplanting brain cells. Don Marshall

Gash, associate professor of anatomy at

the University of Rochester Medical School,

has placed human brain cells into the

brain of a monkey, The cells, which were
taken from a brain tumor, were rendered

nonmalignant before the operation. The cells

have survived in the animal's brain.

Someday, such neutralized tumor cells

may be transplanted into Ihe brains of

humans with neuron-destroying diseases.

In Ihe meantime, this research could shed
light on the process of nerve regeneration.

By the end of the century, some research-

ers believe, the mystery will be solved.DO



GIANT GROUND SLOTH:

EXPLDRATIDRJS
By Patrick Tierney

It
stands ten feel high at the mouth of an

immense-cave, its forearms stretching out

in h merrier g gesture. The creature

has the bulk of a rhinoceros, with three-inch-

long clawsand a protruding head that

make it look like an angry, oversize. grizzly

bear. But it's all theater. The giant ground
sloth is- extinct, and this statue of it, located

in the wild reacries oi Patagora. in south-

ern Chile, was designee to aitract tourists to

one of the most remote anthropological

oddities in South America. Set amid snow-
capped mountains and a strangely gnarled
forest of Irees. the large cave carries within

it clues to a prehistoric seeing that scientists

have been trying lo piece together for

almost a century.

When a sheepherder first wandered into

this cave in the 1890s, he found giant

ground-sloth bones with bits of cartilage,

dried muscle, and ligaments still adhering to

them, and ground-sloth skins covered
wilh reddish-brown hair. The remains were
so fresh that a number of scientists thought

that they belonged to a recently dead
animal. Indian legends told of a large, red-

haired- quadruped that came oul at night.

This strange sloth seemed to fit the bill,

The find attracted worldwide attention.

The London Daily Express sent a journalist

on a loudly trumpeted cxpodll.cn to find

the mythical beast. Natural Science
Magazine reported that one man "actually

saw and shot at a mysterious creature in

the inlerior.of Santa Cruz. Apparently

bulletproof, it disappeared into the brush-

wood." never to be seen again.

Scientists eventually proved that the

ground-sloth remains came from a species
long extinct and that the miraculous state

of preservation was due to the freakish

nature of the cave in which the remains were
lound. The Cueva del Milodon, where the

statue stands, is a geologic accident.

The cave's entrance rises to an immense
arc 30 meters high and 150 meters wide. Its

interior is 180 meters deep, with varied

stalactites arci stalagm tes protruding from

gray and black rock surfaces. These cave
walls have a-very high salt content, which
saber-toothed tigers, horses, and other

animals may have used as a salt lick; Nalural

freeze-drying, resulting from a combination
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of the frigid clr-alc of Cirear Patagonia and
ferociously high winds, perfectly preserved
animal, vegetable, and human remains.

In the early 1900s rivcsligators from

Argentina's La Plata Museum- observed
that the greatest deposit of ground-sloth

excrement was confined to a small space
that could easily be shut off and that near
this small space, underneath the same
layer of earth, [here was a large quantity of

cut hay. The leader of the expedition wrote

that "ihe aspect of the layer of excrement

indicates the ex s:enco o
:

a stable, exactly

as if it had been an old corral."

Few scientists accepted the- idea that

people had once captured and corralled ihe

sloths, since Ihe comestica: on of an animal

the size of a rhinoceros would probably

have been more trouble than it was worth.

But then the cracked ski.. is o
;
five ground

sloths were uncovered, suggesting that men
may have beer kil irg the animals for food.

Farl Saxon, an anthropologist at the

University of Durham, England, tried to

solve the puzzle in 1976, He excavated
several parts of the cave, then gave the

British Museum bone samples and vegeta-

Was the giant siolh

ble matter lor carbon dating. The surprising

lest results suggcsicd thai sloths survived

far longer than the other huge, extinct

land mamma Is from the ice ages. In fact,

they were stnl aroi.n0 5.000 years ago.

Saxon learned that ground sloths and
humans occupied Ihe cave at/different

times—the ground sloths came first, then

humans, then ground sloths again. But
his findings raise new guestions. For

example, Saxon found no evidence that

men killed the ground sloths, yet burned and
broken ground-sloth remains have been
found in a nearby cave. Nor can anyone
explain how the ground sloth coexisted with

neighboring humans tor 6,000 years.

The big. lumbering ground sloihs were
peaceful vegetarians. In spite of their

impressive size, they were an easy mark
for hunters. Recent sludes in (he Mount
Shasta area of California show that a North

American version of the giant ground sloth

became extinct with the arrival of hunte'rs

11.000 years ago. Their long endurance in

South America is particularly strange

since the South American giant sloths ate

only low-lying seeds and grasses. And
according to a 1978 study by British botanist

D. M
:
Moore, the area surrounding the

Patagonian ground-sloth cave 5,000 years

ago was dominated by a deciduous forest

unsuited to ground-sloth tastes.

"The hypothesis of domestication has
some basis in the coexistence of the ground
sloth and man in Ihe cave," says Jaime
Vera, of the Museum of Natural History, in

Vina del Mar, Chile. "But whal's missing

up to now is some definitive- proof, such as

the remains of a corral."

No one knows what the original discov-

erers of the.cave really found. Today the

Cueva del Milodon looks like a gopher's

nest, so many holes have been dug in it by
adventurers, geologists, archaeologists,

and tourists. Even the staaeliles have
beer- ripped off the ceiling.

'A lot of foreigners came, grabbed things,

and left," says a park ranger who guides
visitors to the cave. "What's needed now is

a compilation of Ihe many things that have
been written about the cave." In the

meantime, the strange history of the giant

ground sloth remains a mystery.DQ



SECRET CIPHERS SOLVED

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

/ Peter J. Ognibene

Four years ago, Omni heralded a
new kind of code that not even the

Central Intelligence Agency could
crack ("Unbreakable Code, "September
1980). Today, the "unbreakable" code
lies shattered, not by \he CIA, but by
malhematicians and computer experts
using hardware as simple as an off-the-shelf

Apple II microcomputer.

And the fact that researchers have
cracked this secret has generated new
jitters about the security o! banks and other
institutions using relatively unsophisticated

codes to guard your money.
Martin Hellman, of Stanford University,

and Whitfield Diffie. of 8NR, Inc.. located in

Palo Alto. California, are the two code-
builders referred to as geniuses in the earlier

article, and they did indeed create an
ingenious cryptographic scheme. They
replaced the single cipher, which had
traditionally been used to send coded
messages, with two keys—one secret, the
other published ("public"). With this inven-

tion, they hoped to eliminate the danger that

has long plagued generals, ambassadors,
and espionage agents: keeping the enemy
from intercepting ihe single key and
decoding their secret messages.
The Hellman-Diftie approach was based

on a mathematical function known as a
trapdoor knapsack, an array of numbers that

appeared easy to compute in one direction

but impractical to do in reverse. In 1982
Israeli mathematician Adi Shamir developed
a mathematical formula to attack the
trapdoor knapsack. And then computer
expert Leonard Adleman, ot the University

of Southern California, used it on an Apple
II to break one of the Hellman-Diffie ciphers.

In the past two years, other mathemati-
cians have formulated a generic attack that

appears to have doomed most two-key
systems based on this particular function.

Indeed, Diffie himself now admits: "For '

all practical purposes, trapdoor knapsacks
are flat on their back."

The other "unbreakable" code cited in

ihe 1980 article-was Ihe RSA cipher devel-

oped by Ronald Rivest, of the Massachu- '

setls Institute of Technology, in cooperation
with Shamir and Adleman. Their scheme
sa OMNI

capitalized on something mathematicians
have known for centuries. It is relatively

easy to determine if a large number is prime,

but difficult to break a large composite
number into its prime factors. (A prime
number, such as 3, 5, 7, and 11, can be
divided only by one and itself. A composite
number is the product of two or more
primes. For example. 105 = 3 x 5 x 7.)

The safety of the RSA scheme, to quote
Omni, was based on the premise that

"not even the largest computers can factor

the product of two numbers with more
lhan 50 digits." That is no longer the case.

TVfifty-digit number is kind of trivial

now for the big machines," saysGustavus
J. Simmons, manager of the mathematics
department at Sandia National Laboratories,

in New Mexico. Using a Cray 1 S supercom-
puter, Simmons and his staff can now
break any 50-digit composite number in

roughly seven minutes.

Though Ihe study of prime numbers was
once considered pure mathematics, the

advenl of the RSA public-key system
has given Simmons and others solid practi-

'.-';. :'/:& aii.'e &-,! = f-'--y.i":::ve co:;e;; !ie shattered.

cal reasons—as well as government
funds—to pursue their work. "What we've
been doing in factoring hasn't undermined
RSA." says Simmons. "It has merely
defined, quite crisply, how big a number
you have to use to be secure." In a 1978
paper describing their system, Rivest,

Shamir, and Adleman suggested that an
80-digit number would provide "moderate
security against an attack using current

technology; using two hundred digits

provides a margin of safety against future

developments."

Six years later, it is clear that 80 digits

are not enough. Barring an unforeseen

computational breakthrough, 200-digit keys
should remain secure for quite some time.

But considering the progress of the

past four years, researchers are more
cautious today about labeling codes
unbreakable. And the progress has raised

concern about the relatively unsophisti-

cated codes used by banks.
Currently, many banks continue to use

only spoken passwords in their daily trans-

fers of billions of dollars. "The big banks,
to the best of my knowledge, still don't use
any sophisticated systems for electronic

fund transfers," says Peter Schweitzer,

a cryptographic consultant.

"There's good reason to believe that

there's larceny of one kind or another
happening based on that insufficient

protection, and the banks' response to it

appears to be to deny its existence rather

than to put in systems that will cure it."

NEW WARES: HARD AND SOFT

A new generation of lap-size computers
has programs built right into their chips.

Epson has just come out with a notebook-
size model, called the Geneva, that

contains three MicroPro software programs:
Wordstar, Portable Calc (an electronic

spreadsheet), and Portable Scheduler. Its

flip-up liquid-crystal display can hold
eight 80-character lines. The Geneva has
64K of RAM (random-access memory) that

can be expanded up to 184K and 32K of

ROM (read-only memory). A small thermal
printer, a direct-connect telephone
modem, and a battery-operated floppy

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1<W



FIL/

THE
By Mitch Tuchman

The astonishing scope of Frank

Herbert's novel Dune has been the

delight of readers and the bane
ol filmmakers for nearly two decades.

Besides its well-paced narrative and its

dozens of characters, there are two major

and two minor planetary ecological

systems to establish, fleets of airships,

arsenals of weaponry, and a miscellany of

paraphernalia to tabricate. Then, of course,

there are the sand worms, those fabulous

leviathans of the desert. During these

two decades Pakistan, Algeria. Turkey, and
Mexico in turn have been "cast" as the

desert planet Arrakis. Salvador Dali was
once to have designed iho sots. Gloria

Swanson was to have played the Reverend

Mother; Orson Welles, the portly villain

Vladimir Harkonnen. Alexander Jodorowsky.

best known for El Topo, was to have

directed, as were Ridley Scott {Allen} and
Haskell Wexler (Medium Cool). Eventually

rights to the novel were acquired by

producer Dino De Laurentiis, who hired

David Lynch to adapt the novel to the

screen and, finally, to direct. Three years

later Dune, the i
:

im. is finished and due at

last to open. (See "Dune." page 94, for

photos of scenes from the movie.)

Why has Lynch, veteran of a single

theatrical feature, The Elephant Man, and
two avant-garde films, The Grandmother

and Eraserhead. succeeded in adapting

Herbert's epic novel where so many others

have failed? Fidelity tempered with imagi-

nation seems to have been the key to

his success, just as the obverse, imagination

tempered with f'ceity. has assured his

predecessors of failure. "To me." says Lynch,

"Frank is one of the great idea men of all

times. Every single page of Dune is filled with

"ideas. If I were going to do Dune, I'd really

want to be true to the book. So even though

there are lots of new ideas in the film, it's

all from Frank and the book.

"In the book there's a feeling, there's'

information, there are characters; there are

tensions, moods, and worlds. When I

read the book, it went through my fitter and
came out as a screenplay. Then there

was Dino telling me to cut it shorter. Then
there was this and 'hat restriction: Someone
didn't understand this, and someone didn't

understand that. I; took a year and a half to

a Mm where you're going into a

adapt the novel, but there it was."

Where Lynch has been guided by the

novel—and by hints of things to come in its

first two sequels, Children ot Dune and
Dune Messiah—others have attempted to

steer Dune in directions all their own.

Ironically, these directions now seem less

transcendent than Herbert's novel itself.

The book, with its multilayered, metaphorical

vision of East versus West was prescient

for its time (1965). The desert commodity
spice, like petroleum in our own millennium,

could be forgone only at the cost of

restructuring entire societies.

In his treatment, Ridley Scott, for instance,

emphasized the potentially incestuous

relationship between the young duke Paul

Atreides (Muad'Dib) and his mother,

Jessica, a Bene Gesserit witch. Such an
interpretation, latent in the novel, was
certainly not unjustified; ye! today the

Oedipal approach seems more the child of

the sexual explicitness of Seventies cinema
than it does a major thrust of Herbert's

work. Presented with Scott's treatment,

Herbert "freaked out," according to Lynch.

In the bittersweet remains of Jodorow-

sky's project, scattered like forgotten

valentines in the scrapbooks of old Holly-

wood trade papers, are indications of

an equally dated cinematic tactic.

Jodorowsky turned to trendy international

names—Swanson, Welles, Pierre Clementi,

Charlotte Rampling, Alain Delon—that

are of interest to film buffs and self-aggran-

dizing darlings of film festivals but

meaningless to science-fiction fans and
teenage ticket buyers. This film-festival chic

is a figment of another kind of cinema
past, as is Jodorowsky himself, having failed

to build upon the narrow promise of El

Topo and its theater of cruelty.

These and other Dune hopefuls were
using the novel as a point of departure.

"What they would pick up and expand,"

says Lynch, "they wouldn't even expand as

it was in the book. They would just use it

and go off onto some strange thing and
leave so much behind."

Still others tried to include everything,

which Lynch calls an impossibility. "You

have to find the parts that can be left out

without being unfaithful to the book."
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AIR-CONDITIONED UNDERWEAR
I ver have a sudden craving (or a cheese-omelet milk

_ shake? Or sweat through a scorching summer day
wishing tor a set of air-conditioned underwear? Or do

I you need a chicken-feather parka to shield you from

winter snowstorms and to help you avoid the high cost of goose
down? If your answer to any of these questions is yes (or even if it

isn't), rest assured that all of the above items are currently being

produced by—who else?—the United States Army.

Up in Natick, Massachusetts, on 78 acres of lakeside property,

sits the U.S. Army Research and Development Lab, whose job,

according to spokesman Harvey Keene. is to "ensure the survival

of our regular troops on the battlefield." If those troops sometimes
become guinea pigs (Natick administrator John Hansen prefers

the term captive audience) for the lab's eclectic experiments, well,

that's life in the army. The plain fact is that since its inception in

1963, the Natick lab has used its 56.5 million annual budget to

produce an astonishing array of survival exotica.

Consider, for example, those items Natick has produced to make
the life of the dogface a little more comfortable. There's Temper,

the supertent, which sounds like it could compete with any condo
in the Aspen, Colorado, housing market. Temper is not only wa-

ter-, fire-, weather-, and mildew-proof, but it comes with a cloth-

covered interior frame, soft fluorescent lighting, and optional

wooden floors (wet bar and Jacuzzi extra) Then there's the chicken-

feather parka, which Natick researchers swear is both fluffier and
more water-repellent than goose down. (Ever see a chicken in a

trench coat?) And of course there's air-conditioned underwear, or

as Natick scientist Vin lacono prefers to call it, the microclimate

cooling system, Designed for use in such stuffy environments as

the inside of a tank, the unit consists of a fisherman's knit T-shirt

underlaid with a series of vents and hoses. When attached to the

tank's air-conditioning system, the hoses circulate cool air or water

around the torso, thus reducing the possibility of heat stress.

The brains at Natick have also spent a good deal of time working

on the soldier's favorite complaint: army food. For frontline troops,

the lab has developed the mobile-kitchen field trailer, a sort of

movable feast with a steam table on wheels that serves 12-man
TV dinners. Its menu features such delicacies as Italian sausage,

beef bourguignonne, and chicken a la king. And once it found out

that soldiers just won't drink enough water on long marches, Natick

developed an inducement: pills that turn plain water into cherry-

flavored water. But the nonpareil of Natick nutritional science has

to be the food-flavored milk shake. Reasoning that troops who
can't eat solid foods—those with broken jaws, for example—must
get tired of the same old vanilla, chocolate, and strawberry, the

folks at Natick went all out to develop milk shakes that come in

such mouth-watering varieties as French toast, chili, and that per-

ennial favorite, cheese omelet. "The texture," admits Natick food

technologist Carol Shaw, "is something you have to get over."

But considerations of comfort and taste pale beside Natick's

primary obligation, the soldier's safety. Chemical warfare, for ex-

ample, is such a big worry that Natick made up $200 million worth

of antichemical suits featuring a filtering layer of activated carbon.

Once the suits were in use, though, it was found that within as few

as two weeks, the carbon was rendered useless by the acids in

human sweat. Back to the drawing board. The luck of the lab wasn't

much better with the flame-retardant suit it developed for helicop-

ter pilots. The suits, made of a nylon relative called Nomex and
fortified with the miracle plastic Kevlar, performed beautifully, with-

standing temperatures up to 2000°F The problem was the dummy
inside, which was roasted, as one observer put it, "like a turkey in

a broiler bag."

Without a doubt, though, the lab's crowning achievement (be-

sides its expensive study of the specifications of Worcestershire

sauce, which won it one of Senator William Proxmire's Golden

Fleece awards) came during the Vietnam War, when it produced
60 pairs of boots whose soles were shaped like the footprints of

Vietnamese peasants. These clever little devils were supposed to

confuse the Vietcong, who presumably had been trained to be on

the lookout for big-footed G.l.'s. "The boots," admits Natick's Keene
in retrospect, "had limited use."

Despite all this evidence to the contrary (and Senator Proxmire's

opinion), the Army R&D lab is anything but a clown show. Natick

scientists have helped develop such obviously useful products as

Gore-Tex, freeze-dhed foods, and instant coffee. Keene estimates

that as many as 20 percent of the items found on the average

supermarket shelf have roots in Natick research. In fact, if Keene
is right, the Army's work- on restructured foods is at least partially

responsible for one of the great artifacts of twentieth-century sci-

ence: the Chicken McNugget—BILL LAWREN
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CANCER COOKER

Doctors at the University of

Minnesota have announced

plans to start treating some
cancer patients by "cooking"

their malignant tumors with

a machine similar to a giant

microwave oven.

According to Dr. Seymour
Levitt, chief of therapeutic

radiology at University Hos-

pitals, in Minneapolis, the

experimental machine is

Japanese-built and has

proved that it can shrink some
cancerous tumors.

"If it works as well as we
hope." says Levitt, "it may be

able to add live to ten per-

cent to the cure rate."

About 50 medical centers

across the nation have ex-

perimented with using heat

against cancer, but until

now none of the machines

could penetrate much deeper

than two inches into the

body. This new machine can

get almost any kind of can-

cer anywhere in the body.

The patient lies on a table

with a big hoop, a transmit-

ting antenna, around the

area of the body that is to get

the 45-minute heat treatment.

The machine focuses its

radio waves on the tumor and

heats it to approximately

100"F

The frequency used is

different from a microwave

oven's, but the principle

is the same. According to Dr.

Chang Song, a member of

the research team, the treat-

ment makes the patient

feel like he's been "running a

couple of miles,"

Not only do you get a

killing action on the tumor

from the heat, according to

Levitt, but the heat also

makes the cancerous cells

that do survive more vulnera-

ble to drugs and X-ray-type

treatments.—Tom Kovach

"For something like one

hundred thousand years, the

brain remained hugely dis-

proportionate to the work

it was called upon to do . .

.

the potential mental capaci-

ties of an Aristotle or a Gali-

leo were already anatomi-

cally and physiologically

present, waiting to be used
among people who had
not yet learned to count on

ten lingers. Much of this

equipment is still unused, still

wailing.

"

-Lewis Mumbrd

Ground images are projected

on the pilot's plastic visor.

INFRARED HELMET

X-ray vision is still the

prerogative of Superman, but

with the right helmet, infra-

red vision is available to

even the wimpiest defenders

of truth, justice, and the

American way.

Hughes Aircraft Company
has just developed such a

system for military helicopters

and small planes. It uses

data from infrared scanners

to project images of the

landscape on the pilot's visor.

The 99-pound Hughes
night vision system (HNVS)

was designed to solve the

problems of flying sneakily in

the dark. To fly using naviga-

tional instruments, pilots

have to rise above obstacles,

up to altitudes where enemy
radar can track their moves.

To fly low enough so the

clutter of the terrain blinds

the radar, they are dependent

on light-intensifying systems,

useless on moonless, cloudy,

or smoky nights, when there's

no light to intensify.
.

Even on the blackest

nights, however, objects emit

thermal radiation in the form

of infrared electromagnetic

waves. "Our system allows

pilots to fly ten to twenty-five

feet off the ground at night,

giving pictures that look

like daytime," says programs

manager Eli Reuben.

HNVS's infrared "eyes" are

located in the aircraft's

nose. The data they record

are organized by a microproc-

essor and fed into an optical

system.

The plastic visor of the

pilot's helmet, made by a

special holographic process,

acts as a lens, producing

what resembles a black-and-

white TV picture of the earth

below. When the pilot turns

his head, sensors scan in the

direction of his line of vision,

and he "sees" whatever

he looks at. He can also see

the instrument panel be-

cause the visor is transparent

to visible light,

Will HNVS have commer-
cial applications? It could,

but according to Reuben, it

won't. "Commercial applica-

tions don't have a real re-

quirement to operate at night,"

he explains, "and as a result,

they won't want to pay for

it."—LeahWallach

"Speak what you think today

in words as hard as cannon
balls, and tomorrow speak

what tomorrow thinks in hard

words again, though it con-

tradicts everything you said

today.

"

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

"Every tomorrow has two

handles. We can take hold of

it with the handle of anxiety

or the handle of faith.

"

—H. W. Beecher

"Daylight will reappear to-

morrow."
—Valdemar IV of Denmark



ALCOHOLISM AND
SLOW ALPHA WAVES

A dramatic new study from

Denmark has provided
more evidence that alcohol-

ism is strongly linked to ge-
netics, it has also added
a new twist to the controversy:

that a predisposition to

alcoholism can be revealed

by brain waves.
In the early Seventies,

studies of adopted children

in Denmark showed that

even when raised by nonal-

coholic parents, sons whose
biological fathers were
alcoholics were four times

more likely to become prob-

lem drinkers than boys
whose natural fathers were
not alcoholics.

And the new study, con-
ducted by a team led by Jan
Volavka, of New York Univer-

sity's School of Medicine,

has now revealed differences

in alpha waves in the brains

of sons of alcoholics. Volav-

ka's team gave currant juice

laced with half-gram doses
of alcohol to 72 young Danish

men, 44 of whom had been
identified by psychiatric

and clinical records as sons
of alcoholics". Tests adminis-

tered soon afterward

showed !hat the blood-

alcohol content of the two
groups was "almost identical."

Yet, when the subjects'

brain waves were measured,

the sons of alcoholics

showed a "significantly more
pronounced" slowing of

fast alpha energy—as well

as a measurably greater

increase in slow alpha en-

ergy—than did the sons
of nonatcoholics.

The tests indicate that

sons of alcoholics are "phys-

iologically more sensitive

to alcohol than control sub-
jects." Interestingly enough,
the subjects reported just the

opposite. The nonalcoholic

control group said they

needed an average of 2.8

drinks to feel tipsy, while the

sons of alcoholics did not

report feeling tipsy until after

an average of 3.4 drinks.

"The sons of alcoholics,"

says Volavka, "seemed to

have a tendency to overrate

their tolerance. Maybe they

just didn't want to be per-

ceived as cheap dates."

—Bill Lawren

"I always break the word
expert in two—into X, the un-

known quantity; and spurt,

a drip working under pres-

sure.
"

—Edwina Mountbatten

SCREAMING GRASS

It mowing the lawn is

tiresome, consider the feel-

ings of the grass. Nellie

Shhver, coordinator of the

Fruitarian Network, in Tacoina

Park, Maryland, does. Mow-
ing, in her view, is cruel

amputation, for "plants are

sentient beings. Every being

has consciousness, and
therefore can feel pain."

Unlike animals or insects,

Shriver points out, grass

is powerless to move or cry

out when attacked by a
mower. "The question is not

Can it speak?" she says, "but

Can it suffer?"

Mowing may seem no
different from cutting hair, but

"hair doesn't provide oxygen

to the whole biological or-

ganism," says Shriver. And
not only is mowing grass

like surgery without anes-

thesia, but it's also environ-

mentally unsound. "Mowing
destroys sapling trees,

toads, crickets, ants, bum-
blebees, butterflies, and
it causes seventy-five thou-

sand accidents a year to

humans, some fatal."

Shriver's group, which has

battled lor six years to con-
vince people to scrap their

mowers, defeated a munici-

pal ordinance in Akron,

Ohio, that required mowing.
The Fruitarian Network
argued that First Amendment
rights to treedom of religion

included the right not to

be required to kill. "Most ethi-

cal systems," says Shriver,

"including those of the

Buddhists, the Hindus, and •

the three million Jains in

India, believe it is wrong."

Shriver took up the cause,

she says, after using a power
mower and accidentally

chopping two tegs off a toad.

"If people want to trim a

small part of their lawn, it is

better to do it with shears

to minimize destruction."

Shriver claims that her own
indoor snake plants, unlike

most specimens, always

used to bloom because, as a
Fruitarian, she never ate

lettuce or any vegetable mat-

ter other than fruit, which
naturally drops off plants. The
snake plants hadn't been
stressed by the sound of cu-

linary murder in the kitchen.

"A snake plant in a house
where it can hear the celery

being chopped may not

be relaxed enough to bloom."

Since her marriage, however,

her snake plants refuse to

bloom. Her husband, a

vegetarian rather than fruitar-

ian, eats supermarket vege-

tables that he cuts up in

the kitchen,

—Anthony Liversidge

"If God had meant us to be
nudists, we would have been
born without clothes,

"

—nudist proverb

Think of the carnage that's going on in this scene. Mowing a

lawn, says one Fruitarian, is nothing less than amputation.
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BRONZE-AGE
SOPHISTICATES

Picture northern Europe,

circa 800 b.c. Wandering
tribes of Conan-esque bar-

barians, slashing, pillaging,

and burning their way across

the continent, bumping one
another about like human
pinballs while they await the

civilizing graces of the

Greeks and Romans.
If that's your idea of life in

the Late Bronze Age, Harvard

r Wells

s for you. Calling on
evidence from three recent

excavations in Germany and
Austria, Wells has painted

a picture that differs dramati-

cally from the old "nomadic
hordes" concept. About
800 b.c., Wells says, Euro-

pean society underwent

a quantum leap in the direc-

tion of stability. Trade and
agriculture flourished, and
settlements that had formerly

been occupied for only a

generation now tended to

stay in place for as long

as 200 to 300 years. In fact,

some of these settlements

became so stable and spe-

cialized that Wells sees in

therrfthe origins of Europe's

first real towns and cities.

Excavating at Altdorf and
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Hascherkeller, in Bavaria,

Wells and his team found

ample evidence of a complex

system of permanent settle-

ments-based on agricultural

surplus and long-distance

trade. The excavations soon

had the team "swimming
in metal," as Wells puts it

—

metal in the form of thousands

of cast-bronze sickles. The
copper to make the sickles

would had to have come
from the Tyrol, some 100 kilo-

meters to the south. Further

signs of sophisticated agri-

culture and trade came
with the discovery of ox-

drawn plows and such luxury

goods as glass beads and
graphite.

But the most significant

find came in Halislatt, Austria,

which in 800 b.c. was an
operating salt mine. "Hall-

statt," says Wells, "was the

first example of a large, spe-

cialized site. There were

two hundred to three hundred

people living there, but none

of them were farming. They
were just mining salt and
trading it for agricultural

goods." In fact, Hallstatt was
so specialized and so big

in relation to other settlements

of the time, Wells says, that

"I'd definitely call it an early

town."— Bill Lawren

CANCER VIDEO GAME

A new computer video

game, called Killer T-Cell, is

being played by hundreds

of cancer patients in the

hope it will help them conquer

their disease.

The game entails searching

out and destroying the multi-

plying cancer cells, using

the killer T cell (a white blood

cell) before it is itself eradi-

cated by killer cancer cells. If

the player wins, the game
pronounces him cured. But if

he loses, he has a relapse

and must play again.

"Some evidence suggests
that it may be possible for

people with cancer to get

their immune systems back
on track by means of visual-

ization exercises, in which

you imagine your T cells

devouring cancer cells," ex-

plains Elton Stubblefield,

the game's inventor. "But if

this game does no more than

help cancer patients feel

better as they while away the

hours," he says, "then I'm

Stubblefield, a cancer
researcher at the University

of Texas, in Houston, actually

invented the Killer T-Cell

game to educate children

about cancer. But the game
also became popular with

visualization therapists and
cancer patients, he explains,

and it is now used in a num-
ber of hospitals,

So far Stubblefield has

sold more than 400 Killer

T-Cell computer programs.
The game can be played

on any of the Apple II series

computers, but will soon

be available for the Commo-
dore 64 and for IBM personal

computers. To order Killer

T-Cell, send $20 and your

address to Killer T-Cell, M.D.

Anderson Hospital, Box 6,

6723 Bertner Avenue, Hous-
ton, Texas 77030.

"The money," Stubblefield

says, "goes to cancer re-

search."—Eric Mishara

—Oscar Wilde

"There are children playing in

the street who could solve

some of my top problems in

physics, because they have
modes of sensory percep-

tion that I lost long ago."
— J. Robert Oppenheimer

Danny Ash, a twelve-year-old bone-cancer patient being treated at

M. D. Anderson Hospital, learns how to play Killer T-Cetl.



A HORSE IS BORN

To equestrian Melanie

Smith the situation was intol-

erable. European-bred
horses had dominated Olym-
pic competition to such a

degree that only one Ameri-

can horse had ever won a
medal in show jumping.

Intact, most American rid-

ers—Smith included

—

had resorted to buying Euro-

pean horses just to stay

competitive.

Smith took her complaint

to venture capitalist Marc
St. James, owner of a Con-
necticut horse-training facility

called Windrush Farm. St.

James in turn went to Bill

Pickett, director of the animal

research lab at Colorado

State University. The result of

this collaboration is the

American sport horse, a cross

between European jumpers
and American racing thor-

oughbreds,

But there is more involved

here than a simple cross-

breed. First, Pickett's lab arti-

ficially inseminated five

thoroughbred mares with

semen from four champion
European jumping horses.

The fertilized embryos were

then removed and implanted

in "recipient" mares, who
brought the foals to term. This

system leaves the breeding

mares tree to produce five to

ten foals a year, instead of

only one if they were to carry

the young themselves. "It's

the first time," says St. James,
"that these techniques have

been applied to commercial
horse breeding anywhere
in the world."

So far the equine assembly
line has produced seven
live foals. "They're beautiful

babies," says St. James,

"and we have very high ex-

pectations lor them."

High indeed. St. James
has already set up a business

to register, regulate, and
sell the American sport horse.

The price? As much as

$500,000 each,

—Bill Lawren

"Wo one can forbid us the

future.
"

—Inscription on the base
ol the monument in Paris

to Leon Gainbetta

"Perhaps the best thing

about the future is that it only

comes one day at a time."

—Dean Acheson

THEG
UNDERWATER
LAND GRAB

Last year President Reagan
added nearly 4 billion acres to

the United States. Not since

Thomas Jefferson made
the Louisiana Purchase In

1803 had the nation gained

so much territory with the

stroke of a president's pen.

There was, however, one big

difference: All the real estate

the President acquired is

underwater.

With his declaration of an

Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ), Reagan proclaimed
the United States "will exer-

cise sovereign rights in

living and nonliving

resources" over ail waters

within 200 nautical miles of

American shores,

According to the General

Accounting Office, 56 coun-

tries have claimed similar

zones. Although the Law of

the Sea Treaty allows nations

to establish EEZs, the United

States refused to sign the

treaty, which was enacted in

April 1982 by a United Na-
tions vote of 130 to 4. So
Reagan's declaration, in the

view of some U.N, officials,

has no real standing in inter-

national law.

The land beneath the seas
contains a vast treasure

chest. Cobalt-rich seamounts
and manganese nodules

could make the United States

independent of foreign

sources for many strategic

minerals. There might even
be enough oil and gas to free

us from the grip of OPEC.
Much of the EEZ has never

been studied by marine

scientists. Before miners ven-

ture into the deep, geologists

must explore this frontier. As
a result, we may learn more
about submarine canyons,

volcanic vents, and plate

tectonics,

—Peter J. Ognibene

FERTILITY GRAFTS

A joint British-American
research team has turned in-

fertile mice into fertile ani-

mals using a dramatic tech-

nique: brain transplantation,

Working at New York

City's Mount Sinai Medical

Center, the group picked ten

lemale mice who had failed

to develop normal sexual

functions because of a

deficiency in a hormone
known as GnRH (gonadotro-

pin-releasing hormone).

They then transplanted

minute clusters of GnRH-pro-
ducing cells from the brains

of normal mouse fetuses into

the brains of the sexually

deficient females. At first it

appeared that nothing had
happened. Or as Or, Marie

Gibson reports, "We saw
no evidence of normal ovula-

tion." But once the mice
were mated, seven of them
became pregnant— all in

a single, wild night. Six

delivered normal litters of

four to six pups each.

Gibson is hesitant to pre-

dict any application of this

work to the treatment of

human infertility. "There's

been great progress in using

hormone injections to treat

infertility," Gibson notes, "and

that's much less drastic

than brain-cell transplants.

"Our major interest," she
says, "is showing that grafts

of brain cells can become
functional in ways we can
control."— Bill Lawren
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ATTACKING THE
MULTIPHASIC

Mark true or false: "I

know who is responsible for

my troubles." "I like mechan-

ics magazines." "I some-

times have strange thoughts."

These are three of the

500 statements on the Min-

nesota Multiphasic Personal-

ity Inventory (MM PI), the

most widely used psycholog-

ical test in the world. Robert

C. Colligan, a Mayo Clinic

psychologist, believes the

MMPI—routinely adminis-

tered by mental-health prac-

titioners, school admissions

offices, and personnel de-

partments—is based on

outdated information about

what is normal.

The MMPI was developed

in the late Thirties by Starke

R. Hathaway and John C.

McKinley, who gave ques-

tions to mental patients at the

University of Minnesota

hospital and then to "normal"

hospital visitors. "Whoever
takes the MMPI today,"

Colligan explains, "is being

compared to a group of rural

Midwesterners of fifty years

ago who had only eight years

of school."

When Colligan gave the

test to a random sample

of i ,400 of today's Minneso-

tans, they scored higher

than their 1940 counter-

parts—closer to pathology

—

on each of the ten personal-

ity problems the test meas-
ures. Colligan believes

the elevated scores express

changes in modern social

attitudes, and he has used
the data to develop a new set

of MMPi norms.

But what if the higher

scores reflect Eighties angst,
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a real rise in mental distress?

MMPI expert W. Grant Dahl-

strom, himself engaged
in restandardizing the MMPI
for its publisher, is

concerned that Colligan's

new scoring system could

mask psychological troubles

the test successfully identi-

fied in the past. Dahlstrom will

not be surprised if the origi-

nal norms prove an enduring

standard of mental health.

"The MMPI has been trans-

lated into forty languages,"

Dahlstrom. points out. "There

are people all around the

world who say, The Minne-

sota norms are good enough
for us.' "—Leah Wallach

"Listen to the newborn infant's

cry at the hour of birth—
see the death struggles in

the final hour—and then

declare whether what begins

and ends in this way can

be intended to be enjoyment.

"

—S$ren Kierkegaard

"I think science works the

way a tightrope walker works:

by not looking at its feet. As
soon as it looks at its feet, it

realizes it is operating

in midair."

—Annie Dillard

A famous true/false test is

coming under scrutiny.

EMPHYSEMA
OPERATION

Emphysema sufferers

often look forward to nothing

better than a slow and tortu-

rous death by long-term

asphyxiation. But at West

Hollywood Hospital, in Los

Angeles, a surgical proce-

dure called bilateral carotid

body resection makes pa-

tients breathe easier. (Indeed,

many emphysema cripples

have been able to jog soon

after the operation. )By
removing two small glands

—

the carotid bodies—from
each side of the neck, the

operation frees good lung

tissue that had previously

been blocked.

This procedure is consid-

ered so controversial that

West Hollywood's Benjamin

Winter is the only surgeon

in the country who performs

it. Many lung specialists

contend that the carotid bod-
ies are responsible for moni-

toring blood levels of oxygen
and carbon dioxide and

l that the removal oi these

I
glands can make the emphy-

' sema patient unaware that

I
he is short of oxygen.

j

Winter, who has success-
fully performed 1,400 of

|

these operations, counters

by citing a large body of

research showing that oxy-

gen- and carbon dioxide-

monitoring functions are car-

ried on primarily in the brain,

so thai the removal of the

carotid bodies presents no

j
danger to the patient.

"The real reason other

i doctors won't do it," says
' Winter, "is that Medicare and

|
the insurance companies

j

won't cover the cost of this

:
sixty-five-hundred-dollar

j

operation." Winter has liled

j

suit against the insurance
1 establishment to force them

I

to pay, and the suit is now
being heard by the U.S.

Supreme Court. "Surgeons

all over the country are

waiting with their knives

ready," Winter says. "If we
win, they'll all be doing

this operation."— Bill Lawren



I HAD TOO MUCH TO
DREAM LAST NIGHT

Among the most frightening

ol menial illnesses is endog-
enous depression. Those
who suffer it find their lives

reduced. They move less, eat

less, and seek pleasure

less often. And the reason

may be that they dream
too much.
When sleep was first

studied, some scientists

thought that if you deprived

people of dream, or REM
(rapid eye movement), sleep,

you might induce the symp-
toms of schizophrenia. The
idea stemmed from the

disordered thoughts of schiz-

ophrenics, which resemble

dreams. So Gerald Vogel, at

the Emory University School

of Medicine, in Atlanta,

tried depriving schizophren-

ics of REM sleep to see
whether their conditions

would worsen. They didn't.

Vogel next turned his

attention to endogenous
depression. Over an eight-

year period, he observed 100

depressed and norma!

subjects undergoing REM-
sleep deprivation. The loss of

dream sleep actually im-

proved the state of mind of

the depressed patients.

In fact, it worked as well as
the most effective antide-

pressant drugs and in roughly

the same time—about three

weeks. The control group
showed no change.

Vogel reasoned that in

depressives, the mechanisms
in Ihe brain that mediate
pleasure seeking, appetite,

motor behavior, and other

activities might -be excited

and active during dreaming,

and inactive during waking.

Sleep subject'-Some &

Depressives. if Vogel is right,

are dreaming their waking
lives away. Supporting this

idea, says Vogel, is evidence

that depressives have REM-
sleep abnormalities. Their

brains are unable to inhibit

REM sleep normally. REM-
sleep deprivation, which
improved the depressives'

mental health, simply pro-

vided that missing inhibition.

—James Gorman

"The man who has never

made a mistake will never
make anything else.

"

—George Bernard Shaw

PACEMAKER
FOR CHILDREN

One child in 20,000 is

afflicted with supraventricular

tachycardia, an abnormally

fast heart rate (of up to

360 beats per minute) that

causes extreme weakness
and, sometimes, sudden
death. This condition occurs

when a short circuit in the

heart's electrical system

disrupts the child's normal

cardiac rhythm.

But now, in Texas, six

rapid-heartbeat children have

each been implanted wilh

a microcomputer-pacemaker.

This battery-powered gadget
(no larger than a small bar

of motel soap) sits in the

chest in a pocket of muscle
and connects to the heart

with an electrode-tipped

cord. It senses when the

child's heartbeat becomes
too fast, then rapidly fires

a short burst of electrical im-

pulses that program a nor-

mal heart rate of 200 beats

per minute or less.

"The pacemaker is im-

planted only after medication

fails," pediatric cardiologist

Arthur Garson says, "It trans-

mils impulses as often as
necessary, which could

be anywhere from several

times a day to once a month,"

he explains. Garson is a

member of the pacemaker
team at Texas Children's

Hospital, in Houston, which
outfitted the six children.

Intermedics, Inc., of Free-

port, Texas, is the developer

of the antitachycardia pace-
maker, which is not to be
confused with conventional

pacemakers that quicken a

too-slow heartbeat. This

newest version of the pace-
maker, a company spokes-
person notes, is also two
thirds smaller in size.

—Eric Mishara

"Though boys throw stones

at frogs in sport, the frogs do
not die in sport but in

earnest.

"

—Greek proverb

\ "The struggle for knowledge

\
has a pleasure in it like that

of wrestling with a fine

woman."
—Lord Halifax

SPACE BALLS

One billion tiny, perfect

spheres manufactured

aboard the space shuttles

are now up fqr sale by the

federal government.

The billion balls, whose
total weight is about half an

ounce, are the first commer-
cial product made in space.

They should prove useful

to research organizations,

whose scientists will use the

microscopic spheres to

help calibrate and focus

electron microscopes.
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No larger than one millionth

of an inch in diameter, the

latex spheres were manufac-

tured in special reactors

aboard five space-shuttle

missions.

According to Richard

Halpern, director ot NASAs
microgravity-science division,

"Nothing like these spheres

has ever been available

on Earth to the many indus-

tries thai can use them in

their laboratory work. Every

hospital, every drug com-
pany, almost every major re-

search organization that

uses a microscope will have

a new use for these spheres."

Halpern says that the

latex spheres cannot be
made on Earth in the sizes

the laboratories want. "They
always turn out to be odd-
shaped and lumpy for the

simple reason that gravity

causes the material to settle

to the bottom."

But in weightless space

nothing settles to the bottom

,
because there is no bottom

I orlop Scientists at the

I

National Bureau of Standards
found almost every one of

the spheres to be not only

perfect but also the same
size. The bureau will divide

the billion spheres into ap-

proximately 1,000 packages
and sell them for $200 to

$300 per package.
—Tom Kovach

"Common sense is the de-

posit ot prejudice laid down in

the mind before the age of

eighteen.

"

—Albert Einstein

"There is a crack in every

thing God has made.

"

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

"May I die like a dog rather

than hurry, by a single sec-

ond, a sentence that isn't

ripe.

"

—Gustave Flaubert

m% 2 • • -

Latex spheres, highly magnified: In space, there's no up or

down; so the billion little balls didn't get misshapen or lumpy.
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ELECTRIC BULL MEAT

Back in 1749, Benjamin
Franklin discovered that

he could tenderize turkey

meat simply by zapping

it with electricity.

Now an animal scientist at

the University of Nevada
at Reno is using a modern
version of the same technique

to help make beef produc-

tion both cheaper and possi-

bly healthier.

Tom Ringkob administered

low-voltage electrical current

to young bulls within 15 min-

utes after slaughtering. He
found—as scientists at Texas

A&M University had found

earlier—that the jolts made
the beef 10 to 20 percent

more tender, due possibly to

a fast drop in the acidity of

the meat after applying

the electricity, or to activation

of enzymes that help break

down muscle fibers,

But the real secret, Ringkob

asserts, is using the tech-

nique on bulls instead of

steers, which at present are

the industry standard for

beef production. "What really

interested us," Ringkob

says, "is that people want
leaner meat nowadays be-

cause of health concerns.

Well, young bulls have about

twenty to twenty-five percent

less fat than steers have at

the same weight."

In the past the probiem
has been the relative tough-

ness of bull meat. But by

using electrical current, that

meat can be made as tender

as steer beef. Since bulls

put more of their growth

energy into the production of

lean meat, they are about

10 percent cheaper per

pound to raise.

Is the beef industry inter-

ested? "Tenderized bull meat

is starting to be sold in retail

stores now," Ringkob says.

"The supermarkets don't talk

about it much, but they're

looking at it very hard."

—Bill Lawren

"Whenever you fall, pick

something up.
"

—Oswald Avery

"Under tension, a chain will

break at its weakest link. That

much is predictable. What
is difticuit is to identify the

weakest link before it breaks.

"

—Gregory Bateson

"Just as important as having

ideas is getting rid of them.

"

—Francis Crick
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Scientists have a new tool for tinkering with

evolution: software. Like bioengineers cre-

ating new life forms with DNA, computer sci-

entists are using programming languages to

encode new forms of intelligence. Research

is progressing on computer vision, speech

recognition, tactile sensing, and other ele-

ments that mimic human physiology. But the

ultimate goal is to re-create—and perhaps

improve— nothing less on the evolutionary

scale than the quintessential quality ol the

human species, the ability to think.

Hans Moravec, a computer scientist at

Pittsburgh's Carnegie-Mellon University, for

instance, believes thai by the early part of

the twenty-first century, it will be possible to

dump the data From each neuron in our

brains into a ready and wailing computer

program, creating electronic clones that we
can copy, send through inlormation net-

works, or merge with other forms of artificial

consciousness. At Caltech, a team of re-

searchers led by John Hoptield is building

electronic models of individual neurons in an

attempt to find out how they work in concert.

Eventually it is hoped thai such computer

models will simulate human memory in all its

marvelous manifestations, including the most

ephemeral—the associative memory that

allows us to reconstruct an entire scene from

a single smell, taste, or sound. And at EMV
Associates, in Maryland, research contin-

ues on the futuristic biochip—an organic

microprocessor that could be implanted di-

rectly into the brain, where it would receive

its computing instructions from the sur-

rounding wetwa ve (brain c.e is) and conceiv-

ably outlive its host. '

Such technology could ultimately help us

realize one of our oldest dreams: "In a phil-

osophical sense, immortality would be a

technical possibility," Moravec believes. "The

idea of personal death would disappear. We
would design our successors. It may sound

sacrilegious right now, but so did space

travel in the Twenties. Eventually these ideas

will gain the same sort of acceptability."

Digitally duplicating human thought proc-

esses, of course, is still a hit-and-miss affair.

"We simply don't know enough about how
the mind works," says MIT's Marvin Minsky,

one of the field's pioneers. "We don't have

enough knowledge about knowledge."

Ironically, Minsky and other artificial-intel-

ligence (A.I.) luminaries believe it's relatively

easy to capture creativity and emotion in a

computer: simulating basic common sense,

they say, is lar more challenging. "The gen-

eral belief in our culture is that emotions are

hard to explain and thinking is easy," says

Minsky. "That's a colossal joke. The fact is

that most people understand their emotions

very well, whereas the way you solve the

simplest problem— like how you pick some-

thing up without getting your hands dirty—

is not understood at all."

Minsky, in tact, rejects the metaphorical

"I" that resides in most people's heads. In-

stead, he sees the human mind as a com-
plex organization containing hundreds of in-

dividual agents, each specializing in various

functions. Minsky calls this system the so-

ciety of minds. In operation, it works some-

thing like the United Nations. Each agent has

individual needs and an interpreter to make
those needs understood. There is frequent

discord, as one nation competes with an-

other to have its goals realized: there is no

communication between the agents, except

at the highest level of protocol, where Eng-

lish (or some other common language) is

used to conduct business.

"It's like an ant colony." says Minsky, "If

you are lucky, the agent to which you gave

a problem will know which other agent to turn

on to get the problem solved."

(vlinsky's concept may make replication of

the human mind seem more distant than

ever, but it also gives A. I. researchers some
food for thought. These days researchers are

attempting to simulate individual aspects ot

human intelligence—the ability to commu-
nicate in colloquial language, to reflect on

our own though: orccesses. and, perhaps

most important, to learn from experience.

And so-called knowledge engineers are

building expert systems—computer models

of the problem-solving skills of specialists,

from medical doctors to engineers.

"I know of several companies that have

established internal projects to create ex-

pert programs of some of their key person-



nel before they pass oul o! Ihe workforce,

says one A.I. researcher Indeed, in his book
She hitih Generation. Fdward Feigcnbaum
a leading A.I. scientist, describes one as-

pect, of the human expert, response to ihs

process: "For weeks, perhaps layer he has

watched what could most charitably be de-
scribed as a burlesque of his thinking proc-

esses dance across a display. All of a sud-
den, the burlesque shar ,00ns mlo adroit

imitation. There before him are [he very rea-

soning processes no has originated, nour-

ished, and cherished over a professional

lifetime. His excitement mounts, and he be-

ccnes .-:
1 enthusias:ic partner in the last' few

steps of perfecting -.he elec;ronic image, of

his mind. He has become infected by the

'immortality syndrome' . .
. elation at the

thought that what he knows, has so pains-

lakingly acquired over a hlelime oi experi-

ence, will live on beyond him."

I he eariy expert systems date back to Ihe

Sixties, Dendral, a Stanford University
chemistry program, was one of the first. To-

day there are several hundred expert sys-

tems in use. They include the now-lamous
Prospector, an electron. c gee ogist that has

already discovered some rich mineral finds.

and MYCIN, a Stanford system that diag-

noses blood and meningil s ir.tecl ens.

Recently knowledge engineers, have
tackled more esoteric presets modeling the

mind of David Smith, one of the world's few
remaining experts on diesel engines, His

knowledge has boon cncociod mlo a sod-

erei them nto n.iies that would '--akc things

happen the way I said they should," Smith

no'es. I: was several month's before we'

could even shake hands in the dark." Now,

he adds, the p'oyram accurately irin-es "us

mechanical know-how.
Another unique program emulates- ihe ex-

pertise of Dr. Raymond Yosner. one ol Ihe

world's forcmosl experts in the diagnosis ol

lung cancer. Over Ihe years. Yesner's eye
has become so well [rained that he can rec-

ognize telltale patterns symptomatic of the

cancer almost in.stanily. But now Yesner is

seventy years-old. He would tike to ensure

that knowledge acquired and honed
Ihroughoul his prestigious career tran

soends his own limited lite.

Twenty years ago Yesner would have had
to -.v lire- an encyclopedia in order to leave

the legacy of his expertise. Today he is

working with computer senrnsts from Yale

University to create a so I vvi.tr e program that

will enable practicing palhologisls and
medical students lo share his secrets.

To automate Yesner's archives, knowl-

edge engineers will encode his library

—

Ihousands of sides documonling case his-

tories—onto a laser videoeisk. But what will

truly breathe life into Yesner's legacy is hav-

ing access to his distinctive diagnostic

methodo'ogy. a subtle au'-anam of analyti-

cal, empirical, and intuitive skills.

Just now is Yesner s idiosyncratic knowl-

edge being turned into bits and bytes, the

simple data chunks stored by computers?
"We've been playing games.

' explains Yes-

1
'er ( )'ie I'lersor looks at a particular slide

through a microscope and gives me a de-

scription ot the slide Then I Iry :o guess
which slide it is without looking at it. This has
two effects: If be'ps us to 00—e up with some
extremely accurate descriptions of the slide,

and it helps me to focus on what sort of signs

I look for when arriving at a diagnosis."

Dr. Jerome Silbert. manager of the proj-

ect called IVY, for interactive video Yes-

ner—hopes that a practical prototype will be
ready in three years. But A.I. researcher Larry

Hunfer says that the task is enormously
complex. "Most export systems are based
on a set of rules: if this, then that." he ex-

plains. '"But expertise does not come from
following the rules. If you think about it, real

experts learn what they know from experi-

ence and are able to -ecogmze when a case
is an exception to a rule. An expert system
has to learn to deal with the unexpected.

Despite the difficulty, though, knowledge
engineers have already gone commercial,

taking their arcane tools into the market-

place. Within the last year, several compa-
nies have come out with what might be the

key to the widespread use ol these comput-
erized -advisers—off-the-shelf program-
ming kits for building an expert system of

your own. Thanks to such tools, even con-

servative forecasts proieci that within five

years, many corporations wii> be taking ad-

vantage oi customized, computerized ex-

perts who do everylhing from scheduling

board meetings to guiding management
decisions. And consumers will be plugging

into expert systems on subjects ranging from

gardening to auto repair lo psychoanalysis.

But for many mass-markel applications.

A.I. may be a lot less, suitable than simple

lormsof artificial personality—software pro-

grams that simulate such traits as' humor.

compassion, and conversational skills.

As it turns out, it doesn't really take that

many smarts to add some soul to the ma-
chine. As motion-picture animators have
known for years, people have a basic need
lo anthropomorphize: You provide the skel-

eton, they'll flesh it out. A classic example of

this phenomenon is ELIZA. Originally pro-

grammed by computer scientist Joseph
Weizenbaum, of MIT, in the late Sixties, ELIZA
was a clever parody of a nondirective psy-

chotherapist, as can be seen in this sample
exchange:

Human: "My mommy took my teddy bear
away -rom me."

ELIZA: "Tell me more about your parents."

As Weizenbaum points oul, ELIZA knows
nothing of teddy bears or family problems.

But it does have enough natural-language

capacity and understanding of a typical

psychiatric "script" to pick up on key words
supplied by the human (much like a real-life

psychotherapist). Today ELIZA has been .

shrunk to personal-computer size and is



available, tor the IBM PC and compatibles,

from the Artificial Intelligence Research

Group, in Los Angeles Says company pres-

ident Sieve Grumette. "There are games, and

ELIZA is one of them, in which the computer

takes on the role of a person, Bui ELIZA con-

tains nolhing that could really be called so-

phislicated artificial intelligence. Still, peo-

ple love ELIZA; they really believe she's

showing human understanding and even

sympathy for their problems."

Some people, moreover, believe- that so-

phisticated artificial personalities—com-

plete with animated graphics—will eventu-

ally' become as commonplace as video-

game characters or animated cartoons.

"We're going to have personality clones,"

predicts Earl Joseph, prescient of Anlicipa-

lory Sciences, Inc., in Minneapolis. "They'll

be especially useful in education. If you're

studying Einstein's theory of relaliviiy, for in-

stance, you could learn about it by talking lo

him. .Or you could take on the role of famous

people in history." In a recent article in Pop-

ular Computing, author Norman Spinrad

even hysjoihesizes lobot sex—simulated

toreplay with an artificial fanlasy partner.

"How will Mom react." he asks if Dad brings

home Cleopatra as his fantasy playmate?"

To capture a skeletal ci'irnose el a ^-un-

populated with such artificial personalities,

one need look no
:

further than SKIPI, which

stands lor super knowledge information

processing intelligence. SKIPI was de-

signed by Timothy Leafy, the S : xhos coun-

terculture leader whose phiosophy -turn on.

tunc in. drop out became Ihc slogan for a

goi icrai on. Those days. Leary is turning on

his IBM PC. SKIPI. says Leary. is a "canny

psychologist, a genial friend, a perceptive

coach, a game partner, and a fellow con-

spirator in the adventure ol Ho." To use the

program l-.o exp.a ns. you insert SKIPI in your

computer's disk drive and 'iterally assign the

progran a personally-- a na-io. sex. age

nationality, and even a profession.

Comedian/actor Robin Williams, lor in-

stance, experimented with SKIPI and cre-

ated a French schoolgirl named Dove. "Did

you know you've gel yourseif a Parisian who

is us! twelve'-
1

Leary asked him, "I thought

she was sixteen. '
Wi.hams replied.

Since il takes two to lango. SKiri also in-

cludes a prog'am called Personality Data

Base, or PDB. PDB asks you a- about ---,-- c
s

-. j r

-

se I your childhood mc'-fnames early iiau

mas. first loves, favorite colors and loods

SKIP! then uses this information lo person-

alize whatever program you want lo run. And

Leary believes that such interaclive books

will eventually replace conventional educa-

lion. But. he adds, SKIPI could have even

further-reaching applications, Like Mora-

vec, Leary sees iochnology as a means to-

ward achieving immortality by creating per-

manent electronic archives. "If a person

leaves, let us say, twenty years of daily PDB
records, his grandchildren a- century down

the line. will know that person and will be able

lo share ihe'.r experiences in detail," he ex-

plains. Leary is already prepared for pos-

terity. He's told his lawyer to include his SKIPI

PDB disks as pari of his eslate in his last will

and lostamenl.

It's a long way from Ihe A.I. labs at MIT to

he reincarnation of Timothy Leary. But if one

views technology as the latest in a long se-

ries ol human a-iiacts beginning with cave

art. software can be seen as humanity's most

recent mirror- -one that is already preserv-

ing the essence of man's mutable image, his

imagination .DO



FICTION

Six political fables by
Robert Silverberg, Barry N. Maizberg, Marta Randall, Jim Aikin,

Isaac Asimov, and Norman Spinrad

HAIL TO THE CHIEF
A month or so before the spring presiden-
tial election, the public-af lairs terminal in

Sid Miller's bedroom turned itself on and
told him he was going to be one ot the can-
didates. That shook him up some. He had
never given much thought to becoming
president, Sure, somebody had lo be
president, but the computers had three

hundred eighty million cilizens to choose
from, Even with elections being held twice
a year, as they had for

the lasl ten or fifteen

years, the odds
against getting picked

were so steep that no
one in his right mind
spent much time won-
dering about it.

But once the aston-

ishment wore off.

Miller found himsell

adapting nicely to the

idea. President Miller?

Why not? He had to

admit he was feeling

some restlessness

after twenty-six years as a certilied public

accountant in Grand Forks, North Dakola.
Maybe it was time for a change. He was a
fine accountant, respected by his clients;

but Ihere had to be more to life lhan that.

In Washington he'd surely get a chance to

meet some interesting people. They said

the Washington restaurants were quite fine,

especially the French ones He loved
French food. As president, he'd have plenty

of opportunity for fancy dining—state ban-

quets and such. As for

the responsibilities of

the office, that didn't

worry him at all. The
computers had been
doing ninety-nine per-

cent of the work for

decades now. Every-

body knew that. The
printouts he'd get
each morning would
cover the hard stuff- -

foreign-policy deci-

sions,, domestic leg-

islative programs, ap-

propriate economic

r§=i
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positions. All he would really need to do was
make speeches, meet with delegations of

voters, dedicate a tew dams and bridges,

confer with other heads of state, and sign

bills into law. Why not? "Sure," Miller said

cheerfully, "if nominated, I
will run. If elected,

I will serve."

The next day he received a thick sheaf of

computer- generated position papers and a

three-week supply of resounding campaign
speeches. They let him have only two hours

to look things over before he went on cam-
era, but he delivered his lines like an old pro.

"My fellow Americans," he said, "it is time

to. get this nation moving againl Destiny

beckons! Today we are given an opportu-

nity such as rarely has been ours before."

And so on and so forth. Miller carried it of!

beautifully. Within a week he was estab-

lished as the clear favorite. Everyone loved

him, especially the computers that were
going to do the actual voting. Of course, it

helped somewhat that the other five candi-

dates were such a weird bunch: The ran-

dom-selection process is apt to do that

sometimes. The most plausible of them was
an irascible old lady from Pasadena who
owned sixty-eight cats, and the rest went
sharply downhill from there.

So Miller made a clean sweep of the elec-

toral college and became ihe one hundred
thirteenth President of the United States. A
week later he went to Washington for a
meeting with his predecessor, who shrugged
and said, "Shucks, you'll love it! Ain't nothin'

to it, y'know?"

At a grand reception held at the White

House he shook hands with all the newly

elected members of the Senate and House
of Representatives and the incoming Su-

preme Court. Everybody's inauguration was
held the next afternoon, and the partying

went far into the night.

Miller certainly did love being president.

He signed whatever he was supposed to

sign, delivered rousing speeches for the

Fourth of July and Thanksgiving, and held a

state dinner for platoons of visiting digni-

taries every Friday. In June he went over-

seas for two terrific weeks in Europe: pa-

rades, museum tours, tea at Buckingham
Palace, dinners prepared by the finest chefs

of Paris. The six months of his term went by
amazingly quickly.

Naturally Miller felt sad when it was all over.

It had been the time of his life. But he had
good things to look forward to, now that he
was an elder statesman: a nice pension, a

steady stream of journalists and historians

coming to interview him, and many other lit-

tle benefits of retirement.

So he went cheerfully back to Grand Forks

and busied himself with his memoirs and in

raising money for the Sid Miller Presidential

Library.

One of those little benefits of retirement

turned up last week. The Japanese have
decided to adopt the modern American

system of election by lottery and want him

to serve as a consultant. The lee is very nice.

So he leaves for Tokyo tomorrow. His only

regret is thai he doesn't care much for Jap-

es OMNI

anese food— all that raw fish, all thai soy

sauce But he hopes the French will be the

next people to go in for letting the com-
puters run the government. Miller would be
only too happy to provide them with advice.

After all, he really loves French cuisine.

—Roben Silverberg

TO MARK THE TIMES WE HAD
The scene is the stage of a theater of in-

determinate age and location; it is dimly lit.

An ACTOR is speaking; somewhere to his

left, the PRODUCER sits listening.

ACTOR. I shall do such things— I know not

what they are—but they shall be the terror

of the earth.

DIRECTOR. No good.

ACTOR {After a pause). Oh, that this loo, too

sullied flesh should thaw, melt, resolve it-

self

—

DIRECTOR Doesn't work. Cut it.

ACTOR (Angrily). Our revels now are ended,

and these, our players—

'•Sometimes I

think the king likes it best

when I wear

my clown suit with the

red bulb nose

and the big, floppy shoes, even

though the king

never shows what he likes.^

DIRECTOR. Say, thanks a lot. We'll be in

touch now.

ACTOR (Frantic). Ask not what your country

can do for you but what you can do for

your country. We shall never fear to ne-

gotiate, but we shall never negotiate from

fear. Ask not what your country can do for

you but what you can do for your country.

DIRECTOR (Thought-fully). Do you do more
of that?

ACTOR. Oh, yes. Lots more. We will land a

man on the moon. Think of me as the man
who accompanied Mrs. Kennedy to Paris.

I thought I'd give my brolher a little legal

experience before he applies for a job. I- -

DIRECTOR. Well, it's something we can work

with. (Pause) Oh, all right. What the hell,

we'll give it a try. {Goes olfstage. returns

with top hat, cane, hands them to ACTOR.
Presidential seal lowered as backdrop.)

Good luck.

ACTOR, Uh, before we start this, shouldn't

there be a contract?

DIRECTOR. Later, later.

ACTOR. But Equity—
DIRECTOR (Fiercely). Screw the union; do

you want the job or don't you?
ACTOR (After a pause, reluctantly). I want

the job. (Puts on top hat, twirls cane.) We
all want the job. I was trained in classics,

though.

DIRECTOR. Then shut up and do the job

(Exits)

ACTOR. But just a moment. (Silence. AC-
TOR starts offstage to pursue DIRECTOR,
then shakes heacf. stops, returns to center

stage. Fixed spot hammers him into place.)

Damn it anyway.

OFFSTAGE FEMALE VOICE. Ready?
OFFSTAGE MALE VOICE. Ready as I ever

will be.

OFFSTAGE FEMALE VOICE. All right, then

(Pause). You can't say the city of Dallas

doesn't love you now, Mr. President (Sound

of shot).

ACTOR. God damn it. I should have known
(Clutches throat). Damn open calls! (Sec-

ond shot; blackout}—Barry N. Malzberg

THANK YOU, MR. HALIFAX
Welcome to InstaVote. Please recline and

place the voting cap firmly over your head.

Press the response button when you are

ready to begin. Voting is one of the privi-

leges of our great society and one which

should be exercised with care. Ping.

Thank you. We need your full name, your

address, and your party affiliation for com-
parison with our polling lists. Your vote will

remain confidential.

Last name
First name.
Address of primary residence.

Parly affiliation.

Thank you, Mr. Halifax.

InstaVote has been programmed to as-

sure that your deepest concerns will be re-

flected in your vote. It is not necessary to

respond verbally to the ballot, although you

are free to do so if you wish. When you are

ready to begin, please press the response

button. Ping.

Thank you, Mr. Halifax.

Have you enjoyed the recent information

transmissions?

Do you always use the sensies when in-

putting information transmissions?

Are you opposed to the use of video and
verbal assists to information transmission?

Thank you, Mr. Halifax.

Recent information iransmissions have

shown everyday life within the Greater Asian

State. Do you believe the quality of life there

to be better or worse than the quality of life

in this country''

Recent information transmissions have

reported the escalation of arms buildup by

the Greater Asian State. Do you believe our

defense position is sfrong enough?
Recent information transmissions have

shown that each citizen of the Greater Asian

State contributes the equivalent of a month's

pay to defense. Cilizens of our country con-

tribute Ihe equivalent of two week's pay to

defense. Do you believe this figure to be high

or unduly low?

Thank you, Mr. Halifax.

Your maternal parent recently disenfran-

chised. Did you always know her to be a
nonconforming individual?



The Hardy-Patiman Act requires that

nonconforming individuals and other social

maladepts be sequestered in preference to

the measures previously used. Do you teel

that all nonconforming individuals should be

Sequestration currently consumes 15.43

percent of the federal budget. Do you be-

lieve this figure to be too high or too low?

Do you feel that a simpler solution to the

problem of nonconforming individuals would

ease the burden placed on the federal

budget?
Thank you, Mr. Halifax.

You recently purchased a VibraLok for your

primary residence. How often does crime

occur in your neighborhood?
' Currentlaw-enforcementattemptstocon-

trol crime must remain within the provisions

of the Albrecht-Pittson Privacy Act. Do you

feel these provisions to be sufficient or too

stringently drawn?
The Hardy-Pattman Act requires that

criminals and other social maladepts be se-

questered in preference to the measures
previously used. Do you feel that all crimi-

nals should be sequestered?

Sequestration of criminals currently con-

sumes 12.5 percent of the federal budget.

Do you believe this figure to be too high or

too low?

Do you feel that a simpler solution to the

problem of crime would ease the burden

placed on the federal budget?
Thank you, Mr. Halifax.

Your ballot responses have been trans-

mitted to the main polling station. Election

results will be announced on the midnight

information transmission, along with the

identities of the winners and candidates. If

you wish to see a copy of your ballot choices,

please press the response button, and a

copy will be mailed to you after the election

results are announced.

We appreciate your vote of confidence in

this country and your approval of a simpler

solution to our problems.

And once again, thank you, Mr. Halifax.

—Marta Randall

DANCE FOR THE KING
Tonight

I
will dance for the king tonight I

will caper and leap and cavort and turn

handsprings for the king. The king sits on his

throne made of stone in a room made of

stone a huge throne a vast room all dark

rough blocks of heavy gray stone, and the

king is made of stone, a dark rough giant

who never moves only sits on his throne tow-

ering high above me as I dance towering

above me when I dance when I laugh cry

sleep I am in the vast stone room with the

king all the time there is nobody here but us

there are no doors no way out of the room at

all. I will wear my clown suit when I dance.

Sometimes I think the king likes it best when
I wear -my clown suit with the red bulb nose

and big floppy.shoes even though the king

never shows'what he likes or doesn't like

never moves at all only sits there. I wear the

clown suit on special occasions.

Tonight is a special occasion tonight is the
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anniversary of when we began being here.

I cannot say "of when I was brought here"

since- 1 don't remember being brought here

or being anywhere else before I was here all

I know is being here in the vast stone room
with the giant silent unmoving king. Some-
times I wonder what other places might be

like if there were other places if I were there

instead of here. Would they have dark walls

of rough heavy stone? Would they have

kings? Perhaps there are no other places

only here. That would explain why there are

no doors.

There are no windows in the room either

the light is never very bright it is always the

same. There is no way to measure time.

When
I say tonight I am being arbitrary

whenever I feel like dancing for the king it is

always tonight. Also anniversary is arbitrary.

There is always a way of dividing up time to

make this the anniversary of the beginning

of however long we have been here it seems
a very long time although I have nothing to

compare it to. But I do not always wear the

GHa smiled at

his associate and, full of

self-satisfaction,

leaned his chair back

against the wall,

for it was his expertise

that had made
politechnicality possible.^*

clown suit only on special occasions.

Sometimes I climb up the king's leg and
sit in his lap. Since there is not much to see

from up there I always climb down again.

When I
am down here I can look up at the

king and that is certainly something to see

he is much larger than I am and he is always

up there whether I am down here where I

can see him or up there with him and can't

see him and can't see me down here either

the way he can when I am down here since

I am up there not down here when I am up
there and he is certainly not down here for

me to see when I am up there with him not

ever. The king is very large I am not much
bigger than his little finger but I am different

colors and I
move'and his finger is always

gray and it never moves. I wonder if the king

likes me sitting in his lap. I would like some-

time to climb. up to his shoulder but I never

do I am afraid-he might not like it and it is so

far up I
might get dizzy.

Since I
will dance lo1 Ihc king tonight I must

put on my clown suit. I sit down on the floor

to pull on the baggy polka-dot trousers and
the big floppy shoes. I tie the puffy droopy

bow tie around my .neck and stick the red

bulb nose on my nose. I mess my hair up so

it is wild and smear chalky white on my face.

Now I am ready.

But before I can begin to dance a strange

thing happens a thing that has never hap-

pened before. At first I do not know what it

is it is only a low rumbling that rolls and
echoes between the stone walls. Then I see

the king's lips beard and chin are moving.

He is speakingl His eyes do not move they

are staring at the spot on the floor they al-

ways stare at, sad weary eyes, and his arms

do not move where they rest on the arms of

the throne but he is speaking yes! The words

are low and slow filled with weight as though

the air itself were stone creaking and groan-

ing like boulders grinding together in the dark

inside him.

He speaks, and I strain to understand the

words I know they are important they are the

only words he has ever spoken since I have

been here and since he and I are alone here

with only each other whatever is important

enough to him to make him speak after all

this time must be important to me too maybe
not as important to me as to him him being

a king but still important. The words roll on,

the king's face moves slowly inside the sound

like the face of a mountain when the wind

blows across it or the light slowly changes

on it or the seasons.

I run closer to the king my floppy shoes

flopping if I can hear better maybe I can un-

derstand the words but still they mean noth-

ing to me. I fall to my knees in front of him.

"What are you saying?" I cry. "Tell me what

you are saying!"

The voice rolls on and on my ears buzz

my head throbs and aches with it. I cover

my ears with my hands shut my eyes tight

still the voice rolls on inside me rolls and

echoes between the stone walls of the vast

room. At last the pressure on my ears grows

less so I think my ears are growing numb
from the monstrous sound but then I realize

the sound itself is growing fainter. 1 look at

the king expecting to see his face moving
less and with a shock of terror see that not

just the sound but the king himself is grow-

ing fainter! His features are indistinct he is

becoming transparent I can see the rough

gray stone carving on the back of the throne

through his body. He continues to speak his

lips move as long as I can see them but he

and his voice fade slowly I watch helpless

numb unable to move or cry out. The king is

vanishing. The king is leaving leaving me
here alone.

After a long time the king is completely

gone. I still seem to hear echoes of his voice

faintly but perhaps it is only my ears buzzing

from before. I
walk slowly toward the throne

and look up at it. I can walk across bare floor

where the king's feet were they left no mark.

The king is gone.

The room is emptier with the king gone

only me and the huge empty throne left. I

wonder where the king has gone to. I
won-

der if he will be happy there. Maybe he will

be happier there than here maybe not as

happy. Will there be anybody there to dance
for him? Will he speak to them as he spoke

to me, or only sit silent staring at the floor?
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4W'hat purpose will survival

serve if not for the construction of

elaborate cities to show

how far we've come from savagery?^

Rockets that rumble and buzz in the vac-

uum of space. Chorus girls who dance in

nothing more than ilimsy costumes on the

lunar surface. Faster-than-light spacecraft.

Faced with such obvious embarrassments

from actual tilms, how can anyone credit sci-

ence-fiction moviemakers with being able (o

foretell the future?

Perhaps, the essays that follow suggest,

the movies perform a more valuable func-

tion; spurring viewers to reconsider the

present. Based on what we know now. what

fresh dreams are possible? How do we feel

today about our planet and the cities that

bedeck or befoul it? Where is She start of the

yellow-brick road leading to Utopia? Movies

about tomorrow mirror our current knowl-

edge, hopes, and beliefs.

Our three writers have done more than

watch the movies. They've watched us

watching—and making—the films, with all

of our credulity, hard-won scientific knowl-

edge, fear, and optimism. Frederik Pohl, a

prizewmning author and editor, shows how

visions of future societies arise out of current

world views. Stanley Kramer, producer and

director, relates how his classic, On the

Beach, was created in the Fifties out of his

own feelings and beliefs about nuclear war.

And Philip Strick. English film critic and au-

thor, wanders through the streets of different

but remarkably similar cities that often ap-

pear as villains on the screen. The three ex-

cerpts are from Omni's Screen Flights,

Screen Fantasies, edited by Danny Peary

and published this month by Doubleday.

FREDERIK POHL

Among the many traits that create an au-

dience for science fiction, its prediction of

possible future societies ranks very high.

That's because science fiction is the sover-

eign prophylactic against future shock. Most

science-fiction stories and tilms, however,

relegate the made-up future worlds to the

status of background scenery. The story

played on l.he front of the stage is the human

drama—the conflict, the love story, the trag-

edy, whatever. The exceptions include such

classics of print science fiction as W. Olaf

Stapledon's Lastand First Men, Edward Bel-

lamy's Looking Backward, and, to name one

that is of particular interest here, H. G. Wells's

The Shape of Things to Come. These books

are hardly about people at all. Their concern

is with trends, events, changes; they are not

Carefully crafted. sets and special effects lend

credibility to such classic SF films as The Em-

pire Strikes Back (top right and overleaf, top);

The War of the Worlds (middle column, above);

and 2001: A Space Odyssey (overleaf, bottom).

so much fiction as demi-documentaries. The

form is rare in written science fiction and even

rarer in science-fiction films, but it does exist

there. Now and ihen a filmmaker will sit down

to think hard about the world of tomorrow

and, when he has come to serious conclu-

sions, will assemble his crews and record

his vision on celluloid. Thus are born the sci-

ence-fiction demi-docs.

Even a demi-documentary needs some

sort of dramatic structure. A convenient way

of arranging that is to have someone from

outside come into the society in question so

that he can react to it and, where necessary,

have it. explained to him. That's the structure

adopted by the first demi-documentary sci-

ence-fiction film I ever saw. As a matter of

fact, it was the first science-fiction film of any

kind I
ever saw—Just Imagine.

I am a little embarrassed to have used the

word serious in describing a category that

includes Jus! Imagine, because there is cer-

tainly nothing in the least serious about its

plot. There are two main threads to its nar-

rative. In one, a man from the year 1930 (the

year the film was released) is accidentally

preserved in suspended animation for half

a century. Revived in the far-future year of

1980, he discovers a world in which food is

compressed into pills, people have num-

bers instead of names, marriages based on

eugenics are arranged by a government

agency, and couples desirous of having a

child simply drop a coin into a baby-vending

machine. (You may ask why, this being so,

the government worries about who marries

whom. Don't ask.) The man from the past-

called Single-0 because he has no proper

assigned number— is played by a popular

Swedish-dialect vaudeville comedian, El

Brendel. His function in Ihe film is to react

comically to the novelties he encounters and

to sigh humorously for "the good old days."

The other plot thread entwines a pair of star-

crossed lovers. The boy is J-21, played by

John Garrick, and he wants very much to

marry the girl. You can't blame him, because

the girl is played by the tremblingly beautiful

Maureen O'Sullivan. nineteen years old and

with the dew of County Roscommon still on

her. What gets in their way is that J-21 hasn't

done anything important enough to be eli-

gible, He must perform some heroic feat,

(Men have to do that. Women, being passive

objects, don't have to do anything much but

CONTINUED ON PAGE 114



By marrying the real

to the absurd, artist Doug Webb has re-created

the world in his own image

DREAM ART
BY JANE BOSVELD

His images come from the twilight between waking and

deep sleep. They appear as bits oi reality curiously

juxtaposed: clothes hanging from the Golden Gate

Bridge (above), a ratt roughing the Whitewater along a sidewalk

curb (right). Doug Webb sometimes sees these visions

as absurd surrealistic cartoons. Just as often, they are ironic

statements about modern life. But Webb also considers

himself a painter in the realist tradition and does extensive

research before he begins to paint the final piece.
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4We 're taking more
from our environment than

we're putting back.V

First I look through books to find

an image that's close lo what
I have in my head," he explains.

"Then
I
follow it up with a trip to the

land formation or man-made object to

study its details." Many of Webb's
paintings reflect his Christianity. In

Fallen Spirits (left), the tipped goblet

symbolizes humanity's "fall from

God's grace, which had once contained

all of us." In a slightly different

vein, his use of the glass in Give and
Take (above) shows society's willing-

ness to use nature's resources without

replacing them. "We're taking more
from our environment than we're put-

ting back," Webb points out



•I never get an image from

the dream state itself but from that threshold

just before I fall asleep.^

Occasionally ceas sp'.'Q t'om other sources On a

trip io Spider ^ccn in A- zona, Webb was struck

by the similarity between the rock and city skyscrap-

ers—the Empire State Building in particular (right). And the

colored rings of the Olympic games reminded him of the

ringtoss game he played as a child. He dropped them over

the Los Angeles city-hall building to symbolize the spirit of

playfulness and wonder that harks back to childhood and that

iinds creative expression in sport as well as in art.OQ
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emember the film serials from" years ago? Remem-
ber the "cliffhangers;

1

the Buck Rogers-type sci-

ence fiction which allowed us to enter the worlds
k. of fantasy where men walked on other planets and

electronic devices and machinery were able to perform beyond
the realm of anyone's—except the screenwriter's, of course
imagination?

We didn't know it then, but we weren't entering make-believe
worlds or being allowed to glimpse into Rod Serling-type Twilight

Zones, We were really looking into the future . . . into today. Our
own real-life serial began when the first man entered outer space
and continued with episodes with titles such as "first man to walk
in space"; "first men walk on the moon"; "the first shuttle flight

takes off''

But the future episodes will be more exciting. A new industrial

revolution is already underway. In not too many years to come,
we will see factories in outer space, we will use products manu-
factured in those factories, we will benefit from experiments in

medical science conducted in the weightlessness in outer space.
Furthermore, we ourselves— not just astronauts—will, traverse
new planets, living and working in environments never before
known.

We have all read of the corporate giants which have made
major commitments to the industrialization of outer space. Cor-
porations such as IBM, General Electric, Ford and RCA have
spent huge sums of money in the space telecommunications
areas as well as with experiments in manufacturing. Dr. Jerry
Grey, a leading space scientist with the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, has stated that businessmen and
manufacturers are looking fo outer space as the next frontier of
technological advancement where large communities of laborers
will manufacture products more perfectly and economically. Dr.

Grey maintains that industries as diverse as engineering, adver-
tising, manufacturing, repair, communications and sales, among
others, will benefit from ventures in outer space.By the year 2000,
Dr. Grey predicts space travel will be an everyday occurrence.

and extraterrestrial communities, populated by as many as 10,000
people will be commonplace.

But where will the money come from? Not all visionaries who
look to the nether region of the universe have the resources of

IBM or RCA. Those who dream of exploring the potential riches
of outer space must go somewhere to obtain the necessary ven-
ture capital. The answer may lie in a changing financial services
industry—businesses such as insurance, banking and securities.

In fact, were it not for one particular segment of the financial

services community—insurance—our grasp of the potential for

outer space development today might be as limited as it was
back in the days of the Buck Rogers serials.

Insurers have been providing protection for the space pro-
gram, mostly satellite launches, for more than twenty years. And,
because of the growing number of communications satellites,

there has been a tremendous increase in insurance industry par-
ticipation in the space, program. One firm which specializes in

this area is International Technology Underwriters, a Washing-
ton-based company which projects that payload owners on more
than 200 commercial launches by 1995 will pay insurance pre-
miums of at least $2.5 billion.

Insurance brokerage firms were instrumental in the early stages
of the space program in putting together the necessary insur-

ance coverages to permit launches to take place. Among the
most active in terms of pioneering space insurance protection
were Marsh & McLennan, Johnson & Higgins and Corroon &
Black, which how boasts a special unit called Corroon & Black

In years to come, the insurance industry will be asked to go
beyond the usual bounds of property-damage coverages—lia-

bility insurance for business entrepreneurs with ventures in out-
er space, health coverages and workers' compensation protec-
tion. But more than that, the insurance industry as well as other
financial institutions will be asked to play a different role or an
additional one, if you will. Financial institutions will be asked to

play the role of the venture capitalist.



"The insurance industry is changing,"

says Dr. Sean Mooney, economist for .the

New York-based Insurance Information In-

stitute, which commissioned a study called

Plan 200O."Right now the industry operates

on the theory of spread of risk - i.e. the

good experience of the many pay for the

losses of the few. But as the industry moves

more into the area of venture capitalism, i!

will be sending out money to small busi-

nesses in the hope that one major success

will pay for the future investments of the

many. That could be the role of the insur-

ance industry and other financial institu-

tions of the future."

That poses the question "Is the financial

services sector of the American economy
up to meeting these new demands?" The

answer is yes. In fact, financial services

have been expanding and evolving dra-

matically in recent years. The financial

services world of the future will be unlike

anything we knew twenty years ago or

anything we know today... the changes

which are taking place right now will offer

enormous opportunities and challenges

for both the buyer and seller of those

services, not only in outer space but on

earth as well.

We tend to think of financial services

industries — banking, insurance, securities

-as unimaginative institutions, where prod-

ucts offered are boringly similar and the

persons we deal with are stolid and stuffy.

Computer experts speak a language for-

eign to most of us, and economists are not

known for their economy of speech. We
deal with these institutions because we
must, not because we are ecstatic about

cuddling up to an insurance policy or

mesmerized by the prospect of manipulat-

ing a mutual fund.

However, there are dynamic changes

unfolding in the financial services sector of

the U.S. .economy.

Consider the changes which have oc-

curred in the financial services world since

the end of World War II. Life insurance

policies were still being sold through the

marketing method of "debit agents." These

were men - women did not play a promi-

nent role in the work force at that time—who
visited homes in inner city and rural areas,

sat down at the buyer's table and perhaps

had a cup of coffee while he explained the

benefits of a whole life policy versus

straight term insurance. Once a month, he

returned to obtain a premium payment, pat

the children on the head and perhaps

accept a second cup of coffee.

Auto insurance was often available from

the man who owned the fish store around

the corner and, if the policy contract of-

fered an odor of mussels and scrod, the

coverages were just as good as those in the

policy available from the man who oper-

ated the real estate agency down the

street.

As for banking", the procedure was sim-

plicity itself. You deposited your savings,

collected your interest, and withdrew what

was needed when emergencies arose. The
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teller behind the window was known by his

or her first name. (Women had progressed

a little faster in banking.)

Today, debit agents have all but disap-

peared, except for certain parts of the

country where buyers live in isolated re-

gions. That friendly bank teller is rapidly

being replaced by teller machines to which

depositors have access day or night, Sun-

days and holidays. Some banks even

"personalize" their teller machines by giv-

ing them names such as "Tammy," as does
one bank in Nashville and "Financial Wiz-

ard," as does Citizens & Southern Bank in

South Carolina. The "bank book" is becom-
ing obsolete, rapidly being replaced by

computerized monthly statements mailed

to depositors.

The securities industry also has under-

gone significant changes. Thirty years

ago, it was considered a playground for the

rich. But today, because of developments

which have taken place in the financial

services sector, the opportunity to take

advantage of securities investments exists

for the majority of the population. New
products from the life insurance industry,

for example, such as "universal life" offer

the buyer the chance to obtain the same
"term" insurance he purchased years ago
from thai debit agent. However, the term

coverage is tied to the investmenf commu-
nity in thai part of his premium goes for the

coverage and part for investments in se-

curities. The buyer can adjust his or her

term coverage periodically (and the pre-

mium for the term insurance as well) de-

pending on stock market conditions

Profit-sharing plans for employees,
which have come out of the financial ser-

vices sector, have also given the aver-

age consumer access to the investment

community. Thirty years ago, an employee
worried about salary increases and job

security. Today, in addition, thai employee
will read stock market reports to find out

how the company is doing and how that will

affect the firm's overall profits.

All of this has come about because of a

number of factors. First, there are the

changing characteristics of today's con-

sumer which has led to a demand for new
kinds of products and services. Second,
because of the demand for more sophisti-

cated products and services, financial ser-

vice industries have begun to cross bound-

ary lines with insurers becoming more
involved in leading activities and offering

investment-oriented products such as uni-

versal life already mentioned, and with

banks and securities firms seeking to be-

come more involved in insurance. Third,

the revolution in electronics, and especially

computers, coupled with other tech-

nological advancements, has presented a

vast opportunity for financial industries to

tap huge markets with their products and
services.

"The year 2000 will find us in the midst of

a period of extraordinary growth and ex-

pansion in financial services," says Robert

D. Kilpatrick, chairman and president and
chief executive officer of CIGNA World-

wide. "It will be characterized by an un-

precedented number of sophisticated pro-

viders offering low-cost, high quality

products and services.

'The competitive pursuit of such prod-

ucts and services has already begun. It's

being driven by the rapid development of

new technologies that are forcing change
in the industry's structure, products and

distribution systems."

"In the year 2000, large financial ser-

vices companies will provide a very broad

range of services that once were tradi-

tionally the private domain of commercial

banks, insurers and investment bankers.

They will flourish next to a variefy of 'bou-

tiques' large and small specialty com-

panies that have carved out their business

niches in specific product or geographic

markets. Access to services throughout

the industry will be as near as the cus-

tomer's home computer terminal."

Mr. Kilpatrick also commented on those

who question the benefits of full financial

services.

"Lately, the groundswell of very rapid

change in the financial services industry

has been tempered by those calling for a

more thoughtful, evolutionary approach.

This is laughable -we simply cannot afford

to encourage unrestrained, large-scale ex-

perimentation at the risk of our economic

structure. But such an ebb and flow is

common to long-term, evolutionary move-

ments. The trends we are now witnessing

are as irreversible as those that led to the

Industrial Revolution or the Race for

Space," said Mr. Kilpatrick.

The financial sector of our economy is

gearing up to provide a multitude of prod-

ucts via sophisticated delivery systems

intended to make purchasing easier for the

consumer. Already a newer range of prod-

ucts and services can be seen. Banks and

insurance companies are becoming more

like department stores and new technolo-

gies are bringing what they have to offer

closer to home,
Ralph Nader, well known consumer ac-

tivist wrote in a newsletfer of the National

Insurance Consumer Organization, that

consumers own more'than a trillion and a

half dollars in savings and loan deposits,

mutual funds and olher financial institution
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deposits. Financial assets of consumers

grew rapidly in the postwar period as the

result of rising income and inflation. By the

end of 1981, the financial assets of private

households and not-for-profit organiza-

tions reached $4.9 trillion, according to the

Source Board 'of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System.

In the past dozen years, we have seen

the emergence of the two-earner house-

holds as typical of higher income brackets.

This trend has continued and been in-

creased in the troubled economic environ-

ment. In 1982. a record 67 percent of 25 to

54 year old women were in the labor force.

Today's consumer is better-educated

than in the past, and therefore more sophis-

ticated in dealing with linancial matters. A
study commissioned by American Express

and conducted by the New York-based

Hudson Institute points out that seven out

of 10 adults have completed four years of

high school compared with four out of ten in

1960. By 1990, 81 percent of the labor force

will be high school graduates, notes the

Hudson Study. Furthermore, according to

American Express'commissioned study,

the median number of years of schooling

rose from 8.6 in 1940 to 12.5 in 1980, and

half of all 20 to 29 year olds have completed

one year of college or more. Consumers

are also becoming more knowledgeable in

ways which go well beyond formal school-

ing.

Moreover, the Hudson study notes:

"Consumers are now more interested in the

long term and are more willing to plan

ahead to achieve greater control over their

lives. Receptivity has also been height-

ened by the rise of consumerism, itself

partly a product of a rising education. With

consumerism has come an assertiveness

that not only leads to the acquisition of

knowledge, but also to the pressures that

produce change in service."

In addition - and this may be one ot the

most important elements in terms of look-

ing at today's new consumer - because of

the emergence of the two earner house-

hold and because more single women are

in the workforce, financial service consum-
ers have less time to shop- in one place for

insurance coverages, in another for bank-

ing services, and yet another for invest-

ment advice.

THE BLENDING OF INSTITUTIONS

The consumer of the future will seek

services that deal in a coordinated way
with multiple needs: get and use credit,

obtain access to assets more easily, facili-

tate cash management, provide lor auto-

matic reinvestment, allow forready transfer

of funds to higher yielding deposits, im-

prove record keeping. For that reason, we
are now seeing the very beginnings of the

emergence of a "full financial services"

industry.

Thirty years ago, the services offered by

the three major financial services indus-

tries-banks, insurers, and securities firms

- were basic and clear-cut.
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Today the financial services scene is a

great deal different and, if certain reg-

ulatory barriers are broken down, will be a

whole new world ten years from now. Ameri-

can Express, for example, has stated that

the "key" to its future growth "is our ability to

work as one enterprise with staff offices

and each of our major business segments
interacting with one another to blend prod-

ucts, services distribution and expertise to

mee! the demands of sophisticated con-

sumers and add to their convenience and
satisfaction."

Furthermore, the rising consumer de-

mand for easier access to multiple financial

services products has resulted in conflict

and turmoil within the linancial services

community. The battle lines are drawn.

Each segment of that community wants to

"branch out" into other financial products

while at the same time prevent the other

from entering its particular segment.

For example, many segments of the

insurance industry, both on the life and
property-casualty sides, have been waging

a war for years to prevent banks from

making inroads into insurance. Insurers

themselves, on the other hand, have moved
into other financial services areas.

CIGNA, for example, has, through a joint

venture with a Malaysian firm, established

offices in Los Angeles to get into export

credit lending for U.S. commercial inter-

ests. John Hancock recently announced a

new financial service program in which it

will offer real estate, investment and insur-

ance expertise to those in the upper in-

come brackets. Dr. John Cozzoline. vice

president for the international insurance

brokerage firm of Fred S. James, told a

recent conference of the Risk and Insur-

ance Management Society that new finan-

cial products in the insurance industry will

grow because "both sides of the market are

interested. in it."

Banks are moving at insurers and se-

curities firms full force. In a reposition of its

pension strategy, Lincoln National Corp.,

Fort Wayne, has merged its strategic plan-

ning, product development, sales man-

agement and client services departments.

In short, while there is a great deal of

debate between industry sectors as to who
should do what for the consumer, all are

gearing up to do as much as possible.

Can tomorrow's consumer have access

to all these potential services? Can the

consumer exercise control over all those

services? In the opinion of the financial

services industry, the answer to the first

question is "yes," and certainly as we have

already discussed, ..individual segments

within that industry are falling all over them-

selves to provide those services. In terms

of control, the answer here lies in tech-

nology.

TECHNOLOGY
"The revolution in electronics, partly in

computers and telecommunications, has

opened a vast potential for improvement in

the efficiency of consumer financial ser-

vices," notes the American Express-spon-

sored Hudson Study. "Modern computer

and communications systems made possi-

ble the rapid growth of check volume and

credit card activity. They are now fostering

automatic payment systems, transactions

between remote locations and improved

payment and delivery systems."

Financial service institutions see new
technologies as a means of reducing costs

of providing services: a) because they lead

to expansion of markets and permit econo-

mies of scale; and b) because they enable

a more economic standardization of prod-

ucts which leads to reduced prices.

Dr. Sean Mooney of the Insurance Infor-

mation Institute, author of the aforemen-

tioned Plan 2000, referred to one way
computer purchasing will benefit financial

services consumers.

"Right now, insurers think in terms of

packages - homeowners packages, lia-

bility packages for business owners, health

care packages, etc. However, the con-

sumer of the future, having all the informa-

tion on a home computer regarding differ-

ent offerings of insurers, will be able to pick

and choose. That consumer will be able to

decide whether to buy windstorm cover-

age, freeze coverage, tornado coverage.

Why do I need medical coverage on my
auto policy if I have individual medical

coverage or health insurance at my place

of business?" asks Dr. Mooney. In fact, the

insurance industry is already gearing up to

offer its customers the new wonders of

technology.

A detailed property-casualty database

for consumers, containing information on

auto, home, rental, personal liability, com-
mercial risks, and other forms of property-

casualty insurance, is being offered by

the Independent Insurance Agents of

America.

The database is on the CompuServe
Consumer Information Systems sub-
scribed io by more than 110,000 users.

The on-line, menu-driven database spe-

cifically contains general insurance infor-

mation, cost containment suggestions, de-

tailed intormation by state where appropri-

ate, referral for more specific information as

well as response to user questions avail-

able within a minimum of 24 hours and
news developments posted on a bulletin
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board with restricted access by users.

Richard D. Teubner, immediate past

president of the Independent Insurance

Agents of America, said that this new
Electronic Management Information Ser-

vice (EMIS) is the first home, auto, personal

and business insurance database.

Robert Willumstad, senior vice president

in charge of electronic banking develop-

ment at Chemical Bank, describes the

trend this way. "By 1990, some 40 million

households, or about half of the U.S. total,

are expected to have personal computers.

The next two decades will bring America

closer to a society of interactive banking

and consumer services as banks begin

offering further enhancements to their

home information systems" "In fact," con-

tinues Mr. Willumstad, "electronic bill pay-

ment capabilities will be expanded ena-

bling consumers greater flexibility and

convenience via home computer terminals

tied directly to their bank accounts. Con-

sumers will also be able to purchase a

wider range of goods and services simply

by viewing offerings on their computers -

much as a catalog is used today"

Chemical is just one of the banks making

ready for this kind of technological inev-

itability. Mr. Willumstad maintains that

Chemical's PRONTO Home Banking and

Information System is positioning the bank

well to take advantage of the electronic

revolution just now in the beginning stages.

Furthermore, as financial service tech-

nology systems become more integrated,

better able to interact with one another,

they will offer the consumer the opportunity

to have control over his or her own destiny.

Using personal and home computer termi-

nals, it is very likely that the consumer of

financial services of the future, will be able

to sit at home and order groceries, transact

complex banking manipulations, and, yes,

even keep track of investments, price

movements, and conduct market analyses.

We are in the formative stages right now.

Tom Mack, an assistant professor of adver-

tising at San Jose State University, recently

wrote in a publication called "Direct Mar-

keting" of a new concept called videotex.

Videotex is a technology which allows two-

way electronic communication, promises

advertisers a shop-at-home system that

works off a standard TV set, telephone, and

either a computer or special control unit.

Subscribers to such a service respond to

a series of choices, called "menus," on

the screen.

"The direct response consumer of the

future may be the individual who sits in front

of his computer to keep up with the stock

market, be entertained, send a report to his

boss 2000 miles away —all with the touch of

a finger, and without leaving his chair,"

writes Mr. Mack.

A Booz-Allen study estimates that, by the

mid 1990s, as many as 30 million U.S.

households will be equipped for videotex,

and that it will generate between $8 to $10

billion in advertising revenues.
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THE NEW BUSINESS ENTREPRENEUR
But what of the developments in the

financial services industry as they affect

business entrepreneurs? Where does the

owner of a small or medium sized business

fit into this financial services phan-
tasmagoria?

One way is via new loan arrangements
available from financial services sectors.

Banks are already offering an increasing

array of loans to small businesses with the

banks actually sharing in the company's

profits. This is an attempt on the part of the

banks towards diversification, but for the

small business owner it can mean a new
availability of capital for expansion. Banks

are increasingly taking an "equity position"

in, sfnall businesses allowing them to

engage in practices which were generally

prohibited before.

Furthermore, because of the breaking

down of financial services barriers, and
because consumers will be faced with

more choices than ever before, it is possi-

ble that there will be the emergence of a

new type of business entrepreneur — the

consumer information broker. This is a

phrase coined by Mr. Nader in the National

Insurance Consumer Organization news-

letter in which he wrote:

"For years, we've been saying that gov-

ernments should provide greater dis-

closure of information to consumers and
that consumer groups should put out pam-
phlets on how to buy life insurance, how to

get the best interest from banks, and so

forth. But I believe that we will soon see the

arrival of entrepreneurs who will make
money by providing consumer information

services right at the point of sale."

The importance of this new area of en-

trepreneurship can not be overstated.

Consider the fact that the baby-boom gen-
eration compr'LiOS Ihomapniy of the popu-

lation. That generation is moving into the

middle-age category in the next ten years.

The size of that population - coupled with

the expected diminishing numbers of top

level jobs as financial services merge— will

probably give impetus to the desire of

many of these trained experts to go out on
their own.

With the multiplicity of choices open to

buyers of financial services, there will be a

need for specialists- specialists who will

be-able to aid the consumer in determining

which services are to his or her best

advantage. Of course, these new en-

trepreneurs will also have to be well-versed

in the handling of computers.

This brings us to the emergence of

another type of small business entre-

preneur - the small computer manufac-

turer with the expertise to devise systems

which will make giants stand at attention.

Last April, Citibank invited some of the

most influential names in the information

business — international Business Ma-
chines Corp., Apple Computer, Inc. - to

brief its senior executives on developments

in the computer area. However, a small New
York-concern called Institutional Networks,

Inc. was also present and its presence

among these major players was felt.

In 1983, the firm had a total of $4.5 million

in sales and a net loss of nearly $1 million.

But since early last year, it had something

that Citibank and other financial service

institutions need. That something was a

low-cost, automated stock trading system

that allows banks, insurers, and other in-

stitutions to buy or sell instantly nearly

3,500 exchange-listed and over-the-coun-

ter stocks.

RISK

And now we return to the enormous
possibilities which the financial services

world offers to potential business ventures

in outer space.

So far, the only profit-making operations

in space are in telecommunications, now a

$10 billion-a-year business. Satellite com-
munications demand is still growing by

between 20 percent and 30 percent an-

nually. There is no telling what the oppor-

tunities are for the small business pioneer

in outer space, and no telling what benefits

the financial services community -as ven-

ture capitalists - might gain from financing

such ventures.

At the annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence held earlier this year, financial experts

advised would-be space entrepreneurs

not to expect any immediate bonanza.

Many of the 350 enterprises might fail, they

warned, because they would be unable to

earn enough income to keep them going in

the initial stages.

However, Philip E. Culberlson, an official

of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, said the agency had "high

hopes" for widespread orbital commerce
in the next decade or so.

Who then are the "stars" of tomorrow's

financial services universe? They are the

financial firms who have the foresight to

recognize the need to satisfy consumer
demands for more sophisticated products

and services; they are the creators of new
technologies which provide an opportunity

for the financial firms to deliver their prod-

ucts and services, and which provide the

opportunity for buyers of those products

and services to have immediate access to

what is offered; and they are the venture

capitalists with the courage to finance the

unknown.
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a bit embarrassed about the whole busi-

ness—confirm that they do feel better after

therapeutic touch. A few report subtly deli-

cious sensations during the treatment itself.

"Have you ever watched the sun shining

on water, creating sparkles of light?" one pa-

tient asks. ''You get that kind of feeling."

Krieger's Krazies regard therapeutic touch

as an adjunct, nof an alternative, lo estab-

lished medicine. And the claims they make
, for its effectiveness are relatively modest. "It

produces a strong relaxation response in

patients about ninety-seven percent of the

lime," Krieger says. "With few exceptions it

provides pain relief, probably as a result of

relaxation. It can accelerate healing, but this

is less reliable. It works best on psychoso-

matic illnesses-—and thirty to eighty percent

of all illnesses are thought to have a psycho-

somatic component. It works next best on
muscular/skeletal problems, and it's good for

problems like fevers and inflammation."

No one has yet tried to test the theory that

a healer can alter electromagnetic fields

surrounding a parent's body. The cells and
organs of the body generate electric and
magnetic fields, and low-level electromag-

netic energy is known to influence cellular

growth processes in two ways: Electric cur
:

rents direct and stimulate bone healing, and

exposure to a magnetic '-eld that pulsates

faster than the earth's can speed up DNA
replication and cell division of growing cells,

cancerous and normal. Most scientists see
no way one human could affeci electromag-

netic processes in another.

"People have all sorts of fantasies about

it," says Alexander Maura, professor of bio-

physics at Rockete ler Umvers ty, "butatthis

time, there is no basis at all for such conclu-

sions. There are no known electromagnetic

effects between people that we've been able

to detect. The fields are too tiny."

Robert Becker, an orthopedic surgeon

from the Upstate Medical Center, in Syra-

cuse, New York, and an experimenter on
electrical systems in biological organisms,

disagrees. "We are just coming to the idea

that there may well be electric and magnetic

systems acting as controlling factors in bio-

logical processes," Becker says. "As lo

whether a healer could impart some sort of

electric or magncic changes by the use of

hands, it's not a respectable area to be-

come involved in. But I
think it's a fascinating

area that ought to be researched."

There is another possibility, suggests
Becker. "The healer produces the placebo

effect." Profound belief can cause real bio-

logical changes so that the patient not only

feels better subjectively, bui he actually gets

better. Krieger's Krazies point out that if they

have developed a reliable way to induce the

placebo effect, that alone is a valuable dis-

covery. But beyond thai, most of her stu-

dents are confident some kind of physical

energy interchange is involved as well.

Practitioners o" therape j:ic :.ouch are pre-

pared for the possibility that when highly

controlled and closely observed, the pro-

cedure may not have the eifects they pre-

dict. But even if this should happen, they do
not seem prepared to conclude that their faith

in it is unjustified.

"What's not disprovable to me," says
Quinn. "is that when 1 interact with a patient

from a position of calmness and centering,

something positive happens." Nor do they

believe that if it were found to be effective

and scientists figured out how it worked,

therapeutic touch could be replaced by a

more technological therapy, for example, a

machine thai could balance the body's
electromagnetic fields more precisely and
more sensitively than a pair of human hands.

It's not that Krieger's Krazies don't believe

deeply in the power of science. It's just that

many of them do not believe science is pres-

ently able to explain or duplicate the com-
plex phenomenon of healing. As nurses and
scientists, they are concerned with quanti-

tative models and must assume the role of

skeptics. "I myself occasionally worry about

someone who says, 'I believe Dr. Krieger,'

"

Krieger admits. But as healers, they believe

that when they reach out to touch someone,

all variables a re integrated in the inth dimen-

sion to encourage healing.DO



No longer restrained

by tradition, the woman of

the future needs only a

FIGHTING

CHANCE

Half
an hour (ram now, at 6 am ,the

deserted fields of Wesl Point will

spring to attention. While the other

cadets are sleeping in Sherman
Barracks, cadet Alma Cobb, age
twenty-three, has already" sprinted

uphill some five miles. She pumps her

muscular thighs higher and higher in

the 10° weather, "until I can tesl my
calves tightening like banjo strings.

I

could quit, But at West Point we go
until we are sweating blood."

With dark eyes blaeing and stom-

ach queasy from too much late-night

instant coffee, she takes on the wind

as she runs across the football field.

"Sometimes fhe gusts slash me in the

back. But I've learned to fight back by

lowering my skull, increasing my
stride, and pushing straight ahead,"

says the five-foot ten-inch Cobb, who
was the 1979 state discus champion
in Tennessee. 'Uust because I'm a girl,

doesn't mean I'm a wimp."

At West Point, the human species is

reaching a new stage in its evolution.

BY BARBARA ROWES



For 1 73 years, the leading American military

academy had served as the breeding

ground for stalwart men. But in a radical de-

parture from its masculine tradition, the

academy in the last few years has also be-

come a laboratory for the physical devel-

opment of women. The data being compiled

have begun to offer tantalizing proof of

women's physical capabilities.

Not only are these capabilities far greater

than ever before thought: In some respects,

they may exceed those of their male cadet

counterparts. What may be emerging at West

Point is the woman of tomorrow, able to call

on all the innate resources of the female of

the species, along with an array of strenglhs

characterized as masculine.

. "In sports, men are already performing

near their physical peak," says Arno Wittig.

professor of psychology at Ball State Uni-

versity, in Muncie, Indiana, and an experf in

sports performance. "Women are just starl-

ing to realize their potential. The female ath-

lete of 2004 will be a tough nut, and that's

not bad. It's only bad if winning becomes her

single value— as it has been with men."

Until recently, information on the relation-

ship between female physiology and phys-

ical performance was extremely limited. Lit-

tle more was known except that women
generally had smaller hearts in relation to

their body size, reduced lung capacity, a

lower hemoglobin count, a higher fat-to-

muscle ratio, and a lower center of gravity.

The only extensive research on the female

body, excluding limited studies of Olympic

athletes, was obstetric and gynecological.

"It had been assumed for so long that men
and women were .physiologically, difiereni,

and likewise that performances were differ-

ent, that there was very little interest in un-

dertaking research to document this scien-

tifically," explains Dr. Robert Stauffer, director

of research and evaluation at West Point.

Then, in 1973, some rumblings in Con-

gress about equal rights reached the ears

of West Point officials. At a general staff

meeting, the commandant asked aboul the

rumors from .Washington.

"Sir," a junior captain piped up, "the rumor

is that women are coming lo the academy.

"

It seemed utterly preposterous. Jus! the

thought of women trying to make it through

the most rigorous physical training in this

country sent the men reeling with laughter.

"West Point had long been regarded as

the test ot a real man," says Herbert Fletcher,

a 1984 West Poin! graduate. "There was no

way girls were going to pull their weight."

No precedent existed for the high-inten-

sity physical training of women. While the.

law that would require the service acade-

mies to admit women was still pending,

Colonel James Anderson, director of the de-

partment of physical education, launched'a

scientific etforl to come up with some data

on female performance.

In early 1975 he administered the physi-

cal-aptitude examination (PAE), a prerequi-

site for male cadets, to 3,000 women, aged
seventeen through twenty-two, at' high

schools, colleges, and in the enlisted ranks
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at army bases. The PAE consisted ot four

tesls: a baskefball throw, a 300-yard run back

and forth, the standing long jump, and pull-

ups. The women's low scores were disap-

pointing. "More than ninety-six percent of the

women in this age group could not do one

pull-up," remarks Anderson. "To admit a

young woman who has a PAE score lower

than Iwo hundred and require her to. per-

form at nearly the same level as men who
have PAE scores at least twice as high is not

being fair lo the woman. I concluded that if

we were going to have to admit young men
and women on the same basis, we clearly

were not going to be bringing many women
into the academy."

Law 94-106 had been conceived in the

spirit of equality. It called tor women lo meet

the same requirements for admission, reten-

tion, and graduation that men do But be-

cause of such findings, the law was modi-

fied. The standards for entry to the academy
were adjusted lo allow for the physiological

differences between -ale: and females.

<mWhat may be

emerging at West Point is the

woman of tomorrow,
' able to caii on all the innate

-
' resources of

the female, along with an array

of strengths

characterized as masculine.^

West Point saw its role as twofold: to

quantify, scientifically, how the female's

physical abilities compared with Ihe male's;

and lo develop a curriculum that encour-

aged female cadets to achieve their full po-

tential. "I felt we had to provide them with an

opportunity lo prove themselves," says An-

derson. "Up to this point, they had never had

a fighting chance."

So when the first female cadets arrived, in

July 1976, Anderson decided to put them

through the same paces as the men, with a

few exceptions. Based on information from

the PAE study and another study thai West

Point conducted on teenage female ath-

letes, officials anticipated ihat most female

cadets would lack adequate upper-body

strength to carry an M-14 rifle. A lighter rifle

was issued. There were also social differ-

ences that the academy felt it could not ig-

nore. Boxing, acquirement for the male ca-

dets, was deemed "not acceptable" for

women. "It would have turned them into so-

cial freaks," says Anderson. "It is nol the best

way for a woman to defend herself against

someone who may outweigh her by more

than one hundred pounds." Instead, the

academy developed' a hew form of self-de-

fense Iraining for women. It combines judo,

karate, and boxing skills.

"It taught us how to sock a guy in the groin,

how to dislracl him with quick molions, how
to flip him over, and— if necessary for sur-

vival—even punch out his eyeballs," says a

female cadet. In most of the other trials.

however, males and females were treated

as equals. The idea was to give the female

cadets a six-month grace period in which to

prove themselves. "We weren't exactly being

watched like a bunch of laboratory rats." says

Mimi Finch, who. was a top athlete in her

hometown of Tucson, Arizona. "But when-

ever they put us through physical tests like

obstacle courses or runs, they were always

timing us, recording the scores as data to

compare with the men's scores."

The male cadets, who generally resented

the women and labeerl Iho experiment Proj-

ect Zero, predicted that by the end of six

months, no females would be left.

"One night beiore a forced march," re-

calls Heidi Strycula, who at tour feet eighl

inches and 94 pounds was one of the small-

est cadets, "one of the seniors came into my
room and announced, 'You're not going to

make the forced march tomorrow.' I asked

why nol, and he just said, 'I don't think that

you're going to make it.'

"

Trembling in her size-three combat boots,

she challenged him. "Sir, that's wrong. I am
going to make it." He smiled coolly, then

asked if she wanted to bet a hot-fudge sun-

dae on it. She agreed. The following night,

when she dragged her aching body home
from the forced march, the hot-fudge sun-

dae was waiting.

Despite their valianl efforts, there were

some teats the women simply could not per-

form. "In ihe squad competitions," says

Cobb, "whoever had the mosl women on

fheir feam usually lost the relay races."

Cadet Diane Birman admits that she had

problems keeping up. "I felt I
always had to

put oul twice as much physically to drag be-

hind the men. No matter how hard I tried, I

could never do as well. When it came lo run-

ning, it seemed that they came equipped

with the better bodies."

While Anderson monitored the women in

action, Dr. Staufier worked diligently behind

the scenes, determining the physiological

differences between male and female ca-

dets.' With a random population of 30 male

and 30 female cadets, he painstakingly

qualified and quantified the physiological

differences between Ihe sexes. Each of his

subjects underwent two testing sessions, as

well as a pretest and posttest period lo

gauge their muscle strength, power, endur-

ance, and cardiorespiratory efficiency.

The preliminary results of the study were

published in October 1976. It had proved

that the physical differential between the

sexes was not a matter of pure speculation

but- a tact based on biological sex-related

factors. For the next seven years, Stauffer

would conlinue to collect data on the phys-

iological differences.

"I had anticipated that there would be dif-

ferences in upper-body strength between



men and wome'i." says 3l;-.u.
:

fer, "but I was
surprised and am still surprised [hat [hey are

as great as ihey are. If you look at strength,

women have about one half the strength in

the upper body and one third the power,

Their ability to perform upper-body work in

a thirty-second period is about one fifth that

of the male."

Throughout the first year, Anderson
watched the confirmation of the research. "It

was not unusual to find female cadets
standing at the bottom of the ropes with tears

in their eyes," he recalls. But even [hen. An-

derson believed that in time, their response

to such challenges wouIj ciargc. and that

a change in attitude would probably influ

ence their performance.

"They seemed to have the most difficulty

in any task thai lequi^od ii'ing Iheir own body

weight—climbing ropes, mounting the high

shelf, performing vaulting exercises on the

horizontal bars," remarks Bonnie Benneit,

director of upoer-ciass instruction.

Says Alma Cobb sheepishly, "I had a hard

time even carrying my rifle for long periods

of time, All ] could think of was 'What's the

matter with me?'

"

Women fared better in the lower-body ex-

ercises. "I was pleasantly surprised to find

that as to leg strength, power, and work ca-
pacity, women could achieve about two
thirds of what men could do." says Stauffer,

In the eyes of the male cadets, the female

cadets' most serious ceficency was' their in-

ability to finish the three- to ten-mile road

pa'ed with 0.9 percei
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demic board. The standardized physical-lest

scores had been »rnbarrass
:

ngly low and
the physiologca. data suggested that the

women were onysica'ly unable to perform

jc:"
:_ e oi ine exerc:ses at the same level ex-

pected of the men. Anderson proposed that

women and men be graded differently.

Though far supci lor athio'icsiiy to the aver-

age population of teenage females in this

couniry, the first class'of female cadets still

came up short when compared with the male

cadets. If Anderson had not established a

separate grading system, all but a few would

have flunked out. For example, while 90 per-

cent of the men finished an arduous cross-

country run-walk test in the limited time pe-

riod, fewer than 50 percent of the women
were able lo make it.

"We- tried to statisiical y ec.L.al perfor-

mance difficulties between the men and ihe

women by assigning comparable grades lo

the same percentage of top performers,"

says Stauffer.

Throughout the years, a number of exer-

cise programs were altered. For example,

barely 10 perceni of the women, compared
with 98 percent of the men, could master the

indoor obstacle course. The course fea-

tured a sequence of three events: walking

across parallel bars on one's hands; vaulting

a wall; and swinging across a horizontal lad-

der. In place of the parallel bars, the acad-

emy asked the. female cadets to do a bal-

ancing aclivity.

But the "double standard" did not sit well

with the male cadets. They felt discrimi-

nated against. "As long as the women could

succeed on the basis ol their own initiative.

Ihe male cadets would be out there rooting

them. But when they perceived the

women were being given an unfair advan-

tage just to keep up their [the academy's]

quotas, the males started harrassing them,"

explains one cadet.

It was still undetermined, however, what

role social conditioning played in female

performance. Anderson suspected that so-

ciety's paternalistic altitude toward women
had greatly contributed to Iheir limited phys-

.1 performance. He points to the differ-

ence in grip strength, which cannot be di-

rectly attributed to physiological differences.

."It is the result of different societal/cultural

conditioning as children," he claims. "Nor-

mal young men seem to develop this grip

strength naturally through the activities en-

joyed by most little boys; climbing trees,

swinging from tree limbs, climbing up ropes."

But traditionally, lif.le g«' s haven't been en-

couraged to participate in the same activi-

ties. He also Credits the male's superior hip

flexor strength to conditioning, "Men tend to

develop a natural strength in the hips by

kicking the ball in a game of soccer or by

Jumping in basketball," he says.

But from the beginning, Anderson had
been determined to trade the centuries of

paternalism for a new go-for-it approach. He
watched the female cadets in tears in the

gym as ihey tried to climb the ropes. A few

of his instructors fell female cadeis should

be excused from this requirement because



oi limited uppf-][-;jC;.:y strength, but Ander-

son directed his troops to push them even
harder. Instead of placing a hand on their

shoulders and telling them everything was
going to b.e all right, instructors were told to

ignore ihe tears and to offer the same sug-

gestion they would lo.a man: "Well, try again.

"

During the past sever years. Ihis military

tactic has affected a marked change in ihe

response of the women. "Though they might

be all tied up in knots inside," says Bonnie

Bennett, who came to the academy in 1980,

"I seldom, if ever, have seen a lemale cadel

break down in tears. They just try harder."

Last year, ac;a nst ail onysiologica! odds,
' a woman scampered to the top of the rope,

using only her hands. Unlil then the women
had compensatec tor Inc weakness in their

upper bodies and hands by using their legs

as a leverage system.

"But she was lust a little powerhouse," says

Bennett, beaming. Others will undoubtedly
to:iow this cadet.

Anderson warns, however, that West
Point's effect on the women is somewhaf
limited. "We can't expect to start out chal-

lenging girls when they are sixteen and sev-

enteen years old and expect them to im-

mediately perform at the level of a man. To

demonstrate a significant improvement in

physiological development will probably take

al leasl fifty years," he says.

But there are already glimmers of prog-

ress. For example, when most women enter

the academy, they can do iewer than 50 per-

cent of the push-ups men can do. "It's hard

on the arms and shoulders," explains Mimi

Finch. "We just don't have the same degree'

'

of strength in our upper bodies-asthemen,"

Anderson has neither substituted another

exercise nor approved a modified version.

"We just got down on the ground and did

them," says Finch.

By the time the female cadets are sent to

airborne school, two years into the program,

they are expected to do between 300 and
400 push-ups a day as part of training for

jumping out of a plane at 1,200 feet.

"Nobody believed we could make it," re-

calls Cobb. "The sergeants were all hanging
around, just waiting for us to break. I knew
hoy woi-p Ihirkirtj that we were too weak to

carry it off." She slid onto the ground in front

of them and started pumping, up and down,

up and down, up and down. "It made me
mad. ! could have gone on forever. Nothing

could stop me." she says triumphantly.

Suddenly, it was the male cadets who were
playing catch-up. "When I looked out of the

corner of my eye, I
could hardly believe what

I was seeing. The female cadets were hang-
ing in there." says c-ridet Cnns Wilson. "I was
so physically drained that I didn't think I could

do another push-up. But as long as they

could keep going. :he'e was no way a self-

respecting guy could quit."

Throughout Ihe years. West Point officials

have collected enough data to formulate a

new law ol-oomoarativc onysiology. If soci-

ety continues ro encourage women to 'per-

form at top levels, says Stauffer, "I think the

difference between men and women in such



popular sports as running will probably nar-

row itself to three percent in terms of perfor-

mance times."

But the differential will never disappear

entirely. "Even with the most inlense com-

parable training, the capacities of the sexes

are not going, to be the. same." he explains,

ruling out the development ol a unisex slan-

dard in the athletics of the future.

Part of this results from :ho femalels greater

percentage of body fat! "Fat is the key issue

as far as physical performance goes,".states

Stauffer. He adds that it affecis almost any

activity that requires countering the force of

gravity. As the percentage of body fat de-

creases, the physiological difference be-

tween men and women diminishes, but not

appreciably.

And while a female's muscles do get larger

through intense exercise, they never de-

velop to the same degree as a male's. Not

only does a male have more muscle fibers

to begin with, but his testosterone level stim-

ulates the buildup of these fibers.

But what really sets the sexes apart in

many activities, says Stauffer, is. their

strength. "I'm not talking about static strength

but about dynamics—the ability to lift your

body, move your own body or objects,"

There are' areas, however, in which fe-

males on average may soon prove superior.

The lower percentage of muscles in their up-

per bodies—which works against them in

climbing ropes—and the lower center of

gravity prove to be definite advantages when

doing sil-ups. "It appears they are doing ex

tremely well in this exercise." says Ander-

son. "Ifs an area in which I forecast lhat

women will surpass men at the academy in

the near future."

Furthermore, their greater percentage of

body lai 'nay assist femae athletes swim-

ming long distances, by creating a greater

amount of buoyancy.

"Hey,'" says cadet Herbert Fletaher,

laughing, "now are they going to give.us the

grading handicap'7
"

As the female cadets prove themselves

by pulling their own weight at the academy,

the male cadets have oegun Kj accept them.

"Probably the most heartening display of

camaraderie at West Point is demonstrated

in the ten-kilometer run," says Stauffer. "They

wear the same uniforms, speak the same

language, warm up with the same- exer-

cises, and complain about Ihe same types

of muscle pains 't's about as. equal around

here as it gets in this society."

With Ihe admission of women to West

Point, the men have also begun to face new

challenges in training. In the spring of 1981,

an aerobics class was added to the curric-

ulum as an elective. "The first day." recalls

Bonnie Benneti. "I walked ir and two male

cadets got up and started dancing with each

other. They thought they were being cute. By

the end of the hour, they could hardly drag

(.heir bodies out of the room."

During the past three years, the males

have demonstrated they are the weaker sex

when it comes to ioxibility exercises. Never-

theless, a growing number of males are en-

rolling in the class.

And the human-sexuality committee is

working to create an "androgynous" atmo-

sphere, as Bennett calls it, where stereo-

lyp.es no longer hold. 'Androgyny is taking

the best traits that have been typically class-

ified as female—compassion, understand-

ing, and sensitivity—and the best mascu-

line traits—aggressiveness, strength, and

intelligence—and combining them." she

says. "That way, men and women have them

at their disposal when it's appropriate."

Cadet Mark Cannon feels that the new en-

vironment at West Point helps to liberate the

men emotionally. "You see, I'm not a totally

macho man. I hurt. I
cry. I like to keep my

fingernails clean," he says. "But historically,

society has sepa-ated the sexes into strict

categories that are artificial delineations.

We're all total human beings with minds,

bodies, feelings. We're starting to break the

restraints and reach our potential as whole

people, which is super for both sexes."

Anderson reaffirms this. "We're trying to

create an environment in which both men
and women can reach their individual ca-

pacities for physical work. We have spent at

least the last one hundred seventy years

working with men in this area. Now we are

trying to set up a model for developing

women to reach their physical capacity. Our

mission is not yet finished It omy just started."

Sports psychologist ArnoWittig contends

that men will benefit from taking on such fe-

male traits as compassion. "Instead of

women becoming more like men, it would

be better if men showed more of what have

been traditionally considered female

strengths," he says.

But the path to this distant stage of phys-

ical and social evolution is rugged—espe-

cially for women like Alma Cobb, who are

running it in record time. "When we first were

running up hills and the officers started

shouting out cadences, I was always the first

one to yell back," says Cobb. Behind her in

a cloud of dust, wnee/ing. ana gasping, were

the male cadets. Cobb was alone ai Ihe

summit, pumping her legs, higher and

higher, counting aloud. "All I
hear is Miss

Cobb yelling," cried the company com-

mander. "God, are you men going to let a

woman beat you?"

"Some of the guys were real mad at me,"

Alma says, "just because I could outrun and

outjump them. They seemed to take it per-

sonally, and I've noticed they don't treat me
like the other girls. They don't offer to help

me carry heavy packages. They never ask

me out on a date. They will go out with girls

who are higher than them academically, but

they won't date a girl who can beat them in

athletics. I guess just the fact that I can out-

run them turns them off.

"But what am I supposed to do? I can't be

something that I'm not. They can't expect me
to throw a race on the hope of getting a date."

She stares out into the distance for a fleeting

moment. "It's always hard on the first mem-
bers of a new breed. "DO
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The rumor immediately sprang up lhal his

brother-in-law's testimony, in which he de-

scribed the Don as a God-fearing family man
who had become immensely wealthy merely

by hard work and frugality, brought down
the vengeance of the Lord upon the old man.

This is probably not true. The heart attack

was no great surprise. Don Carmine was al-

most eighty, grossly overweight, and given

to smoking horrible little rum-soaked Italian

cigars by the boxful.

The most gifted and expensive physi-

cians in the Western world were flown to

Rhode Island in a valiant attempt to save the

Dorfs life. Tenaciously, the old man hung on

for six days, then, like the God he was said

to have leared, he relaxed on the seventh.

He was jointly declared dead by the medi-

cal team, no single one of them wishing to

take the responsibility of making the an-

nouncement to the stony-eyed men in their

perfectly tailored silk suits who waited out-

side in the hospital's corridors, eating pizzas

brought in by muscular errand boys, and

conversing in whispered mixtures of Italian

and English.

But Don Carmine did not die before issu-

' ing orders that his body be preserved in liq-

uid nitrogen. Perhaps he truly did tear God.

If there was any chance that he could sur-

vive death, he was willing to spend the

money and take the risk,

"What is this cryo . . . cryology or what-

ever the hell they call it?" snarled Angelo

Marchetti. He was not angry. Snarling was
his normal mode of conversation, except

when he did get angry. Then he bellowed.

"It's called cryonics," said his lawyer, Pat

del Vecchio.

"They froze him in that stuff," Marchetti

said, "like he was a Popsicle."

Del Vecchio was a youngster, one of the

new breed of university-trained legal talents

that was. slowly, patiently turning the Mob
away from its brutal old ways and toward the

much more profitable pursuits of computer

crime and semilegitimate business. There

was far more money to be made— at far less

risk—in toxic-waste disposal than there was

to be made in narcotics. Let the Latinos cut

each other up over the drug trade. Let one

state after another legalize gambling. Del

Vecchio knew the wave of the future: More

money was stolen with a tew touches of fin-

gers on the right computer keyboards than

with all the guns the old-timers liked to carry.

Marchetti was one of the last surviving old-

timers among the New England families.

Bald, built like a squat little fireplug with a

glistening, narrow-eyed bullet head stuck

atop it, he had been a bully all his life. Once
he cowed men with his fists.. Now he used

the threat of his powerful voice, and the or-

ganization behind him, to make men do his

will. He had inherited Don Carmine's empire,

but the thought that the Don might someday
come back bothered him.

He sat on the patio of his luxurious home
in Newport, gazing out at the lovely sea-

scape formed by Narragansett Bay. The blue

waters were dotted by dozens ot white sails;
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the blue sky, by puffy white clouds. Mar-

chetti often spent the afternoon out here, re-

laxing on his lounge chair, ogling the girls in

their bathing suits through a powerful pair of

binoculars. He was not oblivious to the fact

that the great robber barons of the previous

century had built their summer retreats

nearby. The thought pleased him. But today

he was worried about this scientific miracle

called cryonics.

"I mean, is the old Don dead or ain't he?"

Del Vecchio, lean and dapper in a sharply

cut, double-breasted ivory blazer and dark-

blue slacks, assured Marchetti, "He's le-

gally, medically, and really dead."

Marchetti scowled suspiciously. "Then why
didn't he wanna be buried?"

With great patience, Del Vecchio ex-

plained that while the old man was clinically

dead, there were some scientists who be-

lieved that perhaps in some far-distant fu-

ture it might be possible to cure the heart

problem that caused the death. So Don Car-

mine had himself frozen, preserved in liquid

^Perhaps he

truly did fear God. If

there was any

chance that he could

survive death,

he was willing to spend

the money
and take the mk3

nitrogen at the temperature of minus three

hundred forty-six degrees Fahrenheit.

"Christ, that's cold!" Marchetti growled.

At that temperature, Del Vecchio said, the

old man's body would be perfectly pre-

served for eternity. As long as the refrigera-

tor wasn't turned off.

"And if the scientists ever lind a way to fix

what killed him, they can thaw him out and

bring him back to life," the young lawyer

concluded.

Marchetti squinted in the sunlight, his in-

terest in the sailboats and even the bathing

beauties totally gone now.

"Maybe," he said slowly, "somebody
oughtta pull the plug out of the icebox." He
pronounced the word in the old neighbor-

hood dialect: i-sa-bocks.

Del Vecchio smiled, understanding his

boss's reluctance to return the New England

empire'to a newly arisen Don Carmine.

"Don't worry," he soothed. "There's one

great big loophole in the situation."

"Yeah? What?"

"Nobody knows how to defrost a corpse,

once it's been frozen. Can't be done without

breaking up the body cells. Try to defrost

Don. Carmine and you'll kill him."

Marchetti laughed a hearty, loud, blood-

chilling roar, "Then I guess the old man will

be twice as dead!" He laughed until tears

streamed down his cheeks.

The years passed swiftly, too swiftly for

Angelo Marchetti. Despite Del Vecchio's

often-repeated advice that he get into the

profits that could be skimmed from banking

and legalized casino gambling, Marchetti

could not change his ways. But the law-en-

forcement agencies of the federal govern-

ment were constantly improving their tech-

niques and inevitably they caught up with

him. Marchetti (he never thought to have

himself styled "Don Angelo") was brought to

trial to face charges of loan-sharking, tax

evasion, and—most embarrassing ot all

—

endangering the public health by improp-

erly disposing of toxic wastes. One of the

companies that Del Vecchio had urged him

to buy through a dummy corporation had

gotten caught dumping chemical sludge into

a public storm sewer.

Thirty pounds heavier than he had been

the year that Don Carmine died. Marchetti

once again sat on the patio behind his man-

sion. Resting on the flagstones beside his

lounge chair were his binoculars; they had

not been used all summer. Marchetti's eye-

sight was not what it once was, nor was his

interest in scantily clad young women. He

lay on the lounge chair like a beached white

whale in size fifty-two plaid bathing trunks.

"They've got the goods," Del Vecchio was
saying gloomily.

'Ain't there nothin' we can do?"

Standing over his boss's prostrate blub-

ber, the lawyer looked even more elegant

than he had a few years earlier. He was still

lean and- trim, but there were a tew lines in

his face now that might have been wisdom,

or debauchery, or both. Deeply tanned, he

spent almost all his time under the sun, either

during the New England summer or the Ar-

izona and California winter. He even had a

sunlamp system installed over his bed, en-

circling the smoked mirror on the ceiling.

"We've tried everything from change of

venue to bribery," Del Vecchio said. "Noth-

ing doing. Seems Uncle Sam's really got your

balls in a vise."

"How about putting some pressure on the

witnesses?" MarcneMi grow'ed. "Knock off

one or two and the rest'll clam up."

Del Vecchio shook his head. "Most of the

'witnesses' against you are computer rec-

ords, tapes, floppy disks. The FBI has them

under tight security, and they've made -

copies of them, besides."

Marchetti peered up at his lawyer, "There's

gotta be something you can do. I ain't goin'

to jail—not while you're alive."

A hint of surprise flashed in Del Vecchio's

dark eyes for a moment, but Marchetti never

saw it, hidden behind the lawyer's stylish

sunglasses. Del Vecchio recognized the

threat in his employer's words, but what

shocked him was that the old man was ac-

tually getting desperate enough to make
such a threat. Soon Marchetti would be

lashing out in blind anger, destroying every-
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thing and everyone around him.

"There is one thing," he said slowly.

"What? Whai is it?"

"You won't like it. I know you won't."

"Whatlhe hell is it?" fvlarchctti bellowed.

"Tell me!"

'Are you nuts? I ain'l dead I

"

Del Vecchio ai lowed a slight smile to cross

his lips. "No, but you could be."

Actually, the plan had been forming in his

mind since Don Carmine's immersion in the

gleaming slainless-sieel lank lillod with liq-

uid nitrogen. Even then, Del Vecchio had
thought back to his college days when, as

an agile young uncergracuate, he had been

a star on the school's fencing team. He re-

membered lhal there were strict rules of

procedure in toil fencing, amos: like the fussy

rules of procedure in a criminal court.

It was possible for a fencer' to score a hit

on his opponent but have the score thrown

out because he had nol followed the proper

procedure.

"Out of time! " he remembered his fencing

coach screaming at him. "You can't just stab

your opponent whenever the hell you feel

like ill You've nol to establish :hc proper righi-

o'-way I
ho propc timing. You're out of time,

Del Vecchio!"

He realized that tvlarchetti was glowering

at him. "Whattaya mean I could be dead?"

With a paiient sigh. Del Vecchio ex-

plained, "We've gotten your case post-

oonoci .h'eo limes because of medical ex-

cuses. Dr. Brunelh has testified that you've

go! heart and liver prob errs.

'

"Fat lot of good thal's done," Marchetti

grumbled
"Yeah, bul suppose Brunelh makes out a

death certificate for you, says you died ol a

heart attack, jusl like old Don
'

"And ! the

: oldgrci

ment agencies are too smart tor that.

'

be spoiled and sent back here."

fend himself. "Wait. Hear me out. You'll be

clinically dead. We'll freeze you lor a while.

Then we'll bring you back, and you'll be as

Marchelti scowled. "How do I know I can

trust you to bring me back?"

"For God's sake, Angelo. you've been like

a lather to me ever since my real father died.

You can trust me! Besides, you can arrange

for a dozen different guys to see to it thai

you're revived. And a dozen more to Knock
me off if I

try to keep you frozen."

"Yeah . . . maybe."

"You won't only be clinically dead," Del

Vecchio pointed out. "You'll be legally dead.

Any and all charges against you will be wiped

oul. When you come back, legally you'll be



a new person. Jus! like a baby!"

"Yeah?" The old man brake into a barking,

sandpaper laugh.

"Sure. And just to make sure, we'll keep
you frozen long enough so that the statute

of limitations runs out on all the charges
against you. You'll come out of that freezer

free and clear!"

Marchetli's laughter grew louder, heartier.

But then it abruptly stopped. "Hey. wail.

Didn't you tell me that nobody knows how to

defrost a corpse? If they try to thaw me out

ii'll kill me all over again!"

"That's all changed in the past six months,"

Del Vecchio said. "Some bright kid down at

Johns Hopkins thawed out some mice and
rabbits. Then a couple of weeks ago a team
at Pepperdine brought back three people,

two men and a woman. I hear they're going

to thaw Walt Disney and bring him back
pretty soon."

'And what about Don Carmine?" asked
Marchetti.

The lawyer shrugged. "That's up to you."

Without an instani's hesitation, Marchetti

ran a stubby forefinger across his throat.

Del Vecchio had every intention of hon-

oring his commitment to Marchetti. He really

did. The fireplug-shaped old terror had truly

been like a lather to the younger man. pay-

ing his way through college and even law

school after Del Vecchio's father had been
cut down in the line of duty one rainy night

on the street oufside a warehouse full of

Japanese stereos and television sets.

But one thing led to another as the years

rolled along. Del Vecchio finally married and
started to raise a family. More and more of

the Mob business came under his hands,

and he made if prosper better than ever be-

fore. The organization now owned banks, re-

sort hotels, and other legitimate businesses,

as well as state legislator, .udges, and half

a dozen congressmen. Violent crime was left

to the disorganized fools. Del Vecchio's re-

gime was marked by peace, order, and up-

wardly spiraling profits.

One after another, Marchetli's lieutenants

came to depend on him. Del Vecchio never

demanded anything as archaic and embar-
rasing as an oath ol fealty, kissing the hand.

or other ancient prostrations. Butlhe lieuten-

ants—some of them heavily built, narrow-

eyed thugs, others more lean, stylish, and
modern— all let it be known, one way or the

other, that to revive Marchetti from his cryonic

slumber would be a terrible mistake.

So Marchetti slept. And Dei Vecchio saw
his empire grow more prosperous.

But owning legitimate banks and busi-

nesses does not make one necessarily hon-

est. Del Vecchio's banks often made highly

irregular loans, and sometimes collected

much higher interest than permitted by law

On rare occasions, the interest was col-

lected only after brutal demonstrations of

force. There were also some stock manipu-
lations that finally attracted the attention of

the Securities and Exchange Commission,

and a string of disastrous fires in Mob-owned
hotels that were on the verge of bankruptcy.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 122
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: fl/c6 images from a
: classic novel inspire the long-awaited

film adaptation of

BY B8SAN McKERNAN

Millennia ar ; are the worlds of Dune,

Frank Herbert's novel </ irn agination and conflict. Di-

rector David Lynch draws. on the elegance' of ages
past to bring Herbert's vision to the screen. Mexican

''craftsmen created the emperor's chamber (above),' :

wheretheur'i .
I mi• .:!

fof Byzantine intrigue. Presiding' is Princess Irulan,

Whose tense face refects the clairvoyant knowledge
of a messiah's emergence. He. is Muati'Dib (far left),

and he grqws in strength whether his adversaries

sweat behind knives or in an exotic steam shower
(middle). While the privileged, scheme amid luxuries;

Muad'Dib's nomadic Fremen. are advancing- (left)..
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hough set 100 centuries

lorwaid in time. Dune is a tale of evils and virtues as

old n\. mankind. Against a backdrop of interplanetary

rivalry play ancient themes of betrayal, loyalty, and

religion. Sashes, braid, and cloaks are still the attire

o* nobility (above), bui here the royal will is enforced

by fiardaukar, whose hooded stillsuits recycle their

txxJtly moisture as they wage war for the valuable spice

melange, found on the desert planet Arrakis. Only

water is more precious here; a bath brings spectators

(middle right). The film's depiction of soldiers at atten-

tion (far right), weapons poised for conflict, is some-

how both familiar and alien. The story's characters

come to life in yet another balance of tradition and-,

novelty—veteran performers Jose Ferrer and Sian

Phillips (third and fourth from left in the forefront of

alxivc: photo) have been cast along with rock star Sting

(ngnt) and twenty-five-year-old newcomer Kyle

Mad achian (the Muad'Dib). "This is a timeless tale of

a heirj overcoming tremendous odds to win," says

M;j::Lachlan, a longtime Dune fan. "This kind of story

will survive forever." These rich textures of a lived-in

future serve as counterpoint to a feudal yet high-tech

vision of tomorrow. In film, as in literature, ihe air- is to

illuminate humanity as it will be—and as it was.DO
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The book's lar quago presented a partic-

ular problem to Lynch. Scores of new words

enter our language every year. Project that

increase over several millennia and imagine

the character of the English language. Her-

bert has invented an extensive vocabulary

that reflects such a projection. His are not

off-the-wall nonsense syllables. Many, like

lasgun and plasteel, have roots in contem-

porary technology. Others, even more can-

nily, have roots in conlemporary history; a
signilicant number sugge-s: ihc icrvor of Is-

lamic politics. Luckily, Herbert includes a

301 -item glossary at the back of the book,

"Nearly everybody I've ever talked to had
irour'jlo vv :n she;

:

irs: ai^tv paces of the book."

Lynch says, "because either :hey were lost

—

and they just accepted being lost—or they

were constantly turning to the back of the

book, then to the front, then to Ihe back again.

By the time they'd reached page sixty, either

theyd given up or they'd realized that they

were going to understand what these words
meanl along the way, That's the way the film

is. The lew people who have seen the film

so far have had some trouble getting into it

because there are so many new terms. I

couldn't tell you how many of the glossary

words are in the film, but not everything is

overexplained. and some things aren't ex-

plained at all. Personally I like a certain

amount of unknowing when I see some-
thing, especially a scienee-iic:ion film where
you're going into a new world,"

One of the most remarkable—and chal-

lenging—things aboul the book is its narra-

tive structure. It consists of seven distinct

lypes o
: discourse, eacn ca~0'"ng 'or the

attention of the adapter. There's narrative;

description; dialogue. quo:si ons from other

works; interior monologue; proverbs and
predictions; and hallucinations and dreams.

Lynch makes use of almost all of these

modes of discourse in the movie.

Quotations: Each of the book's 48 chap-

ters is introduced by a quotation from one of

the many hagiographic tomes (with titles like

A Child's History of Muad'Dib) attributed to

the Princess Irulan. a somewhat tragic if

marginal character in the novel. Princess

Irulan speaks al the beginning of the film,

setting ils tone and giving a notion—as she

does in the book—of what is to come. But

her histories of Dune do not punctuate the

proceedings (a technique Herbert uses un--

accountably to undermine suspense); she is

rot retained as a narrator.

Interior monologue: This is a problem in

the adaptation of any post-dames Joyce

novel to the screen. Says Lynch. "We've got

tons of inner voices. You can get lots of in-

formation from them. It's mainly Paul and

Jessica who have inner voices. You hear

them thinking. I've learned to love that."

The technique was particularly useful in

adapting Paul's character. "Paul has to grow,

and Frank sometimes gave him power too

soon," Lynch says. "Although he has to have



power lo be spec;*: he also needs room to

grow. So often the inner voices you hear in

the film represent doubls or maybe the

weighing of possibilities. Sometimes Paul's

predicting events, or sometimes he's regis-

tering someone—sizing him up."

Description; Lynch and his production

designer. Tony Masters, faced Ihe challenge

of designing four complete ecosystems—
Giedi Prime, Calladan, Arrakis, and the em-
peror's planet. (In reading Dune, I always
pictured Ihe e-vperor's pa aco like Caesar's

paiace in the Claudelte Colbert version of

Cleopatra: an Art Deco interior with lots of
- languorous, blond ladies gliding about, say-

ing, "Calpurnia g-ves ihe smartest parties.")

Curiously, Lynch found his inspiration for

Giedi Prime, the fabulous Harkonnen
stronghold, in Venice.

"I took a trip to Italy with Dino one time.

and in Venice he bought me a book about

the city's architecture. That book- and that

trip to Venice influenced the look of the film.

They were points of departure. Giedi Prime,

for instance, is totally different from what it is

in the book.

"I wanted to have porcelain rooms with no
tops on them. The idea started growing that

they were like bathtub rooms within other

giant rooms. One thing led to another, and
Giedi Prime became an oil planet, It had big

furnaces and giant structures with- inner

chambers and the open-top rooms." On Ca-
ladan, original home of the Atreides family,

there is an abundance of water and great

forests; so Lynch and Masters planned sets

that featured a lot of wood.

Arrakis, by contrast, is a desert ptanet. In

place of wood anc wa'c. there are only sand
and rock. Lynch and Masters's design for

the planet is based in part on the pyramids
of Egypt. The Fremen use lasguns to cut the

rock. They decorate thei> caverns with elab-

orate carvings. "In the Atreides's palace on
Arrakis there are lots of great tile things and
decorations and columns. Then there are the

glowglobes. The big ones have carved
wings, soaring in the carved-rock rooms."

But designing the planets was only the

beginning. The slillsuits that recycle water

and make life in the desert possible had to

be created, as did the machines of war. "Five

thousand years earlier there had been a

renaissance— this is what I was figuring—

and at that time many things were built, They
were functional, but they were beautiful at

the same time. For instance, all the Atreides's

ships in the film are beautiful pieces of

sculpture; they're silver and gold, but they

do what they're supposed to do. " And finally,

the sand worms. Lynch has tantalizingly lit-

tle to say about them, except that he had to

figure out how the segments were articu-

lated and how riders mounted and stayed

on top of them.

"There's a lot of the book that ish'l fn the
film," Lynch concludes. "But unless you sit

down and do an analysis of what is left out,

the essence o
:

ire story appears to be there.

When people read the book, they remember
certain things, and those things-are defi-

nitely in the film. It's tight, but it's there."DQ
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After 30 years at the

cutting edge of electronic surveillance,

this former CIA director

and master of espionage has exchanged

spy wars for computer wars,

covert intelligence for artificial intelligence

IfUTERV/IEUU

It
was the time of Watergate bagmen, the overthrow of the Chilean govern-

ment, the testing of biological weapons in American subways at rush hour,

the slipping of LSD to unsuspecting U.S. soldiers, and the routine eaves-

dropping by spy agencies on hundreds of American citizens. The CIA and

the rest of the intelligence system had become synonymous with all the

worst in America: dishonesty, arrogance, abuse of power—everything from

fixing elections to murder. But through it all, there was one spy that both

congressmen and press, the right wing and the left, honored with an ex-

traordinary reverence—Admiral Bobby Ray Inman. He was applauded by

arch-conservative senators Barry Goldwater and John Tower, and at the

same time, given the highest marks by liberal senators Birch Bayh and

Joseph Biden. Inman was a special, trusted source for newspaper report-

ers. Bold and good humored, he was widely regarded as the smartest man

in the whole intelligence establishment. He was liked so well and praised

so often in Washington circles that at one point someone suggested that all

PHOTOGRAPH BY ZIGY KALUZNY



the adulation may have begun to hurt In-

man. According to one report. Senator Bi-

den promptly ottered to go on record calling

Inman a "no-good son-oki-oitch horse's ass"

ii that would help the admiral's position any.

Commuted lo covert action overseas, In-

man rejected, spying as a tool of domestic

politics. When the Reagan administration

was trying to spy on Americans at home as

well as to create new havoc abroad, to "un-

leash the CIA," as National Security Adviser

Richard Allen put it, Inman was the man who
publicly opposed the plan.

In 1982, after more than two decades' ser-

vice in America's chiet intelligence agen-

cies, however, Inman suddenly resigned his

post as deputy director of the Central Intel-

ligence Agency. He quit the government and,

without a job, got in his car with his family

and took oft to drive around the United

States. Then, in 1983, just as suddenly, he

emerged in a new role: as president and di-

rector of the consortium of 18 computer

companies that had pooled their research

money to go head-to-head with the Japa-

nese in their nationwide plan to invent the

next generation of "smart" machines. The
American venture is called MCC short for

the Microelectronics and Computer Tech-

nology Corporation.

Because he is unusually quick wilted, ra-

pier tongued, and in the spy business, peo-

ple have always suspected Inman of being

something more than he appeared. He was
said to be so devious that he appeared sim-

ple—a chilly man with a computerlike mind.

But his life in Washington was simple. He
had no comoricatecl assets or businesses

on the side. Married, with two teenage sons,

Inman kepi his lamily at arm's length from

his political life. When he testified before

congressional committees, he sat alone,

without aides ready to whisper in his ear. He
made points in plain English and usually an-

swered questions directly.

He was born in 1931 in a small town in

Texas; so- his name, Bobby Ray, is the real

article, not shortened from Robert. From
childhood he displayed an unusual bril-

liance: His memory was counted as phe-

nomenal, and it earned him a spot as one of

radio's quiz kids, who were admired for their

ability to rattle off a stunning array of facts

and calculations.

Graduating from the University of Texas

with a degree in history, Inman first became
a teacher, then joined the Navy. He rose

quickly after a brilliant performance in ana-

lyzing Arab and Soviet moves during the Yom
Kippur War of 1973. The outbreak of thai war

caught U.S. intelligence off guard, and there

was a furious attempt to gather hard data.

Inman, then intelligence briefer for the vice

chief of naval operations, supplied the criti-

cal information. That piece of the puzzle re-

mains classified even today, but an edu-

cated guess is that il pertained to Soviel

plans to send combat divisions to Syria at

the height of the fighting.

"Everyone else in the community was
calling it one way," recalls an admiral in a

later report. "Bobby was the only one lo call
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it another. Bobby w,-.s vie ere who was right."

The correctness of Inman's analyses

helped him to win appointment as director

ol naval intelligence. He '.lion oecame an as-

sistant director of the Defense Intelligence

Agency, and from there he moved to the di-

rectorship of the biggest of ail the spy agen-

cies, (he National Security Agency (NSA),

which began as a code-cracking outfit and
is now a giant conglomerate of high-tech-

nology spying and analysis. In 1981 he was
ready to relire, bul in what Inman himselt

called the "smoothest job of arm twisting I

have ever encountered," President Reagan
convinced him to stay m the government as

the deputy director of the CIA.

Inman is convinced that intelligence gath-

ering is necessary for the survival of demo-
cratic governments: Information is crucial to

making decisions. 'Articles saying I'm a
master spy are pure garbage. I've never run

a clandestine operation. But I am an avid

user of what they produce," he told The

Washington Post. He relishes the analysis.

'mln analysis you

look at scraps of evidence,

you work up a

jigsaw puzzle of information.
' You pursue bits

and pieces until, like a reporter,

you suddenly

get the whole story3

the puzzle to be solved. Inman is a historian

of the instant.

But he has misgivings about some clan-

destine operations. "The moral complexities

that challenge the clandestine services are

greater than those of other agencies," he

admits. "Convincing a foreigner lo become
a clandestine agen: to be'.ray his country, is

difficult. Is it morally acceptable to read olher

people's mail? There are limits, Ihings you

have to be careful of. We should not be' in-

volved in assassinations—murder is mur-

der. I am prepared :o subvert lor knowledge

but not for killing."

Throughout his NSA and CIA tenures- In-

man was concerned about the technology

race with the USSR and other countries. In

one instance his concern simmered into

conlrovcrsy. At a 1982 meeting ot the Amer-

ican Association for the Advancement of

Science (AAAS). the deputy CIA director

said in a speech thai scientisls in fields like

computers, electronics, 'ascrs. and even

crop forecasting should submit their work for

security checking before publication. Soon
after Ihe AAAS speech, Inman broadened
his net lo include such technologies as high-

energy particle-beam research ano genetic

engineering All of this was to help stanch

the "hemorrhage
1

ot J S technology that was
supposedly responsible for improvements

in Soviet defense capability.

And even before, in 1980, when he was
still director of the NSA, Inman had strongly

urged mathematicians in cryptography re-

search—code making and breaking—to

accept a system ol voluntary regulation, in-

cluding prepublication censorship. After

some resistance, most of them complied.

Within the scientific communily reaction

to Inman's subtle direclive was generally

negative. But without this voluntary program

of regulation, Inman warned, there could fall

upon Ihe scientists a backlash of rigid and

heavily controlled governmenl restriclions to

prevent the leakage ol sensitive information.

While Inman was voicing [hese concerns,

the. Japanese were planning a major offen-

sive to become the leaders o! the Informa-

tion Age. Computer war was officially de-

clared in 1981, when Tokyo announced that

under the leadership of their Ministry of In-

ternational Trade and Industry (MITI). they

would create a new "fifth generation" of in-

telligent computers within ten years. In 1983,

as president of MCC, Inman became Ihe

leader of one of America's strongest re-

sponses to the challenge. an experiment un-

like anything in the history of American busi-

ness. Antitrust laws and fierce natural

competition here have forced every Ameri-

can business to go it alone in the market-

place. Each has had to spend whal it could

on research, and each has had to enforce

its own marketing slralegy. Japan, however,

pools its resources and shares information

among companies to make its induslries a

national enterprise, 'Japan, Inc." While IBM
might be able- to compete with Japan, Inc.,

it's likely thai many other American compa-
nies could not. They haven't the cash to ex-

pend on research.

So with some cooperation from the justice

department in interpreting antitrust law. MCC
and ils 18 companies put money into a re-

search pool that will soon amount lo about

$75 million a year. And all companies can

take home the findings of the crack research

teams that Inman is busy assembling. Each

has three years lo exploit the research, after

which MCC must se'i its discoveries to com-

panies outside the consortium. It is a for-

mula designed to force companies to make
use of research and to do it fast.

Bul in MCC's first 18 months, Inman is re-

ported to have spent much of his time bat-

tling to save the consortium from the com-
petitive jealousies of its participants

Although many of the shareholders have de-

veloped a spirit of cooperation, Inman re-

cently told The New York Times. "Others are

sitting back and sipping with a long slraw."

MCC acknow.edges tha" some companies

have been reluctant to surrender their best

researchers and ideas to a venture that might

aid their domestic competition .as much as

themselves. Inman. the real hero ol the op-

eration, turned to the outside to hire talented

researchers when the sponsors sent MCC
Iheir second-stringers, said the T/mes,



Meanwhile. :hc Japanese consortium is also

experiencing difficulties :n getting its spon-

sors to cooperate.

The battle with Japan and with (wo Euro-

pean elforts (Esprit, a Common Market pro-

gram, and Alvey. a British project) is for the

world markets, of the future. The Japanese
gota head start and have defined ihe prob-

lem: What would carry the market, perhaps

changing the world in Ihe process, is the fifth-

generation computer.
'

First, there had been the vacuum-tube

machines of the Forties; next, the transistor-

based machines: then integrated circuits;

and fourth, today's densely packed com-

puter chips. With each jump, computing

power has advanc.ee ex Done li a ; iy

The fifth generation will be a machine that

takes instructions and requests in plain Eng-

lish or Japanese, is smart enough to make
inferences and expert

:udgments in some
specialties, and is tens to thousands of times

more powerful than the machines of today.

The fifth-generation machine will break

away from the computing of the past four

decades with new designs in everything from

its soltware stem to its hardware stern. In-

stead of being one machine operating step

by step, it will become rather a confederacy

of hundreds of smaller machines, all work-

ing independently and simultaneously. This

is parallel processing. It is what the human
brain does. Although a very slow computing

machine, the living brair stores huge masses

ol knowledge—far more lhan any machine

can—and computes in thousands ol parts

of itsel- at once.

It's tricky to design machines to do the

same thing. But, say the Japanese and their

American competitors, it's vital, because Ihe

nature of computing has changed. Number
crunching will no longer be the first task of

computers; rather, most future machines will

have to manipulate symbols and process

"knowledge" in natural language. This de-

mands far more calculating power. With Ja-

pan's leap to the fifth generation, writes Ed-

ward Feigenbaum, of Stanford University,

"They aim not only to dominate the tradi-

tional forms of the computer industry, but to

establish a 'knowledge industry' In which

knowledge itseli will be a salable commod-
ity, like food and oil. Knowledge itself is to

become the new wealth of nations."'

Fifth-generation computers promise to

create a vast array of new products and ser-

vices. Researc- lers imagine- :hat there will be

libraries or even electronic newspapers-

clever enough to find the desired informa-

tion through direct communication.

Computer tutors will no longer be mere
lists of questions and some simple-minded

graphics. Expert systems might give real-

time, on-the-spot advice to people in many
different situations; from how to repair your

sputtering auto, to gardening, to business

strategy. (See "Soul in the Software," page
52.) And for Inman, spy wars have become
computer wars." "We don't command the

heights anymore," he says. His job now is to

lead the charge up that hill to retake the

summit. Inman was interviewed at his office
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at MGC, in Austin, Texas, by Philip J. Hilts,

national staff writer at The Washington Post.

Omni: Can we talk about current events? You

seem to have esqaped the CIA at just the

right moment. Wouldn't you say it's been
"unleashed" with the mining of the harbor in

Nicaragua and other ventures?

Inman: I have never found any way I can talk

in detail on any kind ol current covert-action

because everything I've ever known is

classified, Frorrra historical perspective. I

would say that every administration consid-

ered using covert action—whether they ini-

tially rejected it or arrived in office very en-

thusiastic about it. Why do they all come to

it? My judgment is tea: they use it out of frus-

tration when they don't get what they want

from diplomacy and they still don't want to

use overt force.

Omni: But is covert action a useful tool? Do
dirty tricks and secret wars work, or do they

all finally fail?

Inman: I feel thai in diplomacy, to success-

^Instead of

doing creative things with my
own mind, I

ultimately reached the

*
' point where !

became more interested in how
the intelligence

was going to be used.^

fully implement e.teer force or covert action,

you must gain a broad consensus at home
that it's right to use it. And if you cannot build

an accord that will hold, the policy is in trou-

ble. Our best successes -es'.ed on biparti-

san agreement on national-security matters.

Omni: What are some of the "best suc-

cesses" of U.S. policy?

Inman: Well, creating ail ances that have held

together—Ihe assembling of NATO [North

Atlantic Treaty Organization], the establish-

ment of alliances win Japan. New Zealand,

and Australia.-.Eaci was a separate success

in its own way. Others did not work. SEATO
[Southeast Asia Treaty Organization], tor ex-

ample, fell apart in Southeast Asia.

Omni: How do you go about getting a con-

sensus for actions?

Inman: The real guestion is, How do you de-

cide where you could have a consensus?

I'm trudging along 'he edge ol the classified

canyon here. If the Soviets are making major

use of military -orces outside :heir own bor-

der, it is hot hard to gel a strong accord, In

such cases, you try to raise the cost of mili-

tary activities tor -he Soviets It is in our long-

term national merest to try to discourage

them. When Ihe Soviets engage in a mas-

sive propaganda ca-~pa>gn n Western Eu-

rope and Africa, portraying themselves as

peacemakers and Ihe United States as war-

mongers, it's effective to unearth some ol

those in the Eastern bloc who've lived under

that so-called peaceful world, and so bring

things into some oerspective. Again, it's not

hard to gain supportlor those efforts.

When we move into less clear-cut areas

in our dealings with the Soviets, I
have great

difficulty in seeing how to get a consensus.

Wc laik about lessons learned in Vietnam. I

think we may have learned the wrong les-

sons or failed to learn things we should have.

The critical lesson I would draw is that al-

though it is very difficult to deal with un-

friendly governments, it is even harder to

prop up governments that you helped install

in power and who lack a base to govern. I

am not persuadec teat getting involved in

the electoral process is of rong-ierm benefit.

The responsibilities you pick up following

such actions may become liabilities.

Does that mean I'm going to do nothing''

No. I'd prefer to be forward looking and at-

tack problems with economic means before

they explode into fighting. But we reached

a stage in this country where foreign aid was
considered a dirty word, a giveaway, and so

it was downgraded as a viable option. In

weighing Ihe question of overt force versus

covert action, I cannot cast an absolute vote.

If you've decided to operate outside of di-

plomacy, trade, and things that I
am more

inclined toward, then I think you should act

overtly: Do it large, do it last, and get out

/asfl Avoid long-term cemm tment, because

it is usually not going to be sustainable.

I have read with much interest [former

Secretary of State Alexander] Haig's book

Caveat: especially the portions thai pertain

to Central America, Based on my own rec-

ollections, I would say that officials in gov-

ernment started searching for other options,

believing that diplomacy wasn't going to

bring about the desireo results. Proposals

arise, suggesting use of overt force to

achieve those results, and politicians de-

cided that such a course would impact neg-

atively on G(.!'"es:io programs that they per-

sonally support. The inevitable option is' to

move toward covert action as an alternative.

Omni: Using foreign covert action to suit do-

mestic purposes?
Inman: You decide what to do for domestic

reasons— not because you think that isthe

best way to deal with the overseas problem.

I leave it to others to make the case, if there

is one, where covert action—beyond my -

basic area of response to Soviet use of

force— is successful. Bui I remain a skeptic.

Omni: Have you thought about President

Reagan's star-wars proposal that we de-

velop space platforms that could use laser

or particle-beam weapons fo shoot down
enemy missiles just after launch?

Inman: Clearly there are some critical areas

to be studied--lethality of weapons sys-

tems, survivability of the space platforms.

The greatest problem, the one that galva-

nizes my attention, is Ihe incredible difficulty

of detecting, discriminating, and targeting



thousands of objects in seconds. Maybe
enormous advances in computers and in ar-

tificial intelligence would make that doable.

But at present we would have to use infrared

sensors and radar, synthetic-aperture radar

and visual detectors [cameras with ex-

tremely high resolution], and then be able to

correlate all those data in seconds. One must
discriminate between decoys and live mis-

siles and then successfully :arget all those

objects—in seconds! We've got lots of years

of research ahead before we will know
whether such systems are viable defensive

measures. But, if star wars is a strategy that

merely says, "Oops, there went San Fran-

cisco and Baltimore," that is not a viable

slralegy for me.

For security ajairsi surprise from the other

side, though, some level of investment in

these devices does not distress me. Further,

there is a long track record of fruitful com-
mercialization of technology that this kind of

research has created. And you often get into

the argument, "Do we have the advantage
or does Japan—even though they don't have

a defense industry?" An enormous amount
of research is done because ol defense.

Bui what have we done to ourselves? Over
the last two decades, we've stretched out

the amounf of time before technology gets

to the domestic marketplace. We've gone to

competitive bidding and other measures to

deal with waste and fraud, but we have now
extended the cycie of research to delivery

'

of weapons systems from live or six years to

twelve or thirteen. So we've given up six or

seven years during which commercializa-

tion could have occurred.

Omni: The transfer of technology -to the So-

viets has been a matter of debate. Some ar-

gue that the more trade and security bar-

riers are thrown in their way, the longer the

United States can preserve its lead. Others

contend thai a more relaxed policy would
serve the West's interests because a steady

supply of foreign technology saps the. Sovi-

ets' incentive to develop their own. What is

your point of view on this?

Inman: In 1971, when we looked at Soviet

hardware, it lagged about ten years behind

U.S. equipment. In 1976 the Soviet Union
trailed by five years. And in 1981, the gap
was barely two years. This shrinking of our

lead, in fact, comes down to the technology-

transfer issue. One answer is for the United

States to run faster. We can stretch our mili-

tary-technology lead back out lo four years

if we simply, analyze how to reduce the time

needed to move from research to develop-

ment. I have come down on Ihis technology-

transfer issue. You can impede the Soviets

but only if you do it on a multinational basis,

since much of the technology of interest to

the Soviets is also being created in Japan
and Western Europe.

Omni: You sound ike Dale Corson, who says

that accomplishment is really the way to

avoid problems o' ".echnology '.ransfer. [Cor-

son led a panel of the National Academy .of

Sciences (hat concluded that the best way
to prevent the Soviets from grabbing U.S.

technology was no' lo make research secret
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itAny starship

that used this braking system

would leave

long, hot (rails in spaced

When the E.T's finally

arrive in our stellar

neighborhood, how
will we know they're

here? One way, sug-

gests noted Princeton

University physicist

Freeman Dyson, is to

look lor the skid marks

formed as the space-

craft comes to a halt.

Putting the brakes

on a starship moving

ai, say, half the speed
of light is no mean feat,

says Dyson in the

book Extraterrestri-

als. Where Are They?

(Pergamon). In fact,

Dyson knows of only

one way that braking

from near-light veloci-

ties might be accom-
plished. This braking

system would make
use of a phenomenon
known as Alfven drag.

Accidentally discovered by Nobel laureate Hannes Alfven

when the Echo J satellite experienced a slowdown in space

50 limes grealer than whai had been expected, Alfven drag

turned out to be the result of an electromagnetic interaction

between the satellite iiself and magnetically charged "plas-

mas," or gases, in space. It's something like playing marbles

with magnets: II you shoot one magnet past another, the

second magnet's pull is going to slow down the first one.

The concept does have one problem; Calculations show
that a spaceship would have to have enormous surface area

in order to catch enough of the plasma energy for braking

purposes. But Dyson has a way around this problem. The

braking system Itself, he says, need not be a contiguous

mass, but could be composed of long, thin wires with spaces

in between The wires themselves would eaten and carry

the current from the plasma and use it to slow down the

craft. Dyson thinks that a network of wires one micron in

diameter, spaced ten meters apart, would work,

UFOUPDflTE

No one has yet

proved that an Alfven

drag system is in fact

possible, Dyson adds
"But it ought to be a

simple problem for a

graduate student lo

solve. I hope that

someone will take it up
before too long."

According to Dy-
son, any starship that

used this braking sys-

tem would leave long

,

straight trails of hot

plasma in space

—

thus the skid marks—
and these, in turn,

would send out sig-

nals that could be de-

lected by radio tele-

scopes on Earth. The
skid marks created by

Alfven drag, then,

could actually provide

a surprisingly mun-
dane lead for all those

radio astronomers who are diligently combing the skies for

signs of extraterrestrial Vasco da Gamas,
So far, no such skid marks have shown up, perhaps be-

cause the radio astronomers involved in SETI (Search for

Extraterrestrial Intelligence) have not been looking for them.

"I wouldn't expect them to be carrying on a dedicated search

tor the marks." says Dyson. "It's like everything else In the

SETI business—you make a hundred suggestions and per-

haps one of them will turn up Radio astronomers are always

making up maps of the sky; so if one of them ever does see

anything like this, he should call attention to it"

Has the lack ol evidence for skid marks made Dyson pes-

simistic about Interstellar travel by another species? "Not in

the slightest," he replies, "I think it's quite likely that thereare

other species exploring space. There's no evidence for It,

but there's no evidence against it either. The most interesting

thing," the physicist maintains, "is to keep devising ways of

conducting the search."—BILLLAWREN



In japan, the Question

"What's your blood type?" is

quickly replacing "What's

your sign?" The reason' a 50-

year-old book by psycholo-

gist Takeji Furukawas, entitled

Blood Groups and Tempera-

tures. According to Furuka-

was, people with type

blood are the best employ-

ees, type B's are flexible,

freedom-loving people; and

type As flourish in structured

environments.

Though medical authorities

dismissed the book years

ago, interest in blood types is

Fast becoming Japan's latest

fad. The craze, according

to the Japanese Red Cross,

has doubled the number
of blood donors in the six-

teen- to nineteen-year-old

age bracket; young people

trom around the country,

m fact, are flocking to blood-

mobiles to lind out what

their blood types are

A Japanese matchmaking
service requests that clients

list their blood types, and

a Japanese polling institute

reports blood types among
the demographic factors it

surveys. Bloodscopes,

or blood-type-based horo-

scopes, are running in several

women's magazines.

Combating Furukawas's

resurgence, officials In Japan
and elsewhere continue to

debunk his work. Suguru

Akaisni, director of the Japan

Red Cross Center, in Miyagi

Prefecture, says, "Human
psychology just isn't so

simple that it can be deter-

mined' by blood types."

And Charles Huguley, head

of Emory University's hema-
tology department, adds,

"I've never heard of any
scientific findings tying blood

type to personality"

—Sherry Baker

"Men have gained control

over the forces ol nature to

such an extent that with

their help they would have no
difficulty in exterminating

one another to the last man
They know this, and hence

comes a large part of their

current unrest."—Sigmund Freud

Back in the Sixties, says

James Peltit, he was poking

around in a Key West
dumpster when he found the

CIA file an Operation

Crystal Ball Moreover, ever

since he discovered the

dossier—on a plot to use

mind control to seize the

world's political systems by

the year 2000—government
agents have pursued him

to the ends of the earth

Pettit's incredible claims,

though, don't end there.

A convicted drug smuggler,

he was flying Guaaludes
out of Columbia in 1982 when
his plane crashed. Badly

burned, Pettit was taken to

the U.S. Army Institute of

Surgical Research, at the

Brooke Medical Center,

in San Antonio. Doctors at

the institute confirm that

he had been a patient there.

Buf Pettit Insists that while

in an out-of-body state,

be watched surgeons embed
"mind-control devices'

1

in

his neck.

When Dade County, Flor-

ida, judge Howard Gross

heard the story, he thought

Pettit was explaining why
he tried to burn down his girl-

'iend's house in 1983, while

resisting federal arrest.

But then X rays revealed a
bottle-shaped object in

his upper jaw

Gross ordered exploratory

surgery. But in the operating

room at Miami's Jackson
Memorial Hospital, surgeon

Geraldo Gomez—on the

advice of radiologist Edward
Russell—refused to operate

above the neck Russell

contended that the objects

were "air pockets surrounded

by bone "Gross accepted
the expert opinion and
sentenced Pettit to a 15-year

term, to run concurrently

with his federal time

Defense attorney Roy
Gelber says he will file an
appeal because Pettit didn't

get the surgery he was
promised. And Pettit has

others on his side. "We have

the technology to create

implants the size of a pencil

lead," says microtechnologist

Bob Dratch, president ot

Computer Applied Technol-

ogy, in Denver. "It's possible

to equip a miniature implant

with an explosive to create a
brain hemorrhage or to

release chemicals to drive a
person insane."

But Pettit's former attorney,

Kaihy Hamilton, remains

skeptical. "The man has a
vivid imagination," she says.

"It's hard to tell where reality

ends and imagination takes

over."—Rob MacGregor
and Trish Janeshutz

'Trie flight of souts to the

moon was no mere
metaphor.

"

—Daniel Boorstin



We've all heard stones

about terminal patients hallu-

cinating on their deathbeds:

the eerie tunnels, the glowing

lights, the Christlike figures

clad in flowing, white robes

Now, according to psycho-

pharmacologist Ronald

K. Siegel. of the department

of psychiatry and biobehav-

loral sciences at UCLAs
School of Medicine, victims

of violence are stepping

forward to report similar hal-

lucinations of Their own.

"I interviewed a wide vari-

ety of people—hostages,

rape victims, victims of

terrorism—and discovered

that they all had pretty much
the same kind of hallucina-

tions," Siegel notes. A Viet-

nam veteran who was held

prisoner during the war,

for example, reported a "long,

dark tunnel with bright,

twinkling Christmas-tree

lights." Another veteran, also

held prisoner by the Vlet-

cong, saw "tunnels of lights

and tall, modern skyscrapers

all lit up with colors."

In yet another case, an
eighteen-year-old college

student kidnapped by two
men felt "numb all over

my body. ,11 was almost

like I didn't have a body." And
a twenty-three-year-old

gang member, taken I

by a rival gang, said he

"tripped out" and left his

body. Then he floated toward

the ceiling, he reports, and
watched himself being

beaten and burned without

suffering any pain.

These reports, says Siegel,

indicate that "we share

some kind of common wiring,

One person will call i' a

Jungian archetype, while

another calls it a window to

cosmic truth. But the mes-

sage to be learned is that

there's a common thread

running through us all."

Asked whether such hallu-

cinations serve any function,

Siegel says, "Perhaps,"

There may be a biological

or biochemical need for

these fantasies, he notes, they

may help relieve the stress

caused by violence. On the

other hand, "they might sim-

ply be entertaining There's

nothing pathological about

them. They're part of a normal

nervous-system response.

Just sit back and enjoy."

—Pablo F Fen|ves

"A/ever greet a stranger in

the night, for he may be
a demon."

-^Talmud

She's about six feet tall,

with rainbow-colored hair,

gleaming chrome skin, and
unmistakably prominent

metal breasts. Her name is

Marilyn Monrobot, and she's

the brainchild of California

sculptor Clayton Bailey,

whose bullet-breasted, cof-

fee-serving robot, Sweet-

heart, aroused a feminist furor

last year in Berkeley (see

"Robot Sexism," Antimatter,

March 1984).

Marilyn (above) iS Bailey's

latest attempt to make what

he calls the "world's most

beautiful lady robot." In doing

so, he has given Marilyn a

fountainlike spray o I hair

made of fiberoptic bundles

(the hair rotates and changes
color constantly), and breasts

made from the metal shades

of gooseneck desk lamps.

Unlike Sweetheart, though,

Marilyn has no function other

than to stand there and look

beautiful "She's the next

step beyond Sweethean.

'

Bailey says. "She's prettier,

-mobile."

Marilyn is sure to stir new
controversy at her unveiling in

a San Francisco art gallery

later this year In the mean-
time, Bailey has another

robotic device that's already

infuriating opponents of

capital punishmer:

coin-operated "eleciu

complete with a condemned
robot. Dropaquai'
and the prisoner twists and

[erks convulsively in an

all-too-convincing replication

of an actual death dance.

Bailey, who thinks capital

punishment is a good idea,

sees his chair as a "teaching

device In the same way
that TV has taught us to ac-

cept crime," he says, "the

electric chair can teach us to

accept punishment

"

—Bill Lawren
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When Areata, California,

resident Mark Keller quit

his job at the post office iast

spring, he announced a

five-month hunting expedi-

tion, Hts quarry? Sigfoot, the

legendary ape-man said

to roam the deep forests of

the Pacific Northwest.

But Keller's Intention—to

Kill a Blgfoot rather than

capture one—brought more
than 100 threatening phone
calls. Some anonymous
callers said they would inter-

fere with Keller's expedition:

others phoned to say that

If Keller killed Bigfoot, they

would kill him

"Some bow hunters up in

Washington called and said if

I go out and try to kill Bigfoot,

they will 'get me.' And there

have been a couple of calls

saying 'if we get hold of

you, you're dead,' " notes

Keller, a long-time student of

Bigfoot lore. "But I don't

see how they're going to keep
track of me."

Areata police sergeant Jim

Dawson confirms that Keller

reported numerous threaten-

ing letters. "We looked into
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them, but nothing came ot it.

We've gone as far as we
can go at this point with the

investigation."

How. is Keller's mission to

bag Bigfoot going? While

there have been no reports

of Keller's sighting—much
less shooting—a Bigfoot,

Keller himself was recently

spotted. He wasn't in the

wilds of the Pacific Northwest,

though, but in downtown
Eureka, California, where he

was promptly arrested.

"He had a rifle with a night-

vision scope on it," reports

county deputy Rich Walton.

"So I took him In
"

—Sherry Baker

"Everyone sees a new sci-

ence .
. developed where

previously we had not even
been conscious that there

was a void in our knowledge.

In the eighteenth century, it

was electricity. In the nine-

teenth century, psychology

In the twentieth, it is the

conviction of the Scientific

American that it will be the

field to which the rather un-

satisfactory name of psychic

has been attached.

"

—Scientific American. 1920

Norman Houck suffered a
hernia following gallbladder

surgery several years ago;

so he decided to sue his

surgeons. Ferdinand Szabo
(below, at left) and Ala Al-

Mashat (below, at right),

of Berwick, Pennsylvania.

But as Houck's attorney,

John Arnold Crisman, sev-

enty-one, was arguing the

case late last year, an unex-

pected twist of fate turned the

trial inside out. While telling

the jury that the doctors

lacked "skill, care, diligence,

and good judgment." Cris-

man collapsed.

The defendants immedi-

ately raced to his side Al-

Mashat provided cardiac

massage and Szabo admin-

istered seven minutes of

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation,

until Crisman came to.

"He suffered either cardiac

arrest or arrhythmia, '' Szabo
recalls. "His color wasn't

gcod. Intact, tt turned out he
was clinically dead."

"We told him to lie down
and rest until the ambulance
arrived," adds Ai-Mashat.

'After a stay in the hospital,

he eventually recovered from

the heart attack.

"

The )udge, ot course,

declared a mistrial, and the

case was retried earlier

this year. This time, however,

Crisman was not the oppos-
ing attorney, and the doctors

were acquitled.

"A lot of people indicated

that It wouldn't be right for

me to oppose the two doctors

who saved my life," Crisman

expiai is, "and I really had
to agree."

"We don't think the incident

ai fhe first trial influenced

the second trial. It was a fair

decision," Al-Mashat com-
ments. "But it's lucky for

Crisman that he was suing

such good doctors in the first

place."—Sherry Baker

"The known is finite, the

unknown infinite. Intellectually

we stand on an islet in the

midst of an illimitable ocean
of inexplicably. Our busi-

ness in every generation is to

reclaim a little more land, to

add to the extent and solidity

of our possessions,

"

—Thomas Henry Huxley
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Perhaps Ihey will undersiand him when he

speaks I wish I understood what he said

when he spoke it is a sad thing not to un-

derstand when a king speaks I wonder why
he went away. I wonder if he will ever come
back here to sit and watch me dance. One
Ihing I am sure of—since the king went away
Iherc must be other places than this for him

to have had a place to go to. This can't be
the only place there is.

I climb up one of the carved legs of the

throne and sit on the seat my legs dangling

over the edge staring out al the vast empty
room. Once a king sat here and stared out

like this now there is only me in my clown
suit with Ihe red bulb nose and floppy shoes
swinging back and forth. After a while I climb

down again. First I think I will take off my
clown suit but then I think no, I will wear it

tonight and dance away. Tonight was to be

a special occasion for me and the king the

king is no! here but nothing has changed.

Once there was a k'ng. Tonight I will dance
for the king.

—

Jim Aikin

THE TEN-SECOND ELECTION
It took ten seconds, with all America-

most of the world, in fact—watching ihe out-

let screens. From every election district the

computers offered their results, which were
gathered quickly at Ihe county level and then

the state level. The electoral votes were re-

corded as they came in, faster than the eye
could follow, and when the long line was filled -

in, they were totaled. Hapgood had won
narrowly. Tennor had lost.

It had taken ten seconds.

Gene Whit-laker, who was growing gray in

the Politechnical Service, watched it all from

his director's office with delachment. Elec-

tions had been grow ng steadily more poll-..

technical each year, but this was the first

presidential election to be fully politechni-

cal—complele—down to ihe ward level. You

took three leisurely breaths and it was over.

. "When I think," sac Whittaker, "of what it

used to take. Candidates ran ior two years

and filled theair with double-talk and verbal

pollution, conned the public, raised false ex-

pectations, incurred both financial and po-

litical debts that forever compromised their

integrity. And now, all in ten seconds."

He smiled at his associale, Leonard Roth-

stein, and, relaxed and full of self-satisfac-

tion, leaned his chair back against the wall,

for it was his expertise, more than anyone
else's, that had mace the last step to full po-

litechnicality possible.

"So much the bet's r

:

' Rorhstein said som-
berly. "The computers record public reac-

tion in their dislncl stoad'.ly over the.years,

record the public words end acts of the can-

didates."

'And the computers aren't looled by dou-

ble-talk or emotional appeals."

"Supposedly not. So they know what the

election results in their districts will be with-

out anyone actually needing to vote and
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without the vote oe no skewed by dishon-

esty. If works in theory."

"It works, in practice, Len. It's worked in

local and state elections for years, and now
it's given us a president."

"By a very narrow electoral margin."

"So?"

"IE you look, Gene, you'll find that Illinois

was a swing state. If its electoral vote had
gone to Tennor, he'd have been elected.

Hapgood's popular margin was'small, and
if Cook County had changed a thousand key

votes, Hapgood would have lost Illinois and
the election."

"So?"

"So Mclntyre's in charge of the Cook
County computers, and he's very clever and
ambitious. I wonder if he just slightly gim-

micked Ihe programming of several com-
pulers to make trouble for us."

Whiltaker frowned. "Have you any reason

lor saying that?"

"There have been some suspicious re-

sults in Cook County before,"

<9Paine used
his federal matching funds

to throw parties.

He promised that by the

first Tuesday in

November he would have

gotten drunk

with every available voter.^

"You've never come to me with this. Have
vou been ab-e to prove tampering?"

"No,
I haven't, which is why I didn't come

to you. But now, he mighl be able to show
we have a tainted piesidcn:ial election."

Whittaker frowned in thought, then said,

"We'll have to neutralize ivlckryre as soon as

possible, bui for now—

"

"For now?"

"We'll let the resu ts stanc. of course. What
the hell—Hapgood or Tennor—it's the com-
puters that make the decisions anyhow, and
we're in charge of them."

—

Isaac Asimov

THE MAN WHO
In 1968, George Wallace did his dingo act

for the benefit of forthright racism and got

himself ten percent of the vote; in 1980, John
Anderson got ten percent of the people to

vote no confidence; and in 1984, Jesse
Jackson got even more people to vote for

none of the above. So it didn't seem so im-

plausible when someone finally decided to

run for President on a platform dedicated to

abolishing the job.

"If elected I will not serve," promised
Bradford Bartholemew Paine, from the Wino
While. House, a. skid-row fleabag ihat had

been his winter residence for the past twenty

years. "Nor will I allow anyone to replace me.

Instead, I'll spend four years riding around

in helicopters, drinking port, minding my own
business, and allowing my constituents to

do the same. I
shall appoint no wasteful

Cabinel full of boobs and crooks, I will veto

all new laws thai Congress nasses, I will in-

crease the money supply by panhandling in

Tokyo, and there will tie no ".ore national debt

or budget deficits, because my only act as

President will be to declare national bank-

ruptcy and then go out to celebrate."

Here at last was a presidential candidate

in tune with the American spirit! To the horror

of Republicans and Democrats alike, Brad-

ford Bartholemew Paine and his Party party

began to rise swiftly in the polls.

Paine used his federal matching funds to

throw enormous drunken parties where all

kinds of people paid len bucks a pop to the

cause, thus turning his campaign into a
money-making proposition. He promised

that by the first Tuesday in November, he

would have gotten drunk in person with every

available voter.

It started as a joke, but the clowns the

Democrats and Republicans out up weren't

even funny, and so by the time the dog days

of summer gave way to Ihe beginning of the

prime-time presidential season, Bradford

Bartholemew Paine was running at the top

of the polls.

'At least if you're going to have to vote for

a bum, now you can vote for a bum who
admits he's a bum!" Paine declared in his

election-eve statement, as he posed, barf-

ing in an alley for Ihe network cameras.

When the election-day results rolled in

across the country, the incredible began to

assume the inevitable, as the Party parly

poured voters into the polling stations on an

ocean ol federally subsidized booze.

"The drinks are on the house!" declared

the President-Elect in his inauguration

speech. "From now on, the government of

Ihe United States will do back in the gutter

where it belongs."

The chairman of tne Presidium of the Su-

preme Soviet, all too keenly aware of the un-

predictable nature of suchinebriated lead-

ership from his own bitter experience,

immediately decided that his only course

was to sue for peace.
- For as Bradford Bartholemew Paine
warned in his first State of the Union mes-
sage to Congress, which he delivered cling-

ing to the podium with one hand and swilling

gin with the other, "The mosl powerful mili-
_

lary force on Earth is now in the hands of a

drunken maniac; so maybe you don't want

to do anything that might piss me off."

Thus was the Comprehensive Nuclear

Disarmament Treaty achieved. For as Brad-

ford Bartholemew Paine pointed out when
he signed it in Moscow just before passing

out, "You can never tell when the little red

button will end up in the grubby paw of some
crazed sleazebag like me."

When the world woke up with a hundred-

megaton hangover on the day after, he re-

signed.—Norman SpinradOO



ANSWERS TO GAMES (PAGE 152)

FOUR BUGS. The length of each spiral path
is exactly ten inches. Consider bug A chas-
ing bug B. Since A's path is always perpen-
dicular to S's path, no component of B's path

moves v, closer lo or farther from A. Thus, A
will-catch up with-S in exactly the same. time

it would have taken if S hadn't moved at all

The length of the sora path. Tien, is the same
as a side of the square—ten inches.

HOT PURSUIT. The correct matchings of

male and female paths, shown below, are:

£B, 3D, 4C. 5F, ?E, and 8A. TTie female paths

that were omitted were the ellipse (1) and
the triangle (6).

UNDER PRESSURE.
I he bos: way lo getthe

egg out is to insert a straw into the bottle,

invert the bottle so the egg is next lo the

Straw at the bone's nee*, and then blow into

Ihe straw until irceased air pressure inside

pushes the egg out.

READERS' ORIGINALS

1. The number represents pi. with the digits

arranged to appear .ke a Icechone number
with an area code. You can dismiss the idea

ot calling the number to see who answers.

because" there are ho local phone numbers
hat begin with the digit 1

.

—Susan Rolfe, Norfolk. VA
2. A. Water, to form water hole, water ski,

seawater, and watertight. 6. Wall, to form
drywall, seawall, wall climber, and Great

Wall. C. Ocean, to form oceangoing, Indian

Ocean, oceanfront. arid ocean liner.—Wilfrid Rice,. Toronto

3. A. Each of Ihe numbers, when spelled out

in English, contain only one vowel, e. The
next number in the series is 17. R. Seem—Allen J. Mauney. Salt Lake City

4. A. The 10 would go above the line,- with.

Ihe other numbers that, spelled out, all have
three letters.

B. The Z goes below, to rhyme with the
other letters below the line.

—Adolph O. Goldsmith, Kennel, MOOQ

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO PHOTOGRAPH our

charcoal mellowing process. But this is a

charcoal mellowing vat.

Into this vat we tamp finely ground charcoal.

Then we seep our just-distilled whiskey slowly

through the charcoal to mellow

its taste before aging. Once the

whiskey drips into the vat,

there's no way to photograph

what's happening. But when
you compare Jack Daniel's

to any other whiskey, you'll

begin to get the picture.

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

tern Motlow, Prop., Route 1. Lynchburg (Pop. 361) Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United Slates Government.



MOVIE PROPHETS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 70

be pretty.) Fortunately, a feat is at hand. A
rocket is about to take otf to explore the

planet Mars. J-21 volunteers to go there and
discovers a queer, identical-twin race of

people who are born two at a time (there's a

good twin and a bad twin). J-21 returns to

Earth with proof of success: clinch; curtain.

It is all light-heartedly silly, like a Broadway
musical of the time. In fact, it has several

extraordinarily forgettable musical num-
bers, and it is played for laughs.

' The first time
I
saw Just Imagine I was ten

years old. In fact. I had to get my mother to

take me because I was too young to be al-

lowed to travel the subways at night. Even

at ten, I knew the jokes were jokes. But what

I carried away from the theater that night

wasn't leftover chuckles. It was a sense of

wonder. I had seen a vision of Mew York City

50 years in the future: Art Deco skyscrapers

and helicopter traffic jams. I was dazed to

the point that my mother asked what was the

matter. "I just wish I could see if 1980 will

really be like that," I confided. She did swift

arithmetic in her head and announced, "Well,

with any luck at all, you probably will." The

idea blew me away.

The next demi-doc I saw was Things to

Come (1936]. By Ihen I was all of sixteen

and no longer needed a parent to take me
out; in fact I saw it in the company of my
droogsand fellow fans of the Futurians, Don
Wollheim, James Blish, and half a dozen
other would-be science-fiction writers and
editors. Things to Come is not just serious.

It is earnest. There are no laughs in it. Oh,

perhaps now and then there's a conde-

scending smile at those who cling to old-

fashioned ways, (or this film has a clear mes-

sage. Technology is good. So are aeronau-

tics and space travel, and progress is better

than anything.

Things to Come exemplifies the second
useful dramatic structure for a demi-doc: the

future history. Its locale is London (the char-

acters call it Everytown, but you can rec-

ognize Piccadilly Circus). The time is Ihe near

future—well, the near future of 1936. War
breaks out. London is destroyed. The hu-

man race is decimated by endless war and
pestilence. Three decades later only rag-

ged barbarians survive among the ruins of

Piccadilly. Their leader is Rudolph, the Boss
(played by Ralph Richardson before he be-

came a sir). Oxen tow the fuelless Rolls-

Royces because all the petrol that can be

found is reserved for the tatterdemalion air

force. Where all is primitive, a mysterious,

black-clad airman (Raymond Massey) ap-

pears to say that civilization is alive and well

in Basra, on the Persian Gulf, under the con-

trol of an air elite called Wings. Over the

World. Naturally, the Boss resists. Naturally,

progress triumphs.

In the next. chapter of the future history,

progress goes on triumphing, as we see oiv-

ilizalion in the year 2036, led by the air elite,

rebuilding itself out of the ruins. Giant ma-
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chines burrow into hillsides :o create a bub-

ble-domed city, long before Buckminster

Fuller. The Everytown of the luture is all crys-

tal and imme i ne is rich and
speaks like they work for the BBC. There is

only one thing to really trouble them. The
disciples of progress are not content with

togas and desk-top TV sets; !hey have built

a great space gun to launch a boy and a girl

on mankind's first expedition to the moon.

So mankind, or the part of it we see in

Everytown, chooses up sides. For progress:

the young people and the av men, again led

by Raymond Massey {pavirg, apparently,

his own grandson from the previous install-

ment). For reaction: all the fuddy-duddies,

stay-putters, and a sculptor named Theoto-

copulos, who represents Ihe dissolute and
unpredictable artistic element. Theotoco-

pulos forms a mob to march on the space
gun and destroy it before it can be fired. The
Progressives outwit them by launching the

capsule early, while the mob is still stream-

ing toward it. Progress has triumphed.

^Nobody seems
to have to work for a living

in the future.

They booze. They go to

parties. They go
out and have adventures on

Mars. They devote

their lives to having fun.3

- But in an epilog 1-?. Massev. who is the fa-

ther of one of the astronauts, and Edward
Chapman, playing the father of Ihe other,

climb to an observatory to gaze out on the

capsule contain ng iho r children. Chapman
wishes things wouldn't go so fast. He de-

mands: What is this progress? Can't we ever

just rest and enjoy ourselves? Massey re-

joins: We'll rest enough after we're dead. We
have a choice between stagnation and the

universe. Which will it be?
Since bolh Things to Come and Just

Imagine are demi-documentaries, it does
them no justice to summarize their plots. It is

their worldview thai is interesting. Like most
works of art, that view is shaped by Ihe world

in which they were created.

For all its baggy-pants comedy, Just

Imagine went to some irouoie to validate its

prophecies. The movie does nol start in the

year 1980. It doesn't even start in 1930; there

is a prologue se! half a century earlier still,

in 1880, for the purpose of convincing audi-

ences that 50 years can make vast changes
in the American way of life. So the (lights of

lancy that followed might really happen.

Although Just >~>agi:~>e was released after

the 1929 stock-market crash, the world it re-

llects is Ihe boundless y op'imistic America
of the boom Twenties, when the invention of

installment buying had made retailers rich

and manufacturers delirious. Everybody else

was getting rich, too—at least on paper. And
Ihose who weren't thought they might be'

getting rich very soon because margin buy-

ing had let bootblacks and ladies' maids into

Ihe stock market and senl share prices into

orbit. Everything was getting bigger, faster,

and, it not better, at least shinier and more
exciting. Fritz von Opel had just flown for 75

seconds in Frankfurt, Germany, in [he world's

first manned rocket. Richard Byrd had flown

over almost the entire desolate waste of Ant-

arctica. Will Rogers was coaxing America
into the Air Age by bnb ng hundreds of com-
munities to paint the name of their town on

rooftops for the benefit of aviators. Dr.

Charles Mayo had announced that he ex-

pected a cure for cancer soon. The cop on

the beat was being given a car to drive, and

those cars were beginning to be equipped
with radios; so crime was as doomed as

cancer. Edwin Hubble told the world that the

universe was expanding, though Earth was
shrinking visibly each week as the headlines

told ot faster planes and ocean liners, high-

speed bridges and highways, plans for a

new sea-level canal in Nicaragua, and a tun-

nel under the English Channel. Probably Just

Imagines audiences didn't need much con-

vincing that 50 years would produce as many
marvels as the film depicted, for their daily

newspapers predicted much the same.

Nobody seems to have to work for a living

in eifher Things to Come or Just Imagine.

But whereas the characters in Things to

Come become ascetics, in Just Imagine they

turn into playboys. They booze (though the

bourbon, like everything else, comes in pill

form). They go io parties. They go out and

have adventures on Mars. They tall in love.

They devote their lives to having fun. It is the

F. Scott Fitzgerald syndrome projected half

a century into the future.

Of all the methodologies for forecasting

the future, straight-line extrapolation is the

riskiest. II isn't any more wrong than any other,

but it is more dangerous because, appear-

ing so logical, it is treacherous. The world

doesn't move in straight lines. While Just

Imagine was still showing in the neighbor-

hood theaters, the Great Depression was
settling in; it is no wonder that the next great

demi-doc took an altogether gloomier view

of the remainder of the twentieth century.

Things to Co:>^e was two years in the mak-

ing. It. cost $1,400,000, by far the most ex-

pensive film ever made in England up to that

time. No expense was spared by its pro-

ducer, Alexander Korda, the young Hungar-

ian who had conquered the British film world.

He allowed Wells io dominate the produc-

tion, and Wells thought big. Sets? No Holly-

wood type was good enough for thai; they

called in architects Le Corbusier and Waller

Gropius. Costumes? Fernand Leger. Spe-
cial background effects9 Moholy-Nagy. They

all had glorious inspirations, but none of them

knew anything about film production; so they

were all sent horn?, and he work was iurned



over to film specia mis. Tnough the special

effects in Things to Coma ook pretty shabby

in the era of Lucas and Spielberg, they were

amarvelin1936.

If Just Imagine grew oul of the euphoria

of ihe high-flying American Twenties, Things

to Come had a grimmer provenance. The
Twenties and Thirties m Lngiand were a long

way trom euphoric. Lngiand lost many of the

best of its youth and much of its treasure in

the trenches between 1914 and 1918, and
ils Twenties were maimed by the general

strike and widesp'oad unemployment. Even

belore the 1929 crash, the lower classes in

England lived shabby and precarious exist-

ences, and the welMo-oo. disillusioned ones:

the Oxford Peace Pledgers were not from

the working class.

So H. G. Wells projected no unblemished

future. What he saw in the near term was
death and destruction. Indeed, World War II

came along jusl as he predicted; he even

got the starting dates right. He knew it would

be hell, as it was. But his Utopian vision

longed for—and his Fabian optimism be-

lieved in—a cleaner, brighter world beyond
it. It is that vision that the film displays.

Of course, the vision was shaped not only

by the time and place Wells lived in but by

the peculiar configurations inside his own
head. Why were airmen chosen as the hope

of mankind? Because Wells revered pilots.

All his life he. had been an enthralled parti-

san ol flying, perhaps because he had writ-

ten so much about it In his novels before it

actually happened. He had his first flight as

early as 1912. in a Farman seaplane, and.

found il all he had dreamed. Airmen took

their lives in their hands every time they went

up. Airmen spoke a technological lingo the

earthbound would not understand. Airmen

shared a camaraderie that transcended na-

tional boundaries. Airmen were the samurai

of the twentieth' century: honored, incorrupt-

ible, and wise.

Women, on the other hand, were a differ-

ent race. Wells wa--:> a wo—anizer in the grand

style; he considered a wide range of female

sexual partners his due and was annoyed
when he was criticized for it. His opinion of

women was not flattering. In his novel Mar-

riage, he described them as "half-savage,

half-pets, unemployed things of greed and
desire." But that did not seem to stop any

number of them from taking lo his bed. Of

the female characters in Things to Come.
only one—Boss Rudolph's consort Roxana
(played by -Margaretta Scott)—had any vi-

tality. She was sultry and treacherous lo Ru-

dolph, the specified mixture of savage and
pet. Any of the other women who had any

perceptible work at all were helpers to men;
the rest were conspicuously unemployed.

The Everylown of the space gun is not only

a sterile Utopia, it is a markedly undemo-
cratic one. The reason Theotocopulos Jnas

the privilege of taking to the TV channels and
rousing the mob, he tells- us. is that he is a

master craftsman and has Ihe right to be
heard, implying that the o'dinary working stiff

had better keep his face shut in the pres-

ence of his superiors. Worst, it is a dull world.
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You can't blame the kids (or wanting to-go to

the moon, or the mob lor storming the space
gun. Anything for a little excitement!

Reason tells me that all the above is true.

It even tells me that most of what I have said

should have been apparent, even to a six-

teen-year-old. But I would lie if I said I had
any such thoughts in 1936. I was bowled

over. I wanted to live in that remote-future

Everylown even more than I wanted to see

Just Imagines New York City of 1980. And
since that was a far more forlorn hope, I did

the next best thing. I saw Things to Come
again . . . and again and again. I saw it at

least a dozen times over the next year or so,

and how many t.mes after lhat I am unable

to say, Although I didn't see Just Imagine

again until I was sixty (and we were actually

in that magical, far-olf year ol 1980— hardly

a bit as il had been predicted), il stayed in

my mind. The two tiKs were the sacred and
profane views of the future. Things lo Come.
was the sober and dedicated mask the fu-

ture wore lo the office; Just. Imagine, its'

<mThe glittering

mirage of Utopia seemed
within reach, a

new Camelot that could

be raised to

reality if only a new
chivalry could

be found to warrant it
*

rowdy, after-hours self. I loved them both.

The world has come a long way in half a

century. Both films are now dated. Just

Imagine's sniggery sex jokes would be
thought childish oy even the subteens of the

Eighties, and Things to Come's plastic-

coated puritanism is about as inviting as an
operating room. All the same, they were tre-

mendous achievements lor the time— for any

time, in fact. They did what the' best ol sci-

ence fiction has always done: They made
people think seriously about the future -and

thus aboui what they should be doing here-

in the present I wish that some- modern-day
lilmmakers would dare as greatly!

STANLEY KRAMER

In On the Beach (1959), mankind elimi-

nated all life on Earth through Ihe spread of

radioactive dusl 'ollowirirjan atomic conflict.

At the time. Ihe general public considered

the nuclear issue a frightening subject. Yet

most did not believe radioactive dust could

fravel through the atmosphere over the en-

tire globe-, as. .we depicted in the film. As a

small commentary on Ihe ways of ihe world,

there were even many scientists back then

who took issue wiih Harold Urey, Harrison

Brown, and Linus Pauling for thinking that

On the Beach spoke the truth. When Mount
St. Helens's ash traveled as far as Europe
after the 1980 eruption, il certainly justified

our fear lhat a megaton explosion—remem-
ber that a megaton is 50 times more pow-
erful than the atomic bombs dropped on Ja-

pan during World"War II- could generate

radioactive particles that could travel world-

wide and destroy entire populations.

The picture was adapted from Nevil

Shute's conlroversial 1957 best seller about

the aftermath of a nuclear war, when Ihe few

remaining survivors wail to die from radia-

tion poisoning. There are never causes; only

feelings involved when I select a subject to

film. The scientist's reply when asked how
the war started was something I felt deeply

then and now: "The war started when
people accepted the idiotic principle that

peace can be maintained by arranging to

defend themselves with weapons they

couldn't possibly use without committing

suicide:" The theme had to be meaningful to

us to be able io photograph people lined up
for suicide pills; more than that, photograph-

ing, empty streets in Melbourne and San
Francisco, with its deserted Golden Gate
Bridge, affected all of us making the film.

What was the message ol the picture we
were making? I didn't know. I only hoped that

the emotional impact of what we were pre-

senting would convince people that we'd

damn well better eo someth-ng soon to as-

sure our survival.

Topical films weren't the order of Ihe day
then: so I believe that the cast

I
assembled

was as inspired by the picture's theme as I

was. Gregory Peck and Anthony Perkins

have always been socially conscious. Fred

Astaire gambled on a dramatic role. And Ava

Gardner also accepted the challenge, even

acting without makeup a good part of Ihe

way. We stayed fairly close to Shute's con-

cept, but he may have complained a great

deal more than was justified about one
change we made. Shute refused lo believe

that with the world coming to an end, the

American submarine commander, played by

Peck, would have an affair with the Austra-

lian lady, played by Gardner.
I
think Shute

was wrong—Peck's memory of his wife and
children was not damaged: they were dead.

It was sacrifice enougl" thai Peck finally took

the submarine home from Australia to satisfy

his crew, leaving Gardner behind.

You might be interested in knowing that a

State Department official at Ihe time told me
that I couldn't photograph an atomic sub-

marine at Pear- Harbo' because the theme
of On the Beach was ihe world's end. He
thought I was taking mysel' and the film too

seriously. There might be 500 million cas-

ualties, but it wouldn't be the end of the world.

I said il was as near to the end as I'd like to

get. I didn't get the submarine. Instead we
used a British "Guppy" sub. revamped to

look like the then-new atomic subs.

When the film was released, we did make
deep inroads into the consciousness of the

masses—but we weren't as effective as we'd

have- liked. Too many people avoided Ihe



film because of its theme and didn't see it

unlil it played on television several years later.

The critics were divided, too: "another mes-
sage from Kramer, taking a subject too se-

riously, the do-gooder at work," and so on,

or "good intentions swallowed by specula-

tion." Today the subject matter they debated
then seems so in tune with the times that it

is almost lame. During one recent twelve-

month period, On the Beach was requested
for screening no less than 23 times. Why?
Probably due to the activism of citizens'

groups, the clergy, and women's organiza-

tions in protest of the nuclear-arms race.

More than that, it is probably due to the pro-

gression away from the cold war, toward the

threats and stances that have set the stage

for the hot war of today.

When you look at an old film, the faults

prevail. I think to myself that I should have
cut out the farm scene or that I overplayed
Ava Gardner;

I wonder if the Salvation Army
banner seen in the final frame, there is still

time .
, , brother, offered enough hope. But

the modern-day audience seems oblivious

to my shortcomings. Astaire's explanation of

how the war started provokes an extraordi-

nary reaction in a modern audience—a vis-

ible and vocal reaction of recognition and
awareness that this is today. The scientist

goes on: "Some poor bioke probably looked
at a radar screen and thought he saw some-
thing. He knew that if he hesitated one thou-

sandth of a second, his own country would
be wiped off the map, and so he pushed a

button . . . and the world went . . . crazy." Do
you remember three years ago when a tech-

nician at one of our bases thought he saw
something on the radar screen? According
to The New York Times, we were just three

minutes away from a retaliatory strike.

At any rate, On the Beach conjures up
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memories. Memories such as the Moscow
premiere—one of the many key cities in a
same-night world premiere—and the dis-

cussion that followed with Russian directors,

writers, poets, and others. They appreci-

ated the film but insisted that if they had
made it, they would have provided a solu-

tion. I told them that if they would tell me their

solution, I would remake Ihe film's ending.

"We know you Americans don'Hrust us,"

pointed out a Soviet director at the screen-

ing. "But, you see, we don't trust you, either.

Each time we discuss the matter—even
ways and means to dissent from the policy

of our own government, someone always re-

minds us: 'Who are the only people who ever

dropped the bomb?'

"

Now, that was a tough one to deal with

—

even 25 years ago. It is even tougher today
when our administration reserves the right

of a first strike and talks of the possibility of

a "limited nuclear war." At On the Beach
screenings there are a lot of people who ask
why our government thinks 20 million is a
limit—why count only the result of a first im-

pact? And what about the many disfigure-

ments and mutations the blast would cause?
And whatever happened to the Nurem-

berg doctrine that thrust aside all Nazi jus-

tifications: "This we believe: in truth, justice,

and the value of a human being"?

But there's always a voice: "What about
the Russians?" It seems to me they have the

same problem, don't they? The Soviets know
they will be exterminated with us if they dare
make reality of a threat. Yet the more we build,

the more they build. Any one of a number of

crazy leaders on this earth is more likely to

drop the bomb. We are going to have to re-

fuse to live by or under the threat. We need
dynamic leadership—and no one is on the

horizon. Former president Dwight Eisen-

hower was right: "It may be the people want
peace so much that one of these days gov-

ernment had better get out of their way and
let them have it."

I go to On the Beach screenings to partic-

ipate against the nuclear-arms race. This has
given me an activist stance during a period

when my arteries are hardening and my hair

falls like white snow on my barber's bib. I

think survival is the most important political,

social, and spiritual iSsue of the day.

It is our destiny to solve the dilemma by
using every spiritual and moral basis known.
We must neutralize the megaton bomb, never

use it, stop the threats, and refuse to accept
the possibility of a nuclear war. The old ac-

tivists should come back out of the estab-

lishment and reactivate. There is more need
for them today than in the simple idea of re-

sisting the wrong of Vietnam. And the prob-

lems of poverty and pollution are still with

us—but they are of second priority com-
pared with the threat of nuclear holocaust,

which could wipe out civilization.

PHILIP.STRICK

An artist in Life magazine in 1910, given

the task of revealing the probable life-style

of tomorrow's citizens, showed passengers
at a United Airlines terminal boarding a vast,
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propeller-driven craft that flies high above

New York. Another artist, in a 1911 issue ot

Judge, drew a pedesthan's-eye view ot the

skies, where narrow-winged planes hov-

ered perilously close together, just above the

skyscrapers. Looking up or looking down,

the same concrete enclosure marked the

boundaries of progress.

The thrusting towers of the city, reaching

at the sky like plants hungry for. sunlight,

suggested the pinnacle of our hopes in 1910.

The glittering mirage of Utopia seemed al-

most within reach, a new Camelct that could

be raised to reality once more if only there

could be found the new chivalry to warrant

it. And of course the Pan-Am Building was
duly constructed, and passengers really

could take off from it to hover across the ur-

ban grid below. But, of course, while the city

evolved, human nature didn't. As a result, a

new civil war began, escalated, and has

raged ever since.

The battle with our environment has been

recognized nowhere more clearly than in

science fiction, nor has it been reported more

faithfully than in the cinema. Although all of

us are recruits, it's a strangely secret con-

flict— its skirmishes, strategies and cam-

paigns recorded largely in code. No one can

doubt, for example, that Jack Arnold's story

Monolith Monsters (directed by John Sher-

wood), back in 1957, described in meta-

phorical terror the inexorable proliferation of

giant crystalline structures that would crowd

all life from the planet. But then as now, no

housing projects are going to be canceled

on the strength of such fantasies.

The enemy first formed ranks rather in the

manner of the Third Reich: In its earliest days,

it excited as much admiration as fear. In 1924,

when Fritz Lang returned from his American

visit, dazzled by New York, the result was
Metropolis. This film, in turn, prompted such

a surge of conjecture about the likely design

of the future that in 1926 Hugo Gernsback

was able to launch Amazing Slories. the first

magazine devoted wholly to science fiction.

Lang's weighty sets and the magnificent

model city, which conveniently dwarfed the

elusive plausibility of his drama, implied a

vaguely orgiastic future of riotous leisure. This

would be bought at the cost of human toil

until such time as machines and robots would

administer to every need, and "workers"

would become unnecessary. Although or-

gies were frowned upon by the readers of

the magazines, many of them too young to

be interested anyway, the motifs of Metrop-

olis—the inventor's laboratory with its glass

tubes and electrical miscellanies, the sen-

sual yet lethal robot, and the fascination of

the illuminated city, with its floating traffic

—

were matters of indelible concern.

Such images were an eloquent testament

to what became the obsessions of the Thir-

ties, echoed in primary colors by the sci-

ence-fiction magazines that clamored for at-

tention on the newsstands. From the back

cover of the August 1939 edition of Amazing

Stories, for instance, came the promise: "The

city of tomorrow, engineers say, will tend first

;—gigantic buildings connected

by wide, suspended roadways on which

traffic will speed at unheard-of rates. Heli-

copter planes, capable of maneuvering

about between buildings and rooftop air-

ports, will take the place of the ground taxi.

Each building will be virtually a city in itself,

completely self-sustaining, receiving its

supplies from great merchandise-ways far

below the ground. In this city, noise will be

conquered, and smoke will be eliminated

from the air. Many persons will live in the

healthy atmosphere of the building tops,

while others will commute to far distant res-

idential towns or country houses."

In Metropolis, Lang split the future neatly,

as H. G. Wells had done before him {First

Men in the Moon, The Time Machine), into

the idle and the overemployed. From the air,

Metropolis is pollinated by hosts of floating

pleasure craft; from the ground below, it is

fed by dynamos fueled by armies of slaves.

Through his magic formula—"between brain

and hand the heart must mediate"—Lang

seemed to feel that equilibrium could be

maintained, although with whose heart and

for how long has never been altogether clear.

In 1936, in one of his innumerable memos
to the production team of Things to Come,

H. G. Wells attempted to lower the visual lev-

els in favor of his egalitarian dreams. "Things,

structures in general, will be great, yes, but

they will not be monstrous. Men will not be

reduced to servitude and uniformity; they will

be released to freedom and variety. All the

balderdash one finds in such films as Me-

tropolis about 'robot workers' and ultra-sky-

scapers, etc., should be cleared out of your

minds before you work on this film. As a gen-

eral rule you may take it that whatever Lang

did in Metropolis is the exact contrary of what

we want done here." His warning, as usual,

fell on deaf ears. Things to Come described

the evolution of a city as much as it grimly

contemplated the destructive irrelevance of

its occupants. The cramped, indulgent ar-

chitecture of the past is bombed away. A

plague-ridden travesty of feudal society lives

parasitically in its ruins for a while, and soon

a majestic display of tubes and towers bur-

geons from the earth, glossy with aspiration

and ringing with continued squabbling.

Forty years later, the makers of Logan's

Run (1976) were still resisting the traditional

imagery. "We tried to get away," says Saul

David, producer of the film, "from the essen-

tially German Bauhaus design styles that

were part of Metropolis, the strongly cubis-

tic, rectilinear kinds of structures. We found

that Lang's picture made such an impres-

sion on the minds of the whole Western world

that nobody can think of portraying the fu-

ture except in terms of towers connected by

ramps—when what people are actually

thinking about today are wide-open spaces

and parklike areas of green." Ironically, the

city of Logan's Run, designed as a totally

.satisfying environment (so long as you're un-

der thirty), and largely constructed from the

World Trade Center in Dallas, is the sort of

place its inhabitants are eager to leave

According to the cinema, the protected

environment offers an inevitable claustro-



phobia. A city may be constructed in line

with human needs, but the probiem is that

needs can change and the city doesn't.

Films like Fahrenheit 451 (1966) or THX 1138

(1971) show clumsy dissidents battling not

only against the various kinds of behavioral

control enforced by the powers that be, but

also attempting to burst out from the numb-
ing furniture that enfolds and restrains them.

Whether blazing white walls (THX 1138) or

chintzy wallpaper (Fahrenheit), the effect is

one of depersonalization. The individual is

less important than the symbol of collective

identity—the urban program as a whole. The
equation is simple, and science-fiction writ-

ers like Clifford Simak, Ray Bradbury, and
Henry Kuttner, with varying degrees of irony,

have frequently rec-

ognized this. The ideal

city contains no citi-

zens whatever.

Underground im-

agery (it one can
discount the corals

and crustaceans of

Georges Melies's

1902 film, A Trvp to me
Moon) also began
with Metropolis. From
Chosen Survivors

(1974) to Twilight's

Last Gleaming (1977).

from Westworld (1973)

to WarGames (1983),

our horizons have
dwindled to a few
yards of subterranean

corridor, a battery of

computer consoles,

and vast, Strange-
love-style, Big Brother

television screens. In

charting these future

labyrinths for human
existence, it's inter-

esting that the cine-

ma has consistently

shown them in the

context of repeated
images of surface
devastation. It's as if

we're reaffirming to

ourselves that every-

thing built so far has
been a mistake, that

it will have to be leveled if the human race

is to be victorious. On the other hand, what
purpose will survival serve if not for the con-

struction of fresh cities to demonstrate how
far we've come from savagery?

One way to win the war might be to aban-
don it. In space, man might theoretically be
reborn (and in fact he is at the end of Stanley

Kubrick's 1968 masterpiece 2001: A Space
Odyssey). And one might imagine that his

hermetic interplanetary environments would
be designed and furnished like micro-
cosmic Utopias, free at last from the deteri-

orations of eaffhbound existence. But the

cinema suggests a contrary view. Kubrick's

hardware in 2001 was immaculate and un-

sullied, but spatial interiors from Dark Star

(1975) onward have reflected the wholly

probable disinclination to keep them tidy.

It's significant, although hardly surprising,

that all the "space" films in cinema history,

from Melies to Android (1982), have re-

flected nostalgia for the home planet. The
objective of each voyage has been either to

return to Earth or to re-create Earth else-

where—even to preserve in space its es-

sential landscapes (as in 197Ts Silent Run-
ning). The cinema catches us at our most
xenophobic; visit the other end of the galaxy

in This Island Earth (1955), and it's just like

home, bombs at every turn. Land on another

world in Alien (1979), and you can pick up a
nasty infection. Explore the gigantic invader

in Star Trek—The Motion Picture (1979), and
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you find a hyperefficient machine that came
from Earth. --Escape from doom in When
Worlds Collide (1951), and find that the new
planet resembles a Disney cartoon.

In the Star Wars series, for all the exuber-

ant swoops of action in space, the struggle

between nature and technology continues

to rage. The Star Wars saga is chiefly about

stateless persons making temporary stops,

with some discomfort, around the galaxy. As
with Forbidden Planet (1956), Battlestar

Galactica (1979), or Star Trek, the problem
with other planets is that they don't seem too

keen on having us, and in any case, we're

not too keen on staying. With its great gal-

leries of technology (stretching for miles un-

derground, of course) ready to self-destruct

at the touch of a button, Forbidden Planet

demonstrates the homely truth that man must
conquer himself before he can begin to in-

fest other worlds.

Returning to Earth after 2001 , Kubrick be-

gan the latest campaign in the civil war with

A Clockwork Orange in 1971
. In the tradition

of King Kong, the ambition of Anthony Bur-

gess's young thug Alex DeLarge (Malcolm
McDowell) was to trample the uncongenial

city jungle and find out, for the hell of it,

whether this was a life-enhancing process.

Monster movies have always had the same
target image: The creature towers over
crumbling office blocks and national land-

marks while shrieking citizens scatter like

vermin. A sense of pest control is implicit, as

if the close-packed
buildings are an invi-

tation to vice and
plague against which

the cleansing forces of

nature might rise and
stomp out in outrage.

The monster and
the city have always

been symbiotic. Uto-

pia must always be
bought at a price, and
if the city is the high-

est accomplishment
of man, the architec-

ture of his pride is

counterbalanced by
an equally towering
sense of guilt. But the

cinema does occa-
sionally awaken from

its urban nightmare,

and the ghastly social

wreckage of The Day
After (1983) and Tes-

tament (1983) some-
times gives way to a
more placid outlook.

There is, tor example,

a magical moment
(one of many) in E.T

(1982) when the child-

size alien pauses to

gaze appreciatively at

Spielberg's favorite

panorama: the level

electric pattern of a

peaceful suburban
town, ordered under the night sky. Spielberg

savors the special symmetry of human hab-
itation, the warm fascination provided by the

lights and colors of progress. Notfor nothing

does his supreme evocation of the future,

the mother ship in Cose Encounters of the

Third Kind (1977), look like a fairy-tale land

of spires and skyscrapers as it rises, glow-

ing, into the sky.

Perhaps the poltergeists can be per-

suaded to leave us alone, and the city will

become a condition we can live with.DO
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OUT OF TIME

And even the lackadaisical siaie gam-

bling commission roused itself when the

federal income-tax people started investi-

gating the strange phenomenon of certain

gambling casinos that took in customers by

the millions, yet somehow failed to show a

profit on their books.

Once he realized that there was no way

out of the mounting legal troubles facing him,

Del Vecchio decided to take his own advice.

Carefully, he began lo create a medical his-

tory for himself that would end in clinical

death and cryonic immersion. He explained
' what he was doing to his most trusted lieu-

tenants, told them that he would personally

take the blame and Ihe legal punishment for

them all, allowing them to elect a new leader

and go on operating as beiore once he was

declared dead. They expressed eternal

gratitude.

But Del Vecchio knew perfectly well how
long eternal gratitude lasted. So he sent his

wife and their teenage children to live in

Switzerland, where most of his personal for-

tune had been cached with the gnomes of

Zurich, He gave his wife painfully detailed

instructions on when and how to revive him.

"Fifteen years will do it," he told her. "Can

you wait for me that long?"

.
She smiled limpidly at him, threw her arms

around his neck, and kissed him passion-

ately. She said, "Honey, I'll only be fifty-eight

when you gel out."

Del Vecchio wondered if she knew about

his playmates in Boston. He realized he

would still be his current age, forty-seven,

when he was thawed back to life. There

would be plenty of olher women to play with.

But would his wi
:

e remain fa-thful enough to

have him revived? To make doubly certain

of his future, he flew to Zurich and had a very

light legal contract drawn by the bank lhat

held his personal fortune. The gnomes would

free him, if no one else would. Otherwise his

money would be donated lo charity, and the

bank would lose control of it.

"What you're doing in court may be legal,

Del. but it's damned immoral."

Del Vecchio was having dinner with one

of Ihe federal district attorneys who was
prosecuting one of the innumerable current

cases against him. They were old friends,

had been classmates at law school. The fact

that they were on opposite sides of the case

did not bother either of them; they were too

professional to allow such trivialities to get in

the way of their social lives.

"Immoral7" Del Vecchio shot back. "What

do 1 care about lhat? Morality's lor little guys,

for people who've got no muscle, no back-

bone. You worry about morality I'm worrying

about spending the rest of my life in jail-"

They were sitting at a- small corner table

in a quiet little restaurant In downtown Prov-

idence, barely a block from the federal
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courthouse, a place frequented almost ex-

clusively by lawyers who never lifted an eye-

brow at a defendant buying dinner for a

prosecuting attorney. After all, prosecuting

attorneys rarely made enough money to af-

ford such an elegant restaurant; candlelight

and leal her-covered wine lists were not for

the protectors of the public, not on the sala-

ries the public allowed them.

"If the jury finds you guilty, the judge has

to impose the penalty," the district attorney

said, very seriously.

'Uury," Del Vecchio almost spat. "Those

twelve chidmols\ I'm supposed to be tried

by a jury of my peers, right? That means my
equals, doesn't it?"

The district attorney frowned slightly. "They

are your equals. Del. What is it that makes

you think
—

"

"My equals9" Del Vecchio laughed. "Do

you really Ihink those unemployed bums and

screwy housewives are my equals? I mean.

how smart can they be if they let themselves

get stuck with jury duty?"

The attorney's frown deepened. His name
was Christopher Scarpato. He had gone into

Ihe profession of law because his father, a

small shopkeeper continually in debt to

bookmakers, had insisted lhat his son learn

how to outwit the rest of the world. While Chris

was working his way through law school, his

father was beaten to dealh by a pair ol overly

zealous collection agents. More of a plodder

than a brilliant student, Chris was recruited

by Ihe Department of Justice, where careful

,

thorough groundwork is more important than

flashy public relations and passionate rhet-

oric. Despite many opportunities, he had re-

mained honesl and dedicated. Del Vecchio

found that fact charming, even noteworthy,

and felt quite superior to his friend.

"And what makes you think they'll find me
guilty?" asked Del Vecchio, just a trifle

smugly. "They're stupid, all right, but can they

be that stupid7
'"

Scarpato finally realized he was being

baited. He smiled one of his rare smiles, but

it was a sad one. "They'll find you guilty, Del.

They've got no choice."

Del Vecchio's grin faded. He looked down

at his plate of pasta, then placed his fork on

the damask tablecloth alongside it. "I got no

appetite. Haven't been feeling so good."

•With a weary shake of his head, Chris re-

plied, "You don't have to put on the act for

me, Del I
know what you're going to do."

"What do you mean?"

"You're going to gel some tame doctor to

pronounce you dead and then have yourself

frozen. Just like Marchetti."

Del Vecchio tried to look shocked, but in-

stead he broke into a grin. "Is there anything

illegal about dying9 Or being frozen?"

"The doctor who does it will be commit-

ting a homicide."

"You'll have to prove that,"

' Scarpato said, "It's an attempt to evade

the law. That's immoral, even if it's not ille-

gal—yet."

"Let the priests worry about morality," Del

Vecchio advised his old friend.

"You should worry about it." said Scar-



pato. "You've i umcc mic an asocial menace,

Del. When we were in school, you were an

okay kind of guy. But now . .

."

"What, I'm going to lose my soul?"

"Maybe you've already lost it. Maybe you

ought to be thinking about how you can gel

it back."

Del Vecchio grinned at him. "Listen, Chris.

I don'l give a damn about souls. But I'm going

to protect my body, you can bet. You won't

see me in jail, old buddy. I'm going to take a

step out o! time, and when I come back, you'll

be an old man, and I'll still be young."

Scarpato said nothing, and Del Vecchio

knew that he had silenced his friend's at-

tempts at conscience.

Still, that little hint of "yet" that Scarpato

had dropped bothered Del Vecchio as the

days swiftly racoo by. He checked every as-

pect of his plan while his health appeared to

deteriorate rapidly: The doctors played their

part to perfection, his wife was already com-

lortably ensconced in Switzerland, the

bankers in Zurich understood exactly what

they had to do.

Yet as he lay on the clinic table with the

gleaming stainless-steel cylinder waiting

beside him like a —ecnanical whale that was

going to swallow him in darkness. Del Vec-

chio could leel his pulse racnc; with fear. The

last thing he saw was the green-gowned

doctor, masked, approaching him with the

hypodermic syringe. That, and frigid wisps

of vapor wafting up from the tanks of liquid

nitrogen. The needle If
1 ' shai p and cold. He

remembered that parts of Dante's hell were

frozen in ice.

When they woke him, there was a long

pcnod of contusion and disorientation,

At first he thought something had gone

wrong and they had never put him under.

But the doctors were all different, and the

room he was in was not the clinic he had

known. They kept him in bed most of the

time, except when two husky young men
came in to force him to get up and walk

around the room. Four times around the little

hospital room exhausted him. Then they

flopped him back on the bed, gave him a

mercilessly efficient massage, and left.

A female nurse wheeled in his first meal

and spoon-fed him; he was too weak to lift

his arms.

The.second day (or week, or month) Scar-

pato came in to visit him.

"How do you feel, Del?"

Strangely, Ihe aitorney seemed barely to

have aged at all. There was a hint of gray at

his temples, perhaps a line or two in his lace

thai had not been there before, but other-

wise the years had treated him very kindly.

"Kind of weak," Del Vecchio answered.

Scarpato nodded. "That's to be ex-

pected, from what the medics tell me. Your

heart is good, circulation strong. Everything

is okay, physically."

A thought suddenly flashed into Del Vec-

chio's thawing mind. 'Whal are you doing in

Switzerland?"

The attorney's face grew somber. "You're

not in Switzerland. Del. We had your vat flown

back here. You're in New York."

"Wh . . . how . .

,?"

'And you haven't been under for fifteen

years, either. It's only three years."

Del Vecchio tried to sit up in the bed, but

he was too weak to make it. His head sank

back onto the pillows. He could hear his

pulse thudding in his ears.

"I tried to warn you," Scarpato said, "that

night at dinner in Providence. You thought

you were outsmarting the law, outsmarting

the people who make up the law, who are

the law. But you can't outwit [he people for

long. Del."

Out of the corner of his eye, Del Vecchio

saw'that the room's only window was cov-

ered with a heavy wi.'e mesh, like bars on a

jail cell's window. He choked back a shocked

gasp.

Scarpato spoke quietly, without malice.

"Your cute little cryonics trick forced the

people to take a fresh look at things. There've

been a few new laws passed since you had

yourself irozen

"

"Such as?"

"Such as the' state now has the right to

revive a frozen corpse if and when a jury

feels fhat corpse had himself frozen specif-

ically to evade the law."

Del Vecchio ;e!" his hear I sink in his chest.
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"Bui once ihey got thai one passed, they

went one step further."

"What?"

"Well, you know how the country's been
divided about the death penalty. Some peo-

ple think it's cruel and unusual punishment;

others think it's a necessary deterrent to

crime, especially violent crime. Even Ihe Su-

preme Court has been split on the issue."

Del Vecchio couldn't catch his breath. He
realized what was coming.

"And Ihere's been the other problem,"

Scarpato went on, "of overcrowding in the

jails. Some judges— I'm sure you know
who—even let criminals go free because
they claim that putting them in overcrowded

jails is cruel and unusual punishment."

'Oh my God in

heaven," Del Vecchio

"You can't do thall I got civil rights . .

."

"Your civil rights are not being infringed.

Onge you're found guilty by a jury of your

peers, you will be frozen. You will not age a

single day while in the liquid nitrogen. When
medical science learns how to cure your

psychological imbalance, you will be thawed,

cured, and returned to society as a healthy,

productive citizen. It's all being carefully

worked out. We even start a small bank ac-

count for you thai accrues compound inter-

est, so that you'll have some money when
you're rehabilitated."

"Butthaicouldbeathousandyearsinthe
fulure!" Del Vecchio screamed.

"So what?"

"The whole world could be completely

"So," Scarpalo said,

hesitating. "So they've

passed laws in just

about every state in

the union to freeze

criminals, just store

them in vats of liquid

nitrogen. Dewars, they

call them. We're emp-
tying the jails, Del, and

then we're filling them
up again with dewars.

They're sterling to look

a lot like mortuaries, all

those shiny stainless-

steel caskets neatly

piled up, one on top

of another,"

"But you can't do
that!"

"It's done. The laws

have been passed.
The Supreme Court

has ruled on it."

"But that's murder!"

"No: The convicts

are clinically but not

legally dead. They can

be revived. And since

psychologists and so-

ciologists have been
yelling for years that

crime is a social mal-

adjustment and not

Ihe fault of the crimi- '

nal, we've found a way to make them happy."

"I don't see . .

."

Scarpato almost smiled. "Well, look. If

you've just died of a heart ailment or a can-

cer that medical science can't cure, and you

had yourself frozen in the hopes that sci-

ence will find a cure in the future and thaw

you out and make you well again
.

. . well,

why not use the same approach to social

and psychological illnesses?"

"Huh?"

"You're a criminal because of some psy-

chological maladjustment." Scarpato said.

'At least, thats'what the head-shrinkers claim.

So we freeze you until science figures out a

way to cure you. That way. you see, we're

not punishing you; we're rehabilitating you."
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changed by then! They could revive me to

make a slav.e'out of me! They could use me
for meat, for Chrissakes! Or spare parts 1

"'

He was practically screeching now, in ab-

solute terror.

Scarpato shrugged. "We have no control

over that, unfortunately. But we're doing our

best for you. In earlier societies you might

have been tortured, or mutilated, or even put

lo death. Up until a few years ago, you would

have been sentenced to years and years in

prison; a degrading life, filled with violence

and drugs and danger. Now you just take a

nap and then someday will wake up in a
wonderful new world, completely rehabili-

tated, with enough money to start a new life

for yourself."

Del Vecchio broke into uncontrollable

sobs. "Don't. For God's mercy, Chris, please

don't do this to me. Think of my wife ... my
kids . .

,"

Scarpato shook his head. "It's done. Be-

lieve me, there's no way I could get you out

of it, even if I wanted to. Your wife has found

herself a boyfriencl in Switzerland, some
penniless count or duke or something. Your

kids are getting along fine. Your girlfriends

miss you, though, from what I hear."

"You sonotabiid 1 Yol. drty scheming , .

."

"You did this to yourself, Dei!" Scarpato

snapped. "You thought you found a nice fat

loophole in the law, so you could gel away
with almost anything. You thought the rest of

us were fools. Well, you made a loophole, all

right. But those shop-

keepers and bums
and housewives that

you've walked over all

your life— they've

gone and turned your

nice little loophole into

a noose."

His eyes still flow-

ing tears, Del Vecchio
pleaded. "Don't do it

to me, Chris. Please

don't do it. They'll

never wake me up.

They'll pull the plug on

me . .

."

"Don't think that

everyone's as dishon-

est as you are. The
convicts will be kept

frozen, It only costs a

thousandth oi what it

costs to keep a man
in jail. You'll be safe

enough. You've got

nothing to worry

about."

"But they'll thaw me
out sometime in the

future. I'll be all alone

in the world. I won't

know anybody. It'll all

be strange to me. I'll

be a total stranger . .

."

"No you won't. It's

practically certain that

Marchetti and Don
Carmine will both be

thawed out when you are. After all, all three

of you are suffering from the same dysfunc-

tion, c . t you '

That's when the capillary in Del Vecchio's

brain ballooned and burst. Scarpato saw his

friend's eyes roll up into his head, his body
stiffen. He slammed the emergency-call

button beside the bed, and a team ol med-
ics rushed in. While Scarpato watched, they

declared Del Vecchio clinically dead.

Within an hour they slid his corpse into a

waiting stainless-steel cylinder, where it

would repose until some happier day in the

distant future.

"You're out of time now. Del," Scarpato

whispered as a technician sealed the end of

the gleaming dewar. "Really out of time."00
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but to keep it moving ahead so fast that the

Soviets will always be behind.] Do you think

the Department of Defense is following the

Corson panel's recommendation?
Inman: No, I don't, I don't say that with any
detailed knowledge cl il e r position, but only

from what I heard [Assistant Secretary of

Defense Richard] Perle say I have great ad-

miration for colleagues with whom I spent
thirty years of my life, but when I was director

ol naval intelligence, trying to manage the

t'ransler of military secrets to our friends,
I

tound that my good naval colleagues in-

volved in designing hardware were never
willing to release older design ideas until new
ones were ready to go inlo delivery. In a world

of international competition, where holding

one's alliances together may depend largely

on our licensing tecnnology. on creating it

faster and making it available taster, you can't

maintain an attitude of locking up everything

as a way to dea- wi:r the shrinking U.S.-So-

viet military-technology gap.

Omni: Is this consistent with your NSA-CIA
position calling for voluntary censorship in

such areas of research as cryptography,

electronics, and crop forecasting?

Inman: When
I first sounded the alarm on

this score, some people interpreted it to

mean that I was somehow trying fo get the
"

U.S. intelligence community into spying on
American scientists, putting restrictions on
research, curtailing i-r.e loclual Ireedom. But

the fact is, 1 was trying to tell people in the

outside world what we already knew then,

that the United States faced a booming
problem. I was trying to indicate that there

would be an enormous focus on technology

transfer by the government, and that the U.S.

research community had better start think-

ing about how to deal with it—or else we
would .find ourselves with regulations that

would be very hard to live with,

Omni: 1 think you succeeded in raising the

issue. I remember especially your address-
ing this problem at a AAAS meeting, which
I covered for The Washington Post.

Inman: Frank Press [president of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences] called me after

the coverage in that article and said, "Bobby,

what did you really say? And how con-

cerned are you about that topic?" Out of our
conversation his decision to set up the Cor-

son panel ultimately emerged. The panel

may not have made any breakthroughs, but

at least part of the problem was thought

through and some positions established,

some signposts to keep you out of the mine
fields. Unfortunately, there was no parallel

effort with industry. [The Corson panel's rec-

ommendations applied mainly to secrecy in

university research.]

Omni: Is someone going to come up with a
'

Corson-type panel aimed af industry?

Inman: I don.Tsee such a panel moving yet.

I keep nudging people. But I've got my hands
lull right now.

Omni: Has your perspective on the question
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of voluntary self-reguialion and censorship
changed since you joined MCC?
Inman: Mo. Experience has shown that in a
narrowly defined area like cryptography, self-

regulation can work with acceptable impact
on individual freedoms. One of the key rea-

sons that the process has worked effec-

tively is thai [he limelight has shifted to other

areas. When there is no fear of being con-
demned for actions that represent good
public citizenship, peer review works.

Omni: What did you do after you resigned
from the CIA?
Inman: When

I retired I spent two months
touring the country with my family. The boys
had lived either

j n Washington or oulside the

continenlal United Stales all their lives. We
had a wonderful eleven-thousand-mile Irip

looking at the United States. At the end of it,

the nineteen-year-old was complaining that

itwas over, and all four of us were still speak-
ing to one another.

Omni: When you talked about retiring, you
said you didn't want to go to a company that

does work with the government.
Inman:

I didn't want to sell, that is, to get in-

dustry contracts from government people
whose careers 1 have had some responsi-

bility for promoting.

Omni: As a matter of principle?

Inman: Yes, as a matter of principle.

Omni: There is a good deal of that selling

back and forth between governments and
contractors going on now.

Inman: Well, some people have told me ihat

my position was an arrogant one, because
I

had enough offers that I could afford not to

deal with the government from the outside.

That may be a fair shol. At any rate, having
other options, I certainly did not want to do
that. If I hadn't any other options and had
needed to feed my family some way, well, I

don't know.

After the trip, I began looking at the offers.

It was wonderful for the ego to have all those
overtures from aerospace, electronics, and
computer-software houses. But as I looked
more closely, there was a common feature:

They all did at least seventy-five percent of

fheir business with the government. And as
I said, I was determined not to go back and
work with people who were indebted to me
for their promotions. I then looked af offers

from international construction firms, invest-

ment-banking firms, and had settled down
to three options that I was exploring fairly

closely, when
I
was approached about

something-brand-new, something never be-
fore tried in this country—putting together a
consortium to do long-range research, pool-
ing talent from several companies, as the

Japanese have done.

Omni: People say you quit as deputy direc-

tor of the CIA for two reasons: one personal,

fhe other over disagreements with the direc-

tor of the CIA. Is that correct?

Inman: If you go back and read the tran-

script of my confirmation hearing, stuck away
in there is, in-fact, my cautionary siatement
that I would stay, at the outside, two years.

And both the President and Mr. Casey [CIA
Director William Casey] knew this at the out-
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denly get [he whole story. There is a greal

similarity to journalism except that usually

you are not dealing with quite the same
bits and pieces.

Omni: You would have reports from news-

papers, magazines, books, and what else?

Inman: You might have intercepts of some-

body's conversation, perhaps an inter-

cepted message. You might have a pho-

tograph, or some photography of an. area,

but you don'', know prec.se y whereto look.

Omni: And you would be looking for a

number or a fact?

Inman: For something significant. Where

are they going? What's the direction? What

kind of programs are they going to start?

What kind of systems are they going lo

set when I finally agreed, i had turned down

the job, but when my arm was twisted by

the Commander in Chief, my response was

that 1 would be honored, but hopefully

would serve no more than eighteen months

to two years. When I moved to execute that

departure—the handling .of it, the leak to

The Washington Post (before the adminis-

tration's formal announcement], and the

race to scoop the Posf story, which neces-

sitated running in to do it at five-thirty in

the afternoon—though I was just a sec-

ond-level figure, it turned into a great story,

a story that never wants to diel I had been

set from the moment I took Ihe job as to its

maximum duration. And nothing that hap-

pened to me in the interim encouraged me
to want to change that feeling.

Omni: You wanted to get out of intelli-

gence?
Inman: Yes. Id done that. I had a wonder-

ful time in the intelligence field. It's a great

field, and I
would encourage people to go

into it. But when you reach a stage where

you're no longer an analyst, and you move
off to be a manager; then some of the

charm slips away.

Omni: You've mentioned this a couple of

times. Jusl what is intelligence analysis, and

what is so exciting about it?

Inman: You look at scraps of evidence; you

work up a jigsaw puzzle of information. You

really are doing the same sort of thing as

a reporter. You pick up bits and pieces of

information and pursue it until you sud-
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the director of central, intelligence in X's

adminislration?" the answer is "Absolutely

not. I've done that." I won't flatly say I would

never go back to any kind of government

job. Ten years from now I might like to be

an ambassador someplace. But I couldn't

go back to what I love to do, to being an

analyst. I was really eager to see if some
ol the same techniques, the same ap-

proaches that worked in~managing large

operations in the government, would work

in induslry. That is clearly one of the major

attractions of IvlCC. And also MCC is

unique, It has never been done.

Omni: You are leading the American charge

in what might be called a computer war

with Japan, trying to ensure that the United

States will produce the first fifth-generation

computer. What is Ihis fifth generation, and

why is it .so vital?

Inman: I try to avoid the appellation filth

generation. I try to focus on the variety of

areas in which a major increase in com-

puter performance, access, and ease of

operation may be doable. One of these is

the application of artificial intelligence and

all those expert systems. Another is the hu-

man interface. We talk a lot now about how

to avoid scaring people away from com-

puters. Ten years from now, that is not going

to be much of a factor. Then the question

will be: How do we make the interface in a

way that brings out human productivity?

And the thing that I'm very excited about

is parallel processing.

build? Or in crises, what kind of action will

they take? What is going to happen next?

We can't talk about it now, but one of Ihese

years it will be possible to talk about that

side of the attempted Iranian hostage res-

cue and the. ultimate release of the hos-

tages. That's going to be some years. It is

vcy interesting!

Omni: So you ended up as a manager of

people instead of information?

Inman; Also, instead of doing creative

things with my own mind, I
ultimately

reached the point where I became more

interested in how the intelligence was going

to be used than in the process of how it

was produced. So whenever people raise

the specter of 'Are you going back to be

. including
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Omni: Wha; s pa;alk-;l processing, and how
will ii be important?

Inman: Every computer today, whether large

or small, fast or slow, performs every func-

tion it does sequentially, one item after an-
other. But your brain operates in parallel

fashion, working on many things simulta-

neously—as if the brain were made up of

thousands of separate, computers linked to-

gether. If we can find a way to use parallel-

ism in computing, enormous gains in both

cost and speed should be available to us.

Omni: How do gains in speed help us?
Inman: There are always going to be num-
ber-crunching problems that ultraspeed fa-

cilitates, such as predicting weather or mak-
ing geological calculations involved in

earthquake prediction—anything that in-

volves a very large number of diverse fac-

tors. On the defense side is the question of

star-wars systems—thousands of objects

you must detect with a variety of different

sensors. Boy, talk about number-crunching
problems! That goes way beyond the state

of the art of anything we can do now.

Omni: The Japanese think building thefasi,

intelligent, parallel-processing computer is

one problem, under one directorate?

Inman: The Japanese see dollar signs, and
again they are exactly right, In 1981 the

worldwide annual revenues of the informa-

tion-handling industry were on the order of

three hundred twenty-five billion dollars.

More significantly, during each of these past
ten years, the growth rate has exceeded ten

percent, and that is continuing. We have
eVery reason to expect information handling

to be a trillion-dollar worldwide industry in

the early Nineties. Well, that is a big, big

market to go after,

Omni: MCC is a group designed to solve a
particularly American problem. Historically,

what is this problem?

Inman: Technology and its commercializa-
tion has been a critical factor in the devel-

opment of the American economy. Perhaps
the most important thing in creating that

technology is education. Land-grant col-

leges, beginning in 1862. laid the .basis for

the creation of technology on a very broad
scale, whether applied to agriculture, man-
ufacturing, or energy. I am not sure what high

technology is, but I suspect it's happening
wherever you are creating the most new jobs

in a new field. We know well the surge that

World War II brought to jobs that resulted

from the collaboration among government,
industry, and the academic world. Again,

education played an enormous part in the

postwar years. The G.I. Bill was supple-

mented by grants largely from the Depart-

ment of Defense for unconstrained graduate
studies in science and engineering. In the

mid-Sixties we cut that off, for cost reasons,
and then didn't create any new mechanism
to replace it, The drop in the number of U.S.

graduate students in science and engineer-

ing, beginning in 1968, is the direct conse-
quence of the faet that the grants dried up.

The seats in the universities didn't go vacant
only because a large number of foreign stu-

dents, usually on scholarships, came to fill

A Dutch of Class.
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them. In the succeeding fifteen years, we
have educated a decreasing pool of U.S.

graduate-level researchers, those who push

Ihe froniiers of technology.

I'd be happy to tell you that U.S. compa-

nies decided to take a new approach be-

cause of that decreasing pool of talent. In

fact, that isn't what happened! They only re-

sponded much later to"the visible challenge

offered by the Japanese. The Japanese first

pooled talent and used government money

in a significant way in 1974. They had to

compete with one another in Ihe Japanese

and the international marketplace. The re-

sult was the sixty-four-K random-access

chip, with which they commanded a large

share oi the world market. When the chip hit

the global market, the U.S. companies gave

it some attention—but not much for the con-

cept, much more for unfair trade practices.

In October 1981, MITI announced a pro-

gram again involving competing Japanese

companies. The target this time was the fifth-

generation computer. And that's what finally

prompted U.S. industry to move,

Looking at our history, you can see a pat-

tern of how new companies, and then new
industries, emerge. A bright individual makes

a design, gets a little bit of money, puts to-

gether a product in his barn, garage, or

basement, and finally goes lo the market-

place. Suddenly there are one hundred imi-

tators! The next level of Ihe product needs

a little more work, some new engineering. A
few companies merge, a few fail, and some

are bought up by giants. The industry ma-

tures, and the ri
; sicrical pattern for that stage

usually includes the collapse of many small

companies into a few large corporations with

the capital and ability to bring together a

significant quantity of research talent. MCC
is an effort by a group of companies to stop

short of that final stage.

Omni: But the companies are pretty big

—

Control Data, Digital Equipment, Sp'erry.

tnman: Not in the lerms of the magnitude

we're talking about. Not the size of General

Motors, Ford, Chrysler, or IBM. The driving

genius was William Norris, then in his sev-

enties. As chairman of Control Data, he ca-

joled senior executives of other companies

io join. They met in Orlando, Florida, in Feb-

ruary 1982, and concluded that they could

do a joint research venture within the letter

and the spirit of the antitrust taws so long as

they kept a wide, visible furrow between the

research and the marketplace. So we put

together a joint venture that would go all the

way through the research phase to a proto-

type, but would never design, manufacture,

or market the actual product. They defined

four major areas of research: advanced

computer architectures, computer-software

lechnology, computer-aided design, and

packaging of integrated circuits. They put

together a company uniquely configured to

meet these goals.

Omni: Lurking behind all this is the sense

that the United States is either already be-

hind or is slipping behind the Japanese and

others. Has America fallen behind?

Inman: I don't think we're behind. I think our

wide lead has been substantially narrowed.

I've not seen the two new computers from

Hitachi and Fujitsu. I'm told they look like first-

rate machines, but they are not the lead. Cray

[the maker of superfast computers] has just

gone to the marketplace with one that is more

advanced than the Japanese models.

I must tell you I worry a little about the

uncharacteristic fanfare in Japan for the fifth

generation. If you'll forgive me, that's some
of my past thirty years cropping up. Perhaps

this wonder computer is a red herring that

the Japanese are using to lure us all into

rushing down the artificial-intelligence trail

as the single solution, while they in fact have

a much broader-based program. I
wonder

how much they are doing in software and

other areas, because there's a sorl of smug-

ness in our country that allows us to feel that

even if the Japanese do well in hardware,

we'll still be better at software. I'm not sure

that smugness is well placed.

Omni: We are living in an information soci-

ety, and you have worked with information

and technology all your lite. Since this is 1984,

should we worry about the way information

about us, as private citizens, is moving

around or being stored?

Inman: I don't really think so, and I'll tell you

why. The volume is going to be so great that

volume in itself will provide a substantial

measure of protection, of privacy. This is an

area where the law is not yet clearly codi-

fied. We probably need some additional law

to deal with crimes by the computer hack-

ers, to make clear that breaking and enter-

ing is breaking and entering, whether it's

somebody coming into your house and tak-

ing something off your desk or out of your

computer. I don't see any great hazard. There

are so many things we haven't yet begun lo

grasp about this process, for instance, Ihe

speed at which information is available for

decision-making. I think networking may be

one of the most exciting things, given what

it does for business in its normal processes

and what it can do to improve productivity.

There is also its social side,

Omni: By networking, do you mean people

communicating on home computers?

Inman: Yes, and within this I include the abil-

ity' to use computers in linked systems for

business, shopping, and pleasure. When this

thing explodes, the volume is going to be so

large that it, in itself, will provide some pro-

tection. Even now, the job of trying to find

any single telephone conversation in direct-

distance dialing is insuperable. Some peo-

ple will undoubtedly put on their own privacy

devices, but I suspect that such devices will

be mainly the tools of banks, where a large

diversion of cash—a new version of bank

robbery—could take place. But generally, I

don't see in networking a cause for alarm.

Omni: Except for the dedicated criminals.

Inman: Exactly. And there, we are going to

need legislation. We have to look at the Pri-

vacy Act. Now it applies only to written ma-

terial, but we need to ask: Should we extend

it to cover computer information''DO
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Stars Update
[ would like to update my story "Killer Star?"

[Stars, August 1984]. While few things in na-

ture are impossible, a companion star with

a period of 26 million years comes ciose.

The speed of sound is a snail's pace, at

least in terms of the speed of objects in

space. We know of no stars, planets, aster-

oids, or comets that travel so slowly. Yet, if

we imagine Nemesis coasting out there at

this unimaginable speed, it covers 4.12 light-

years in 26 million years and reaches an

apastron (the point at which an orbiting ob-

ject is farthest from the sun) two thirds of the

way from here to Alpha Centauri before it

begins its long return trip. The problem is

that it would not return. The gravitational in-

fluence of our sun would be too weak, and
the influence of the other stars too great.

Looking around us, we see that the pe-

riods of other stars' companions range up to

a few tens of thousands of years—a tew

hundred thousand at the very outside—and
that their relative velocities lie generally be-

tween five and ten kilometers per second
(km/s). Even at the unusually slow velocity

of 1 .6 km/s, Nemesis at apastron would swing

out almost 70 light-years from the sun and
could not possibly remain gravitationally

bound to it.

Charles R. Pellegrino

Rockvi lie Center, NY

Taking the Long Way Home
It is curious to note how one's profession or

education influences the conclusions one
may draw from natural phenomena. In the

article "Our Bodies, Our Cars," by Daniela

Faibes [Continuum, August 1984], British

psychiatrist Arthur Crisp discovered that

"short, chubby" people are much more likely

to dent their fenders in traffic because they

project their perceived soilness onto their

vehicles and thus try to pass through narrow

gaps. "Tall, thin" people, on the other hand,

tend to characterize both themselves and
their cars as large and therefore hesitate be-

fore many openings.

It doesn't seem io have occurred to Crisp

that tall, thin people can see out of their cars

far'better than short, chubby folks and are

therefore much more capable of estimating

distances accurately. It seems to me that this

is a much more logical explanation of acci-

(.ier-. statistics than Crisp's.

Being educated in history and philoso-

phy, I was able to spot this error at once. It's

all a matter of perspective.

Merrell Fuson

Williamsburg. KY

Flipped Over Top
Thanks io Omni for "pointing up" the topsy-

turvy flip-over Tippe Top [Games, August

1984], Now I don't feel so bad. If Niels Bohr,

the great nuclear physicist, remained per-

plexed by this mysterious top, and if other

superbrains offer only contradictory theo-

ries of the top's paradoxes, then why should



I belittle my puzzled, Ozark hillbilly brain?

I'm more relaxed now but still curious. In

fact, I insist that NASA. MIT, Caltech, and
that rich Texas fellow who buries rows of

Cadillacs build a giant Tippe Top—and the

machinery to spin it—large enough to en-

close a man, preferably a volunteer.

Some may favor a rat or a chimpanzee
passenger for this experiment, but these an-

imals are limited communicators. Only a hu-

man—assuming he survives the ride—can
accurately report how it leels when the top

reverses its spin in the flip-over action.

In all fairness, however, the passenger
_should be warned that he may simply va-

porize at the moment of reversed spin, or

come out speaking a form of upside-down,
backwards gibberish.

Herman Quick
Los Angeles

Blasting the Bomb
"The Art and Science o! Faking It," by Frank

Kendig and Lisa Buck [June 1984], states:

".
. . the Soviets hit Washington, DC, with a

5,000-megaton missile thai killed the Presi-

dent. " Five thousand megatons? How about
changing that line to read ".

. . killed the

President and everyone else living in the

eastern United States"?

James Beckett

Corning, NY

A Tree Grows , ,

,

This letter is to praise the article "Tree-

People," by Karen Schwarz [Earth, June
1984], The only things

I
had heard about

TreePeople were through brief news stories

on television. These reports told of their work
helping sandbag houses and hills during our
winter storms and floods, and aiding fire-

men during our brushfire season.

I knew little of how the organization began
or what its goals are until

I read Schwarz's
article. It seems that we hear only bad news
lately, but the story of the TreePeople and its

organizer, Andy Lipkis, is a great example
of the wonderful work people are capable of

doing. What started out, in 1973, as an effort

to buy a bunch of surplus trees has turned
into a crusade to save our city, state, coun-
try, and world.

The mention of Lipkis's most ambitious

project—to plant 1 million trees in Los An-
geles—couldn't have come at a better time.

His plan to beautify the city and to provide

healthy, breathable air is something we
should all take to heart.

Thank you, Omni, for printing this article.

It clearly demonstrates that even though your
magazine spends a good deal of its time

explaining science and its hardware to lay-

men, it also takes the time for articles that

deal with the human side of science.

Carole Clarke

Los Angeles

Gallery Correction

Pierre Cordier, whose work appeared in

"Chance and Design" (September 1984)!' is

represented by the Laurence Miller Gallery

Inc., in New York City.DQ
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From French toast to Java man:

Onward into Omni's Fractured Dictionary

CDnnPETITOfU
By Scot Morris

^^ Iter we printed ihe winning entriesMt from Competition #25, selec-

§ % tions from the first five chapters

of Omni's Fractured Dictionary (letters A
through E), we announced Competition

#31, a call for as many as three redefinitions

for words beginnirg w:1h 'niters F, G. H. I,

or J. Commonly cunhcatco ideas included

Fahrenheit (moderately tall), filibuster

(trainer of female horses), intense (where

Boy Scouts sleep), and index (what playing

cards come in).

GRAND PRIZE WINNER. $100

French leave: Much adieu about nothing.

Inheritance: Dead giveaway.

Gestate: Postprandial feeling of fullness.

—Linda Giordano. Fiorence, AL

RUNNERS-UP: S25 EACH

Faultfinder: Seismologist.

Food poisoning: The rite of imminent

ptomaine.

—Chris Doyle, Burke. VA

Fiancee: Near Mrs.

Indecisive: Under the whether.

Fast food: Lazy fare.

—Nancy and Wayne Dow, Sterling. VA

Habitue: Former Burger King slogan.

Hero worship: Whal a ga :!ey slave does.

Gonorrhea: V'acal^onng n Brazil.

—Denise M. Barney. New York

Isometric: Sign of an up-to-date seamstress.

Fractionation: A Third World country.

--Michael Hahn, Jacksonville, IL

Felonies: Genuflected.

Forensics:Ten

Fissure: Certainly.

Alex M. Neal. New York

Fine print: Clause for suspicion.

Head cheese: 1) Leaderkranz. 2) President

ot Kraft Foods.

—Heidi Mueller, North Arlington, VA

Gigolo: A fee-male.

Geologist: A scientist who won't lake Noah

for an answer.

—G. G. Hung, San Francisco
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Hive: The lai yi.agc o" Mexican jazz

musicians.

—Pasca' Portfolio, Huntington Beach. CA

Fractured dictionary: Lexicon for bone

mots, wisecracks, and humerus definitions.

—Carol Hodges. Mitchellville. MD

HONORABLE MENTION

Harmonize: Eflecl of mace.

Felicity: Electrical energy produced by

strok r.g a cat.

-Ann E. Goode. Bailimoie

Hanging: Suspended sentence.

Friarhood: Felonious monk.
—Scott Martinson, Wheaton. MD

Locomotive: Innocent by reason of insanity.

—Charles Heilmann. Baltimore

Hypotenuse: The washroom upstairs is

occupied.
—Margie Tsen, San Francisco

Geometry: Here's looking at Euclid.

—Debbie Bennett, New York

In: Every direction of travel possible near a

black hole.

—Roger Aeschliman, Grantville, KS

Inferno: What to do when your girlfriend

siaos your face.

—Robert J. Ciniio. River Vale, NJ

Gestate: Whal you say when offered liver a

la king.

— Stephen Konopka. Smithtown, NY

French toast: Bon appetit!

—Karen Bracey. Burke, VA

Fatherhood: An heir-raising experience.

Hombre: Sehor citizen

— Mary Corrigan. Pawtucket, Rl

Infantry: Sapling.

—Marcefyn H. Shadow, Seattle

Flatteries: Deferent strokes.

—Jill Martinson, Wheaton, MD

Imaginary numbers: Umpteen and zillion.

—Michael Giordano, Florence, AL

ivy: What Romans said when playing golf.

—Randeen Rumps. Garden City. Ml

Iron Age: The historical period preceding

the Era of Permanent Press.

—Sandra Zorn, Minneapolis

Free speech: Gift rap.

Herpes: 1) Malady d'amour. 2) What a

woman should mind, besides her tj's.

—Sam Oliver, Fairfax Station, VA

Horse feed: Oat cuisine.

—Wendy Gottlieb, McLean. VA

Java man: Mr. Coffee.

Gary Tutt, Duncanville, TX

Hedgehog: Cautious trader in pork bellies.

—Lottie Lisle, Alexandria, VA

Geisha: Maid in Japan.

Falsie: Chest projector.

Insecticide: 1) The bug stops here.

2) Lettuce spray.

—Herb Martinson. Wheaton. MD

Hostler: Ramada Fats.

Germanist: Microorganist in Ihe Berlin

Philharmonic.
—Larry Hodges. Mitchellville, MD

Forge: To write a wrong.

Golden Gate Bridge: The car-spangled

spanner.

—Bob Kesicnbaum. Riverside. CA
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THE CANTERBURY SWARM

By Marcia Bartusiak

Tired of worrying about the threat

of nuclear holocaust? Modern-day

astronomers are providing us

with plenty oi alternatives.

Some have even speculated that our sun

has a dim stellar companion, nicknamed

Nemesis. Theory holds that its periodic

passage through the distant cloud ot icy

debris surrounding our solar system triggers

a barrage o! comets that hurtles toward

Earth every 26 million years or so. The

sudden disappearance of the dinosaurs 65

million years ago may have been linked

to a direct cometary hit, which stirred up a -

globe-spanning dust cloud that turned

our planet into a frigid, sunless world (see

Stars, August 1984).

Fortunately, this "death star," if it exists,

isn't due back for another 15 million years.

But don't breathe a sigh of relief just yet.

If astrophysic s! Kenneth Brecher, of Boston

University, is correct, Earth may encounter

a minibarrage of rocky chunks from another

source. This attack is due in 58 years.

Many centuries ago, says Brecher, a

massive comet circlno ,•.ilhn the inner

planefs underwent a series of breakups.

One piece lhal s:;ll abit; the sun every 3.3

years is Comet Encke, named after the

nineteenth-century German astronomer who
first .plotted its relatively tiny orbit. Other

fragments from the paren! comet, Brecher

theorizes, dr'ftea away, gracuslly pepper-

ing a volume of space some 10 million

miles across. "They lost their gas and ended

up looking like asteroids," he explains,

and guesses that the smallest pieces are

the size of .a bowling ball, while the largest

could cover a football field.

According- to his model, perhaps as

many as 1.0,000 of these boulders travel

logether in an eccentric orbit similar to

"Comet Encke's—following a route just inside

Earth's orbit past Mars— like a swarm of

bees. Brecher has dubbed the group

the Canterbury Swarm, in honor of Gervase

of Canterbury, the medieval chronicler

who may have unwittingly reported a swarm

member crashing into our moon.

Gervase duly noted in his records that

five monks told him that "the upper horn of

the new moon seemed split in two and a

flame shot from it

1

' just after sunse! on June

25, 1178. What were they witnessing?

The Tunguska event: Was ih;d mcga-oxpiomo'! .''' Si:be:ia T.e result ot a comet'p
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Nearly eigh- cenujues laier. in 1976,

planetolo.gist Jack Hartung would report

that a lunar crater, Giordano Bruno, could

mark the site of that twelfth-century impact.

The crater's size indicates that the blast

released the energy of a multimegaton

nuclear bomb, hundreds of times more

potenl than standard nuclear weaponry.

The earth itself may have collided with

another giant Canterbury fragment on June

30, 1908! when a mysterious explosion

near the Stony Tunguska river, in Siberia,

flattened thousands of square miles of

forests. Other researchers have already

blamed the explosion on Comet Encke's

debris, since, the Tunguska event coincided

with a meteor shower of dust particles

left in Encke's orbit.

What was our latest encounter with the

swarm? Brecher believes it occurred in

June 1975, when seismometers left on the

moon by the Apollo astronauts started

quivering as meteoroids rained on the lunar

surface during a five-day storm.

His suspicions are based on a predictable

pattern. "The 1178, 1908, and 1975 events

occurred at the same time ol the year.

and the objects came from the same direc-

tion," Brecher points out. From these histor-

ical clues, the Boston researcher made
his estimates of the mass, size, and orbit of

the theoretical swarm.

Since the earth and the swarm have

different orbital periods, they don't meet up

each year, but rafher every 67 years.

Brecher predicts that next summer Earth

will be passing within 20 million miles of the

orbiting cluster, a good opportunity for

optical and infrared astronomers to take

some photographs and confirm his theory.

But June 2042 will be the big date to

mark on your calendar. According to

Brecher's calculations, that's when Earth is

scheduled to pass through the swarm. If

we're lucky, this cosmic lelo-a-tete will

be marked by just a few fireballs blazing

through the skies as some of the swarm's
' debris burns up in our atmosphere.

But the Siberian catastrophe serves as a

reminder of the other possibilities. "My

guess," Brecher says, "is that there will be

a one-in-ten to a one-in-a-hundred chance

of another Tunguska event. "DQ
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EARTH
being seen as mine alone, because I was
actually leading the research at Olduvai and

was responsible for publishing the results.

Nor was that air Louis's health began to

fail, though not to the extent it was lo do later

His troubles .began with the worsening of an

arthritic hip, reducing him to the use of a
stick and then two sticks, though he fended

off until 1968 he necessary operation to put

in an artificial joint. All his life Louis had been

a field archaeologist, and work in the field

was his greatest love. But in the later Sixties,

he could hardly hobble around sites at Ol-

duvai or elsewhere. And his long trips abroad

became feats of endurance, though he would

never disappoint an audience or cancel a

trip, except on the various occasions when
he did actually collapse. So things never got

any better, only worse.

Had the situation been only as I have de-

scribed it, I
am sure I should have been able

to stay at his side and help him cope with

these problems. But I also ended up losing

professional respect for Louis. Once that was

so, I was no longer able to offer the concur-

rence and unquestioning adulation he now
seemed to demand. Accordingly, he began

to seek it elsewhere, in directions that ap-

palled me, while I became the opposite of a

comfort to him: a cause of exasperation, a

harm to his self-esteem. So I judged that it

was kinder to remove myself to Olduyai, tak-

ing with me very much lingering affection.

Of all the places where Louis would count

on the adulation he craved in these latter

years, nowhere exceeded the levels he

reached in Southern California. His audi-

ences there loved him as a visiting super-

star, and the local archaeological commu-
nity worshipped him even more because he

gave them what they had always wanted:

early man of their very own, [Leakey claimed

he had proof that man had inhabited Calico

Hills, in the Mojave Desert, as many as

80,000 years ago.] These claims were cat-

astrophic to his career and largely respon-

sible for the parting of our ways.

I shall not dwell on the details of the Calico

dig, which continued for the next five or six

years and sporadically long after that. I vis-

ited Ihe site with Louis when we were in Cal-

ifornia together, and I saw the finds [frac-

tured pieces of chert, or flintlike rack, that

Louis claimed had been forged by a human
toolmaker]. However meticulous his exca-

vation, though, his arguments were unscien-

tific because he had not considered all the

other processes that might have produced

the pieces he regarded as artifacts.

In 1968 Louis called an international con-

ference of experts to consider the site and

the finds and to pass judgment on them. After

various delays, this took place in October

1970, by which time Louis was a sick man,

recently recovered from a serious heart at-

tack. I was not asked to go; I had made my
opinion clear enough already. There was
quite a large attendance, including many



experienced geologists and archaeolo-
gists, who were shown everything and lis-

tened to reports on every conceivable as-

pect of the site and the finds before being

invited to a final session to give their opin-

ions. As various of 'hose w'-io attended have
told me, no one really cared to get up and
make a strong, outright condemnation of the
evidence because it- would have been
equivalent to saying that Louis had lost his

capacity to think scientifically—which, Hear,

was perfectly true. But there was too' much
affection for him and respect for what he had
achieved in past years, and a feeling that his

health was too precarious to stand much
emotional strain. Therefore many gave no
opinion at all, and others confined their re-

jection to asking searching questions and
expressing guarded dissatisfaction with the

answers or suggesting other tests that

needed to be made. The session ended with

what the delegates :hougnt was a verdict of

not proved, but Louis had no doubts that his

assessment of the Calico site had been ap-
proved, because he held a conference for

the local press represent;:! ves, stating on
his authority that the existence ol early man
at Calico Hills had been confirmed by the

international experts.

Calico Hills was without doubt the main
cause of cur basic d sagreemenl and virtual

separation, but there was another event not

without significance. At the instigation of

Phillip Tobias, the University of Witwaters-
rand, in Johannesburg, South Africa, had
resolved to conic jci.nt horo-ary degrees on
Louis and myself. But Louis, who felt himself

(with justification) to be a figure of some im-

portance in East Africa, considered that he
should refuse as a gesture against the pol-

icy of apartheid. He expected me- to do the

same. My own view was different. It was true

that the University of Witwalersrand had ul-

timately been compelled to exercise racial

discrimination in its admission of students,

but it was doing so under strong protest,

having spoken out boldly. As recently as

1982 the university had nominated Nelson
Mandela, an African nationalist leader, lor the

office of chancellor.

There were uHversnes n South Africa with

which
I would not have wished to have even

the most tenuous connection because of

their support of apartheid, but Wits was not

one of them, and saw no reason for admin-
istering a rebuff to Phillip, one of our best
colleagues, for that is what it seemed to me
to be. And indeed, Phillip was greatly upset.

So I told Louis
I
proposed to accept. He was

furious about it. Again, instead of accepting
a decision of his with unquestioning loyalty,

I had opposed it with a reasoned judgment
of my own. So I went ahead, and on March
30, 1968. rece ved my f rst honorary degree,
at the University of Witwatersrand.

My daughter-in-law Mollie told me after-

ward that while
I was away on this trip. Louis

listened for hours to the local radio, appar-
ently expecting to hear of some hostile re*

action to my going. I simply do not know what
he could have been expecting, but-it cer-

tainly never came. Meanwhile, I greatly en-
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joyed being an academic VIP on my own for

thievery first time.

So life went hectically on during the late

Sixties, against the deteriorating back-

ground that I have already described. By the

end of 1968 my own necessary path, for

Louis's good, as much as .my own, had be-

come clear in my mind. A new campaign ol

excavations could begin al Ihe Qlduvai

Gorge whenever I was ready. I would have

io spend long periods of time down there;

so of course I took the dogs with me. At the

time it never occurred to me that this would

be the beginning of the linal break wilh Louis,

but in fact ii was so.

While living and working at Olduvai I was

also making periodic visits r~. Nr-iirobi Io a;

tend to family affairs. The main situaiion with

which I had to cope was Louis's steady de-

cline both in health and, from my point of

view, personality. Louis continued his hectic

fund-raising visits to the States. But in 1970,

for a change, it was Richard and I who went

to America early in the' year to raise funds

and report on our work, while Louis stayed

in Nairobi. It was while we were away that he

had his first heart attack. Unfortunately, he

either misunderstood or simply ignored the

pain and insisted on flying at once to Lon-

don, en route, he said, to join me in Wash-

ington as a spur-of-the-moment idea. Not

surprisingly he got no farther than intensive

care in a London hospital, where he sur-

vived a second coronary. He afterward spent

a long convalescence in the ilat of Vanne

Goodail, mother of Jane Goodall, one of

Louis's best-known and most successful pri-

matologists. One way or another. Vanne

Goodall found herself caring for Louis on

many occasions and in various capacities

during his later years, and I am sure he de-

rived Irom her kindness and friendship much
of the support that I

myself could no longer

provide. In his last fwo years, he survived a

number of serious falls—two of which ac-

tually resulted in blood clots on the brain

—

highblood pressure, various bladder infec-

tions, and an extraordinary attack by a

swarm of bees, in which he received several

hundred stings. Through all this he drove

himself relentlessly on, never giving his body

the spells of complete resf that just might

have allowcc a complete recovery.

Aware as Louis was of his tailing health, of

my withdrawal, and of the encroachment of

others on his professional territory, can it

surprise anyone that he spent most of his life

at Ihe end in a ceaseless struggle to prove

that his powers were not waning? Hence the

refusal to rest, the quest for new projects,

the acceptance of every invitation to lecture,

to make a film, to visit a university, to receive

some wealthy visitor: hence perhaps even

the ultimate need to pull in funds, to show
what power his name still carried. And 'at a

more human level, hence his women, some
of whom were girls barely out of their teens,

who gave him tenderness and attention. On
this ldo.not.wish to dwell. Ot course I knew,

and of course I minded, and perhaps what

I
minded most was the deplorably low stan-

dard, as it seemed to me, of his choices in
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some cases Therefore, it was painful, but

not really a surprise, if once or twice when I

arrived I found him not alone, although he

tried to be discreet. -

f do not mean to give the impression that

from 1968 to 1972 Louis and I were never

together, for that would be quite untrue; in-

deed, there were happy times whor. so io

.speak, the old Louis, would briefly reappear.

The last evening I spent with Louis was a

strikingly happy one. It was September 26.

1972, and Richard had just returned from

East Turkana. bringing his latest star find,

something he wanted h s taiher to see; This

was the famous hominid skull known as 1470

(its Kenya National Museum registration

number), by far the best-preserved skull of

Homo habiiis to be found anywhere. So on

thai day Louis was able io rep ce n I ml-: sop ;-;

discovery of what he himself had been

seeking for 35 years: a really early example

of Homo [proving that our earliest human
ancestor had been born at least 2 million

years ago]. Louis was excited, triumphant,

sublimely happy. It was almost like old times

together. Then Richard drove Louis to the

airport to begin another round of the kind of

.travel he so much enjoyed, however tiring it

may have been for him.

As the car left, I though! something I had

thought on more than one previous occa-

sion; that I would never see him again.

Next day, Richard and I went our separate
'

ways, he back to East Turkana, and I, to Ol-

duvai, The next Sunday afternoon, I Was in

camp at Olduvai when suddenly there came
the sound ol a light plane. It passed low over

camp as a signal of intention to land, and it

came straight in: Philip, in a hired plane. Once
before, when Louis had been rushed to Ihe

hospital and was on the danger list, Philip

had flown down like this to tell me, for there

was nc other sure way :> jetting in touch in

an emergency
I
knew what to expect as I

drove out to the airstrip. He came toward

me. "Another heart attack?" I said, "Or is he

dead?" "Dead," said Philip.

Louis had had. a massive coronary that

morning at Vanne Goodall's flat in London;

He had been rushed to the hospital but had

died soon alter t-idmissioi i. When something

long expected l.na ly -iappe.ns, the shock is

not lessened. Within the hour
I
had collected

a few things and was flying back with Philip

to Nairobi,

Louis's dealh was news around the world,

as was only .to be expected. Letters and trib-

utes, official and private, poured in—sev-
eral hundred in all. They spoke with un-

feigned warmth of h :

s achievements and his

stature in the world of anthropology, and their

number and the variety of sources from

which they came showed one of Louis's great

qualities—his ability to make a profound im-

pact on people of every kind, even those he

met only briefly. Charisma is a much over-

used word, but it is what Louis had, from an

early age right to the end.DO

From inc. boo* D.sclosing the Past, by Mary

Leakey. Copynt;::: :yti--J. by Sham,: L1.V. F.in

'.s.'-.w-.: ;h- Ooaoicday & Company, Inc.
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disk drive are ava'abe separate*/. (5995.

Irom Epson America, 2780 Lomita Boule-

vard. Torrance, CA 90505.)

A portable package from the Compusa
Corporation looks from the outside like a

briefcase computer. But Compusa's carry-

ing case contains a batch of more than 40

disconnected parts; you put the computer

together with the help of a 60-chapter train-

ing manual and learn as you build. You wind

up with a microcomputer that is the center-

piece of some 50 experiments. The S599
device will act as a simple music synthe-

sizer, for example. Add-on modules, at extra

cost, expand the capabilities. For about

$1 ,500 extra, you can graft on a robotic arm.

The so! is cescneo 'or novices as well as

for engineers who want to know more about

computers and robots. (1101 Bristol Road,

Mountainside, NJ 07092.)

A new software program called Discover

Your Baby lets parents track the psycholog-

ical and physical deveioomert of offspring

from birth through age two. This digitized Dr.

Spook is an expert system containing the

knowledge of a team of child psychologists.

Parents begin the program by punching in

their baby's vital statistics: its ra-e s-?-..

weight, and birth date. Then, on a monthly

basis, they answei Iruo false questions about

the child's behavior—from how olten it cries

to its playing habits. Based on these data,

the program recommends various devel-

opment exercises. It also graphs the cnifd's

developmenl profile, and indicates whether

the baby is notably above or notably below

average for its age. Milestones in the child's

development are rewarded with music and

a commemorative screen. The program runs

on the Apple II. ($90, from Ihe BHT Group.

883 Stierlin Road, Mountamview, CA 94043.)

Apple computer owners can create their

own customized greet re cards with a new
program called the Print Shop. Eight differ-

ent typefaces and a library of 50 prere-

corded images— including such holiday

symbols as hearts, Christmas trees, and

birthday cakes—can be mixed and matched

to design professional-quality cards. A pat-

tern repeater, lettering outliner, and 3-D

highlighter can be used to create special ef-

fects. The software comes with printing pa-

per and matching envelopes. (About S50.

from Broderbund Software, 17 Paul Dnve.

San Rafael,- CA 94903-2101.)

At the touch of a button on the portable

Quotek, stock-market investors on the move

can get current quotes on more than 7000

stocks and commodities. This device looks

like a pocket calculator, but it is actually an

FM receiver with a 40-mile range. All data

appear on a 40-characler liquid crystal dis-

play. ($495 purchase fee, $45 monthly rate,

from Dataspeed, 1900 South Norfolk Street.

Suite 150, San Mateo. CA 94403. )DO
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I Swanwick's fantasy, "The Man Who Met
Picasso," was a finalist for last year's World Fan-

tasy Award. "Trojan Horse," featured in this month's
Omni, is a hard-science -fiction novelette about an
audacious and dangerous series of experiments

on the human brain. The prolagonist is a woman
who receives a new personality after an industrial

accident in space destroys her original one. In our
other fiction selection, "The Serrated Edge," by
Edward Bryant, a highly successful businesswom-
an seeks escape from terrifying nightmares by ex-

ploring the mysterious realms of her o

THE BIG CHILL

JL.

What is the best place on Earth to simulate the

,1 conditions encountered during long-term space-

9^9 flights? Antarctica. Explorers sent to this, the most

_. ~ "—-: ».' '-
;

~v\j

duced cognitive abilities—thatfamiliessenttocolo-

nize space will encounter. Writer PatrickTiemey takes

a look at an Antarctic project initiated by the Argen-

tines and Chileans, and tells how it will provide use-

1 ful insight into the problems of space colonization.

; Arthur C. Clarke said it couldn't be done:

again that a

:otally imp'

then the Star Wars and Star Trek serif

celluloid space adventures into the fo

lough for Clarke. Al-

ign he found them all to be "delightful fanta-

shakv, to

say the least. Clarke began wondering if if i

possible to "write an exciting interstellar adventure—
'1 actually happen and that didn't defy the

lysics." The result is 2070: Odyssey Two.

„. . iber's Omni, an array of stil'
'

lpany Clarke's behind-the-scr

of the one movie sequel that can be

than fiction. Alsp in this issue: loneliness in the

itained, computer-



connPETiTioru
Frankenstein; A hot dog and a beer,

- Darryl E. Rubin, Palo Alto. Ml

Googol: Baby Einstein's iirst word..

—Allen J. Mauney, Salt Lake City

Hermilage: A factory ior women's baseball

gloves. —Georgene Burt, Fullerlon, CA

Facile: Supermarket line for purchasing ten

items or fewer.

—Juanita Lawmaster, Tulsa

-Intersect: Middle-of-the-road religion.

—Fred M. Greene, Tulsa

Fractionate: 16/2

— Kate Slgler, New York

Female: Postage due.

Groundhog: Sausage.

—Emmalea. Kelley, Greenbelt, MD

Flatulent: A borrows.-d apartmenl in England.

-Joshua Cohen, New York

Gallows: Premenstrual syndrome

Gratify: Last button on a blender.

, —Eileen Suiiiwin, Colorado Springs

Hibiscus: Whal you get if you use. too much
baking powder.

—Richard Walker, Timonium, MD

Famine: Occupation of a New England
farmer. —Sheila Forsyth, Irvington, NJ

Insinuate: What God said to Eve after she

ate the apple.

—Cheryl Buck, Antigo, Wl

Isinglass: On the rocks.

—Allison Staff, Plymouth, MA

Fireproof: Tenured.—Pat Doerning, Alexandria, VA

Flywheel: Propeller.

Hypertension: Stress in four or more dimen-

sions.

—Marshall T. Baker, Denver

Homogeneous; Einstein's dwelling.

Inserts: Where you find Retsyn,

—Giiberl Miller, Pittsburgh

Gravy: What a cemetery is.

Impeccable: The ability to avoid being bitten

by chickens.

, ' —Gerald Biggs, Highpoml, NC

Ionosphere: Whal Columbus claimed to

Isabella.

—Phil Furlonger, Thunder Bay, Ont.

Inca: An ancient culture that preceded the

Dinkas and the Dops.

Infantile: The best flooring lor a nursery-

Gastronomy: An inte'rstellar search for fossil

fuels. —Phillip Harlow, Columbus, IN

Female: Iron man.
—Lome Bills-, Lakeport, CA

Gladiator: After-dinner comment of a

henpecked cannibal.

- -Stanley Bielski. New Brunswick, NJ

Intuit: Occupying your own space.

Fender bender: Uri Geller's next act

—Douglas Parson

Forerunner: Anchor man in a relay race.

—Dan Holtzman, Pittsburgh

Hectometers: I'm using a yardstick.

—Dana Hawkes, Bangor. ME

Hexagram: Curse delivered by Western

Union.

—Cindy Strite, Washington, DC

Hexameter: A device for measuring magic

forces.

Hyperbole: Last game of the season for

overactive football players.

—Timothy S. Rodgers, Mena. AR

Florist: Petal pusher

Incest: Sibling ribaldry.

—Biity Isrin, Washington, DC

F stop: Impenetrable ilap of skin ir

that protects the G spot.

—Ralph Harris, Los Angeles

Hammerlocks: Two things you can have on

a bagel.

—Scofl Peters, New York

Invoice: Conscience.

-Bill Burns, Franklin, PA

Forensic: Montezuma's
Fraternity: How long a forensic lasts.

—George Hawthorn, Hollywood, CO Down,

Northern IrelandOQ



Displayed on the weathered bark of a fallen

cedar, this frieze ot nature—perhaps an
Indian brave shaking out an animal skin or,

turned upside

-was rendered by a band of grubbir

grubs. What seem to be artistic doodles
are merely the meandering feeding paths of

a host of hungry I

the elements stripped away the tree <:

t layer. T

'^'^^^

it. Photographer Steven Sandberq

and its hieroglyphic markings while hiking

through Olympic National Park, in

Washington state. He photographed tf

pictogram with an Olympus OM-1
camera, using a 50mm lens, an extension

tube, and Kodachrome 64 film.DQ



Not-so-trivial pursuit,

physics fix, and readers' originals

By Scot Morris

There is a geometrical construction called

a pursuit curve, or tractrix, that is formed

by the path of one object chasing another

object that is itself moving in a predeter-

mined way. It is illustrated in a classic

brainteaser called the four-bugs puzzle. In

the illustration, four bugs are at the corners

of a ten-inch square. Simultaneously they

all start crawling, each toward the bug

on its left—-A directly toward S, B directly

toward C. C toward D, and D toward A.

Obviously, the bugs have to keep adjusting

their headings as their "targets" move,

but they crawl at a constant rate until they

come together at the square's center.

As they crawl, the bugs remain at the corners

of a square, but the square gets smaller

and smaller, and it rotates (in a clockwise

direction in the given example).

The path each bug traces is called an

equiangular spiral because throughout its

length it keeps a constant angle of orienta-

tion toward the center ol the square;

Wherever the bug is on its path, the square's

center is at the same angle (45° to the

right in this example). Equiangular spirals

are found in nature in the structure of the

chambered nautilus shell, in the arrange-

ments ol seeds on such plants as the

sunflower and daisy, and, on-a grand scale,

in the distribution of stars in the arms of

many spiral galaxies.

Equiangular spirals also underlie the

common misconception that moths are

attracted to- light. In fact, the moths are using

the light to navigate: In the long history of

their evolution, a bright light at night was

usually the distant.moon. By fixing on that

light and keeping it at a constant visual

angle during a flight, the moth could manage

to fly a fairly straight line. When man came
along with campfires, lightbulbs, and

other nearby sources of light, the old

navigation method led to disaster. If a moth

sighted a flame and tried to fly straight

by keeping it to one side at a constant angle,

it would have to correct its course continu-

ously, into tighter and tighter circles around

the flame, following an equiangular spiral

to its doom.
Inthe four-bugs .puzzle, each spiral path

stays oriented to the side of the square's

center, never directly toward it. If the bugs

were replaced by dimensionless points,

each point would reach the square's center

-only after making an infinite number of

revolutions around it.

The paradox is thai even this curve with

infinite turnings still has a definite, finite

length. The puzzle is to find that length: How
far does each bug travel before all four

meet at the center?

HOT PURSUIT
~

Alan L. Wiemann, of New York City, has

sent us some unusual computer graphics

based on an original program he had

written to solve pursuit-curve problems like

the one above. We have adapted the

following quiz from his images.

Wiemann set four "male" bugs at the

corners of a rectangle and programmed

them to walk directly toward a lone "female"

bug. He gave the female various simple-

geometric paths to follow and let the

computer trace out the pursuit paths of the

tour males. Sometimes the results were

graceful curves with pleasing designs.

The whole exercise becomes a puzzle

when the female's path is omitted and

you try to infer what that path was, based

on the routes taken by the four pursuers.

The numbered illustrations atop page 153

show the pursuit paths of four male bugs,

each of which started in one of the four

corners, crawling at the same constant rate

toward a female bug, which followed one

of the lettered routes shown at the bottom of

the facing page. Your task is to match the

paths of pursuers and pursued. You will

note that two extra male tracings are

included for which no corresponding female

path appears. That's to make this quiz a bit

more challenging. After you have matched

each of the six letters (female paths) to

an appropriate number (male path), there

will be two numbers (male paths) left

over. For extra credit, draw the two missing

female paths that are implied by the males'

patterns of pursuit.

UNDER PRESSURE
~~

Judging from two recent errors that

readers have caught in our Omni columns,

we must have cut class the day that air

pressure was discussed in Physics 101.

In the April column on the Museum of the

Impossible, we described how you can

put a peeled, hard-boiled egg into a narrow-

necked bottle by burning paper inside

the bottle and placing (he egg over the

opening. "The fire consumes the air in the

bottle," we said, "and atmospheric pressure

pushes the egg inside."

Our technique was okay, but our

explanation wasn't. The fire doesn't

consume the air inside the bottle; it heats

the air, causing it to expand and thereby

forcing some air out the neck of the bottle.

When the fire goes out, the air in the bottle

cools and contracts, causing a relative

vacuum inside, and atmospheric pressure

pushes the egg in.

With that out of the way, can you figure

out how to get the egg out of the bottle? II

you invert the bottle and shake it, the egg

will be squeezed into the neck, decreasing

the air pressure inside the bottle, which

will prevent the egg from passing any farther

through the neck.

To get the egg out, you have to reverse

the process of getting it in—that is, find a

way to make the relative air pressure inside

the bottle greater than that outside. How
would you do it?

Second, in our June 1984 report on

Competition #30 (practical solutions for

practical problems), we awarded a $25

runner-up prize to Ken Faulkenberry, of St.

Simons Island, Georgia, for his method

of keeping the soda in a two-liter bottle from

going flat: "Each time I poured a drink, I

would squeeze the bottle enough to raise

the liquid level near the rim. Then I
would



screw on Ihe cap so that there was very little

air in the container for the carbonation to

escape into." There's a big problem here.

which many readers caught. Some even
thought we should demand our prize money
back. We won't go that far, but we will

acknowledge that the readers are right and
Faulkenberry was wrong. The method
described not only won't work to prolong
carbonation, it will actually speed the rate at

which the soda loses its fizz. (See Commu-
nications, October 1984, for a letter to

the editor explaining why Faulkenberry's

solution won't work.)

READERS' ORIGINALS '

~~

Here are "some of the best original puzzles
we have received recently from readers.

The readers are credited with their answers,

and each will receive $25 and a one-year
subscription to Omni.

1. DON'T CALL US, What does the following

number represent?

(314) 159-2654

2. COMPOUNDS. Given these four words—
church, note, board, and ignition—what
one word will combine with each to form four

compound words or Iwo-word expres-
sions? The answer is key. which will form
church key, keynote, keyboard, and ignition

key. With each of the following sets of

four words, what one word will form four

recognizable compounds?
A. hole, ski, sea, tight

B. dry, sea, climber, great

C. going, indian, front, liner

3. TWO FROM UTAH.
A. Complete, the following sequence:

3, 7, 10, 11, 12

B. Take away the first letter of a five-

letter English word and the result is a
homonym of the'original. Take away only
the second letter of the same common
word and the result is again a homonym of

the five-letter original. What common word
has this property?

345 789
Given the arrangement of numbers

above, should the 10 be placed above or

below the line? Why?
b:a f hijklmno qrs u wxy

bcde g p t v
Would the Z go above or below the line?

For the answers to Hot Pursuit and
Readers' Originals, see page 113.

CHRISTMAS PICKS

In next month's issue, we continue the

tradition that in the past has given Omni
readers early warnings of Pac-Man, Donkey
Kong, Zaxxon, Trivial Pursuit, Ace of Aces,
the Godaikin Robots, and Rubik's Cube.
Watch for our annual picks of best games
of the year in the December Games column.
The listings will include choices for best
computer games and best general games.
In addition, we'll launch a brand-new
competitor"featuring prizes unlike any
offered in previous years.DO
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<mJust last week a

Seattle woman whistled at

her parakeet That.
.

night.the bird got On the
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phone-arid had

.
six targe.pizzas delivered-;-;

. from New Zealand.-
'; Delivery, alone cost $7,0003
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win the Super Bow!. Gam is ruined.- r

Case Study B: 'Mrs. ^oooha Reynolds, ct

Incii ii -: :: c meows a! her cat from a

n ding place in ho' bedroom closet. Mr.

Reynolds says hat hlds-and-secK isa
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something goes'terribly-wrong.
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cries- on nahona; television: 'lis political
'

iodunes plummet His hopes of achieving

-he !i"- i .:::,v: v are dashed

hese cast &.Q inem

have beer uitcovc-reo bv an elite -earn of

scientist working at trie newiy cecicd

Pavlov.an hv-yitute :si Advanced Zoeiogy

and Data on Research Animals 'flAZa:

DoPAl The scientists are finding thai- pel

C-A-i 1

1

: or- .
i m , ! : . 'CSV- i

and ottierwise mimicking their petsy

n-rrc their anirnais,"

says Dr Sheldon Gecnf. head or.an
i
mat

studies at. the nstiule. "Per owners don't

?,/ ng. but -heir anirnais

po.

i :. ! orcerin. i
fro: i i-'n m u.'

Gechf explains.
,iT us It sounds like

-:.jibocrlsh
:
bu: (he h/ench waiter understands

it An hour later ne brings somenine; 'rem.

:
,.:!, hen us iafy

'

Gechl said the human tendency to imitate,

or attempt :o oemrnuniCate with pots dates
.

i,. preh'isio; ctl' es vvir n earl mar',

. mimicked adrnais-as.ameansof luring

rhein Into traps. Bui today, he warns, ihs.iho

animals the; are selling the traps for us.

'J: is! :asi week a Seattle woman whistled
' ather aarakeei," recaps Geent, "That

.night, the oirdgot en ^he phone and had six

;asge pizzas delivered— -rein New
Zealand The delivery bd alone was weif
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as though faking come iar.ds troir, some
rtysteriousscgrce i

;
a: s r e: .' hanging

out at hardware stores Gupoes aie trying :o

buy beachfront props" 1
/. Garblls have

gee -'a s. Mice
.

a?e >'-' believe,

andsis -

:

tne pet-Gwnem themselves

GeCnt was- asked wnethei -.here was any

way humans could a- least learn the .';• ,•

rudiments of animal speech and thus avoid' ;.;;

i unde^tandmgs.
: "Who do 1 look iike. Or. Doolittle? No, -'.'

- y
there's only one way to ensure you do noi '

7[

'

;s lo stop trying to
{

conSmunicate in its own language "
; .J- :

But for some pet owners, he cautions, it -
-!

too I ite

'
.,! : a.y mve ady -j

thai has deeply offended ycur ;:e\ '

"-

animal '•:&/ be bidn so its tine .- :. :e

Settle the score,
:

Gechf says
,:iVlvdwndogsanexamp.e'

:

Get-'

eoniinues.'-i.used to plav vvitcn'i- s se-

tl'-e barking, woofir.y, howiing u.si -.-}.

ns.did. Then he became -wsierlcs'.

disiani, withdrawn. Now ne iocks :-:. -~e

strangely and watches me a:l the \r-~ -e s

dei: n ; te';y go; somethirigon hjis mind.

"has: week i was cloianir.g ou' his

.seghouse and found

and Ammo, magazine, i ihough: tie hac

, .the

SLibsonplicn was in his name I've since

•ooked up my.pi.ms. and I would adv se

-Jo the same.
: he caul ions all pet owners to be wan.

and to watch for changes In fheii oafs

behavior At thisvory momeni

:

may be planning thai; owners' demise

The- observant pet. owner, Ge.ch.l says, car-

head off trouble before it starts

Tve seen it happen time and. time age r

One minute you're Goo's gift io an'mae

The r-ext n-'ULite xhe-e's a price' on your

head.. I: you - r el*j safe, get

them before tney ge; you. dust niakr-: ::

took.like an accident.-"' he suggesls.

' Then tie lowered his voice k: a w :n ; sise:

lake your set cut hunfinn and say ye-

it-ou ih.i i' v,m'..i r ere: i
m .,

' sc^sthing. It's ouick. It's palniess. Ana

in-fheend. who's going to know''"

She i ! v.h •<::

wriUen, Ds. Guchl died in a b;zs"G

acckimi. Police say hi -v
.

n utro

hi? car !.o go or, a Hurting Wio vviih h;s

dog when someh-ow U;e animal Ujrneo or.

,..,,
, ;, ,

,; a.- cai .'." Qi '.'

le codex =

estate has passed on to iur, pat.OQ

y/; 3 Cn:.cago:tiai SVV'U-t


